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ABSTRACT

Congressional committee oversight is conceived of as a contiriu-

ous process which begins when legislators institute a program to care

for a public problem, and persists for the life of the program The

process is characterized by the authoritative position of the legis-

lative participants, the specialized knowledge of the executive

branch participants, and their mutual responsibility for the develop-

ment and revision of program policy

The study of Office of Saline Water oversight indicates that

legislative branch participants are likely to initiate policy only

when most of the folloiing conditions are present: minimum negative

feedback generated by the program, high legislative participant

interest, legislative committee strength in parent chambers, low

confidence in agency administrators, weak agency in terms of estab.

lished clientele and position in administrative hierarchy, Presiden-

tial indifference, and presence of the opposition party in the hite

House. Institutional factors seem to favor -innovation by Senate over-

seers and review by House overseers In the absence of a cluster of

conditions favorable to legislative initiative, House participants

are likely to intensify review activities and to place restrictive

modifications on administration proposals, while Senate participants

are likely to ratify administration recommendations and act as

mediators between the House and the administration.

vii



CHAFTER 1

ThTRODU CT ION

Congressional committee oversight of executive agencies has

recently received attention by scholars in respect to the conse-

quences of oversight for public policy. Harold P. Green and Alan

Rosenthal have provided impressive evidence of the authority of a

congressional committee in the formulation of atomic energy policy.1

In a study which would indicate that congressional committees may

fail to affect a determination of policy, James R. Kerr has shown that

the principal oversight committee for the space program explicitly

2
recommended policy which the agency reiused to implement. Vhile

the ability of committees to direct the policy of agencies uier

their jurisdiction appears to vary considerably, the factors which

determine the variations are not presently known.

Various conclusions of other studies suggest that the over-

sight performance of a single committee may change under different

conditions and at different times. Although the effects of varying

oversight on agency policy were not within the scope of their

Harold P. Green and Alan Rosenthal, Government of the
Atom (New York: Atherton Press, 1963).

James R. Kerr, "Congress and Space: Overview or Over.
sight?" Public Administration Review, XXV (September, 1965), 155-92.

1



John F. Bibby, '1Cominittee Characteristics and Legislative
Oversight of Administration," Midwest Journal of Political Science,

X (February, 1966), 75.9; Seymour Scher, "Congressional Committee

Members as Independent Agency Overseers: A Case Study," American
Political Science Review, LIV (December, 1960), 9ii2O; Seymour Scher,
"Conditions for Legislative Control," Journal of Politics, XXV (August,
1963), 526.LO.

Some valuable studies of legislative oversight include:
Green and Rosenthal, Kerr, 2t.; Bibby, 22i; Scher,
"Congressional Committee Members," and "Conditions for Logis-
lativo Control," J. Loiper Freeman, The Political Process:
Executive Bureau4gis1ative Committee Relations (Garden City, N.Y.:
Random House, 1955). The oversight function of the appropriations

process has been considered in: Richard F. Fonno, Jr., The Pier of the

Purse (Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1966); Aaron Wildavsky, The

Politics of the Budetarocess (Boston: Little, Brown and Company,
1964); Ira Sharkansky "Four Agencies and an Appropriations Subcommittee:
A Comparative Study of Budget Strategies," Midwest Journal of Political

Science, IX (August 1965), 25L1. Joseph F. Harris evaluates the
conduct of oversight in Congressional Control of Administration (Wash
ington, D. C.: The Brookings Institution, 196'4)

2

analyses, John F. J3ibby and Seymour Scher have identified some of

the factors which tend to encourage or discourage committee over

sight of administration.1

The purpose of this study is to examine some aspects of the

relationship between congressional committee oversight and public

policy by means of a case study.2 The principal subjects of the study

are the Office of S1ine Water and the substantive congressional

committee units with jurisdiction over its program-the Rouse and

Senate Subcommittees on Irrigation and Reclamation of the Committees

on Interior and Insular Affairs. Inasmuch as congressional oversight

is exercised by other units too, the House and Senate Subcommittees on

Interior of the Committees on Appropriations, the Subcommittee on Public

Works and Resources of the House Comniittee on Government Operations,
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and certain other comdttees with a peripheral interest will be consid-

ered in their relation with the Office of Saline Water (). In

focusing on the single program carried out by the Office of Ssflne

Water9 attention is drawn to the nuerous executive agency-legislative

committee relationships that may affect policy formulation, to the

frequency of coiittoe oversight for the agency9 and to the various kinds

of factors which iiiay enter into the determination of policy for a

1
program.

The conclusions to be drawn from other studies are that differ-

ent committees vary in the extent to which they determine authorita-

tive policies for agencies, and that the same committee may not per

form oversight in a consistent manner over time. Under what conditions

may congressional committee oversight be eocted to result in conse-

quences for saline water policy? What factors are likely to encourage

or discourage all the principal oversight committees to take an active

role in the initiation of saline water policy? What factors appear

to be significant in accounting for varied influence on saline water

policy among the several committees? When the conditions and factors

which appear to affect legislative influence on saline water policy

have been identified and analycd, comparisons can be made with findings

from other oversight studies.

1. Another approach to oversight is the examination of over-

sight activities of a single committee. For example, see Bibby,

t0; Kerr, Lewis Anthony Dexter, 'Congrossmen and the

4aking of 1Iilitary Policy, H wPerspectson e House of

rsentative, ed. Robert L. Peabody and NeiSOfl W. Polsby (Chicago:
Rand McNally & Company, 1963), p. 305.



Thiohiem of Oversight

There is a general cpectation9 shared by mebors of Congress

members of the adinistrativo burcaucracyD and most students of the

legislative process9 that executive agencies and programs ought to be

under legisltive control. This expectation persists even though the

number of legislators in Congress remains the same while government

programs and the bureaucracy are expanding.

While no one actually supposes that the entire Congress super

vises each of the programs conducted by the bureaucracy9 it is expected

that members as individuals and as significant actors in comnittoes

will exercise some sort of anthoritative supervision9 in the name of the

peoples over most government agonces. Coimsittees are expected to

make recomiendations to the House and Senate so that majority decisions

with respect to prograDl.s can be made. Committee control of adninistra

tive programs is subject to the u1tiriate control of Congress.

The task of legislative oversight would seem to be a chal..

lenging one even if confined to the prosaic service and regulatory

activities that a modern government undertakes But legislative

responsibility has recently been ect.ended to include oversight of

over.increasing expenditures on scientific research and development

programs
1

Our politicians most of whom do not have scientific or

1. For attempts to describe9 define9 and offer prescriptions
for the role of the scientific conmunity in its relationship to
goverrLflient9 see Don K. Price9 The Scientific Estate (Cambridge9 Mass.:
The Belknap Press of Harvard University Press9 1965); Robert Gilpin
and Christopher Wright (od.) Sciei: ists and National Policaking
(New Iork: Colmbia University PreLs 1964) Jn
Govornent and Science (Washingon9 D.C.: National Aeadeey of Scionees



technical backgrounds aro expected to authorize legitimato and

oversee the administration of all government programs, scientific or

not, and to mako policy judents about their worth and the need for

program revision0 Is policy formulation for scientific agencies beyond

congressional oversight and, in practice, left up to the experts in the

executive branch? Although Green and Rosenthal pointed out that for

the politician, tia world fashioned for the application of specialized

knowledge and skills is indeed a demanding one,'1 their research results

showed that legislators nod not abandon the initiative in the dovel

opment of policy for scientific programs. Congressional committee

oversight of scientific research programs does not appear to be intrin-

sically different from oversight of other programs except that the

problem of the politician' s reliance on expert advice in policy-m&thig

is accentuated. This is to say that most committees must make policy

decisions for tne agencies under their jurisdiction based on a rather

low level of information, and without a comprehensive view of problems,

alternatives, and possible outcomes. Legislators do depend a great

deal on the advice of experts, no matter what kind of a program it is.

But committees ri-iay take advice, they may offer advice, and they may

initiate policy.

National Research Council, 1964); Science and Democratic Government
(Santa Barbara, Calif.: Center for the Study of Democratic Institu-
tions, 1963); J S tefan Dupre and Sanford A. Lakoff, Jp°
Nation (Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice Hall, Inc., I92); Avery
Leiserson, "Scientists and the Policy Process," American Political
Science Review, LIX (June, 1965), 408-16.

1. Green and Rosenthal, on. cit., p. 22.
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The Office of Saline Water is charged with the responsibility

of finding and developing low-cost methods of taking the salts out

of sea water and inland brackish waters. The scientific nature of

the program has not precluded sonic legislative initiatives in policy

formulation. But, as would be expected, the oversight committees have9

at times, accepted the advice of agency experts and occasionally policy

initiatives have come from the President and his science advisors.

It is assumed, then, that committees cannot perform oversight

with anything like perfect knowledge. But in spite of the superior

resource of information of the executive branch, and the complex

activities it undertakes, under sonic circumstances oversight committees

clearly determine policy0

The Oversi ht Process

}ly use of the term "oversight processt includes committee

activities which result in determinations about agency policies, author-

itative instructions in the form of statutes, appropriations acts and

committee reports, as wofl as review and investigation of the implemen-

tation of authoritative policy already in effect. It is recognized

that "oversight" has sometimes implied only the situation in which

substantive committees review the operations of administration.1

1. Bibby, o.. cit., and Harris, .2P cit., treat oversight
as review, but Green and Rosenthal, cit., and Kerr,
consider oversight as the inclusive process I have described.

6
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business is conducted at other times The one activity blonds into

the other as the ctmmlativo experience of the executive agenoy

congressional coittee relationship hears on the policy problems at

hand0

Oversight is conducted in the context of the executive agency-

congressional conmittee relationship The term "oversIght" expresses

congressional coiimd.ttee jurisdiction over agencies expresses the

legitimate authority of committees to assess policy implementation

and to participate in the formulation of now poiioy and expresses the

responsibility or accovntability of the agencies to the committees.

Participants in oversight includes on the executive s&de, the small

group of agency personnel who actually appear before congressional

comnittees certain staff members such as congressional liaison menu

and departmental superiors on specific occasions. On the congressional

sides participants are not all the members of aJi the oversight

committees but only the congressmen and senators who engage in activ-

ities relevant to the program of OSW. The link between the partici

pants is the common responsibility for policy problems of the saline

water program.

The Public Problem and the Proreri

For the purpose of analysis the study conceives of an over-

sight system centered on a particular public problem0 The problem is

the smediate responsibility of the government agency and hence the

ultimate responsibility of oversight committees &nd Congress For the

Office of Saline Water the problem is to find a loicost mothod of

8



taking the salts out of sea water and inland wators a process cafled

1
desalination.

How does a problem like desalination of saline water get to

be the responsibility of a government agoncy and, therefore, congres.

sional oversight committees and Congress? A problem may be called a

discrepancy between what people have and what people want, but this is

no definition at all; such a discrepancy seems to be a condition of

human existence. In the context of congressional oversight it is clear

that a public problem is involved0 John Dewey's insight on the iiture

of a public problem sheds light on the entire governmental process,

including that aspect of it which is congressional oversight:

We take then our point of departure from the objective fact
that hian acts have consequences upon others, that some of
these consequences are perceived, and that their perception
leads to subsequent effort to control action so as to
secure some consequences and avoid others. Foflciuing this

clew, we are led to remark that the consequences are of two
kinds, those which affect the persons direcUy engaged in a
transaction and those which affect others beyond those
immediately concerned. In this distinction we find tho germ
of the distinction between the private and the public.2

The public consists of all those who are affected by the
indirect consequences of transactions to such an extent
that it is deemed necessary to have those consequences
systematically cared for.3

9

1. tDelnatjon,tt Itdesalinizatjon,fl Hdesalting,tr and

"conversion," are terms used interchangeably by committee members and
agency personnel. Technical papers use "desalination," as "desalting"
has been ircorreetly interpreted as applicable only to sea water.

2, John Dewey, The Public and its Problems (Denver: iian
Swallow, 1927), p. 12.

3. Ibid., pp. i516.
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A problem is public when the indirect consequences of human

activities are perceived and there is an effort to regulate them.

Different problems bring different publics into being and. the same prob

lorn may have different publics over time. When regulation is deemed

necessary, an authoritative policy ivay be established and a public

agency may be formed or adapted to secure some consequences and avoid

others. The public problem then becomes the center of attention for a

governmental program. At this point formel ly organized social structures

which are "official" become linked to the problem due to their relation

ship with the program. The problem then has an "official" public which

includes agency people and members of congressional oversight commit

tees in addition to the nonofficial public which includes those ind

viduals and groups interested in avoiding some consequences and

securing others.

Deweyt s definition of the public helps us to understand what

congressional oversight moans. Governmental agencies and bureaus are

established to order certain consequences of human actions. Nost of thorn

are instituted by congressional committees responsible for processing

proposals regarding various kinds of problems. Some of the members of

these committees become part of the official public f or particular

problems; they are responsible for the development of authoritative

policy in respect to the consequences which should be avoided or secured.

They become part of the official public when proposals about the problem

are suggested to them, and they remain part of that public as long as

they engage in the development of relevant authoritative policy.



U
Of course the oversight system is subject to the influence of

nonofficial publics consisting of groups and indiuiduals interested in

the positive or negative consequences the program might secure.

Municipalities experiencing water shortages, saline conversion equip

nient manufacturers, scientific research organizations, and the press

are some of the nonofficial publics of the saline water program.

Their reactions to and appraisals of policy result in feedback into

the system.

I ncromentalism

What happens to the problem? Is it solved? Does it disappear?

Sometimes problems are eliminated in one way or the other and the

agencies established to care for them are disbanded, as in a post

crisis period, e.g., after wars and depressions. Sometimes new

problems are brought to light which an established agency is already

equipped to care for. Usually, a problem which is deemed to require

reguAtion to avoid some consequences and secure others does not

disappear but simply is brought into the realm of government responsi

bilities, Charles E. Lindb1oms concept of incrernentaJisHiU is useful

for understanding the way problems are usually acted upon in American

government and is especially relevant to a study of oversight in

its emphasis on continuing decisions applied to public problems over

time.

LIncrenlentalis is deeision.making through small or incre
mental moves on particular problems rather than through a
comprehensive ref orm program. It is also endless, it takes
the form of an indefinite sequence of policy moves.



I4oreovor it is exploratory in that the goals of po1iey
making continue to change as new experience with policy
throws new light on what is posib10 and dosirable'

A policy is directed at a problem; it is tried altered
tried in its altered forms altered again0 and so forth0

From two to five or nioro tines a year for the past sixteen

years the problems of developing methods of lowcost desalination

have been laid before congressional comiuiittees together with a report

on progress to date. Experience has thrown new light on the nature

of the problem; new approaches have been explored old ones abandoned.

For a period of time0 there were high hopes for a scientific '1break

through't which would allow the United States to give a priceless

gift to the vast arid areas of the world; an abundant supply of

fresh water from the sea or from underground aquifers of brackish

water. But the breakthrough stubbornly refused to appear. lr.lhilo riot

ruled outs the idea of breakthrough has been gradually eroded and

resources have been concentrated on development and refinement of the

known highcost conversion processes. The goal is now iuodoratelyprieed

water which can supplement lowcost natural fresh water supplies.

The goals of policyma1dng have changed incrementally with the knowledge

of what is possible and desirable. Incrementa1ism as a way of think

ing about continuing decisions applied to problems over time, also

"In3reientali51" in decision-making is Lindblo&s concep
tion although its full exposition appears in a book of joint author
ship See David Braybrooke and Charles B0 Lindblon A Sate of
Decision (Glencoc: The Free Press of Gleneoe l963) p. 71.

Ibid. p. 73.

12



describes the way policy decisions are altered slightly as the

probleu moves fron one comitteo to another. Each coiposito decision

that i legitinated by Congress is the result of a series of copro

viises a1ong the comiiittees and agency personne1.- In addition, other

increiiental decisions are ado by appropriations coivaittees, and by

the substantive connittees (especially their chairien) apart from the

policy that appears in public law.

The OversiSte

It is apparent that I an combining nam-iy conceptual approaches

to the problem of oversight and its effect on public policy0 I have

borrowed from coitteocentered anlyses, other studies of oversight,

and the literature on systems analysis02 This study approaches

Coimposite decisions, briefly dicusod in Herbert A.
Siion, Achdnistrativo Behavior (2d ed0 rev0; New York: The Macnillan
Co., 19o1), p. 221, indicate the incrementel piecing together of
decisions nade by separate units in Congress prior to the collective
decisions which are macic by najority vote.

The usefulness and desirability of congressional corn
rnittsecsntered studies, and their scarcity, was pointed out by David
Trunan in The Govormienta1 Process (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, l9),
p. 369. Since then a body of knowledge about oonittees has begun
to be accunulated. For oxatiple, see Ralph K. Huitt "The Congros.
sionaj. Coirittee: A Case Study," American Political Science Review,
XLVII (June, l9$J!), 3LO.365; John F. Manley, "The House Committee on
Ways and Means: Conflict Management in a Congressional Ccmitteo,"
American Politca1 Scionca Review, LIX (December, 1965), 927-939;
Richard F. Fenno, Jr., "The House Appropriations Comm1ttee as a
Political System: The Problem of Integrations" Ameican Political
Science Review, LVI (June, 1962), 31O.3214; Charles 0. Jones,
URepresentation in Congress: The Case of the House Agriculture
Committee,'1 American Politeal Scencs Review, LV (Junc 1961),
358.367; Charles 0<. Jones, "The IO1 3'OngrCCsiOna1 Subcommittees"
4idwost Journal of Political Science, V (Noverer, 1962), 3273k.
The congressional omcdttee as legislative overoer has been the
subject of an increasing number of studies. See footnote, ira

13



oversight chiefly through committee do monts but is not strictly
coimuittee..centcred because it touches only that prton of coaittee
analysis which bears on saline water poiicy. It is not agency..

centered because it excludes analysis of internal and external

agency problems which arc not reflected in the relationship with

congressional committees. J. Leiper Freeman's approach to the con

gressional committoecxocutive bureau relationship is close to that

employed here, but where he concentrated on the conditions which

allow bureaucrats to influence policy0 this study focuses on the

conditions which encourage or discourage the influence of policy by

congressional committees.1 Like Freeman, I conceive of the agency..

committee relationship as a subsystem in the larger political system.

Implicit in my descriptions is the notion that political life may be

viewed as a system of action, the function of which is the authorita

tive 1location of values02 A political system is presumably anely..

tically distinct from its environment and may bc distinguished by

identification of a predominant function performed by the system0

The congressional oversight system of the Office of Saline Water is

14

page 2. The fled.bIlity of the systems concepts in application to
different levels of analysis is ill ustrated by the work of David Easton,
A Framework for Political Analysis (Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice..

Hall, Inc., 1965); William C. Mitchell, The American Polity (New York:
The Free Press of Glencoc, 1962); and Fenno, The Power of the Purse,

Freeman o.cit., p. 9.

Laston, pe 129,
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distinct from other systems in that it makes composite and separate

authorit.ative policy decisions about the saline water program. The

boundaries of the system within the larger systems of Congress and

the Administration become apparent when its participants move tard

or away from activities that are linked to saline water policy. It

has been pointed out that participants in the system arc some of the

agency staffs and occasionally their departmental superiors, and sortie

of the members of oversight committees and cortmiittec staff members.

By conceiving of the system as centered on po1icymaking for the

saline water progrsrn the part time role of the participants becomes

evident

What is the saline water policy..making system? It is a group

of people in 05W and Congress who review9 investigate, plan for, and

formulate saline water policy. Systems analysis s simply a way of

thinking about social organization and social activity. The insttu-

tional frsrtiework for oversight includes the "agency1' and the "commit-

tees;" the concept of system permits us to think in terms of the

people who actually are involved with saline water problems when they

are working on these problems 6

The system has boundaries. Obviously, many people in Congress

and the agency have no recponsiblity toward, or are not involved in the

formulation of OSW policy. Boundaries ar a useful analytical construct

because they delineate a system and make it possible to identify in-

puts into a system and outputs from it. Demand and support inputs

into the oversIght system modify the behavior of the participants
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toward the saline water progrem; outputs from the oversight system are

authoritative policy decisions which rrodify the activ!ties of the

Office of Saline Water in administering policy. It is assumed that

significant demand and support inputs and authoritative policy deci

sions appear in the public record.

How do inputs modify the behavior of parteipants? A good

example is provided by a Pacific Northwest appropriations subcommittee

chairwoman0 She explained her positive approach to saline water

research funding in terms of the desirability of desalination as

protection for Co1urbia River water? Her perception of constituency

demands has apparently been a f9ctor in her subcommittees approve].

of agency requests.

Salient inputs modify the behavior of participants in the

systems In a sense, one of the principal inputs is l] previous

inputs The behavior of the system is scarcely comprehensible except

in view of past experience with the programo Rather than introduce a

new terw, I have cboen to consider the accumulated history of inputs

(as perceived by the participants) as simply an input.

Outputs ae authoritative policy decisions. Some outputs, like

authorizing and appropriations legislation, are composite decisions.

Remarks of Julia Hansen (D4lashington) in U S. Congress,

House, Subcoittee of the Committee on Appropriations0 Hearings,
BiU 1966 89th Cong., let Sees., 1965,

pp. 53355.
Morton A. Kaplan, Sjstem and Process in International

Polities (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1957), p. L; and Charles A.

NeC].efland, Thaory athe Inter:ct na1 System (New York: The

Macmillan Co. l96T, p. 18, suggest that. history may he accounted for
in this manner.
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Others like appropriations cciiittee roports and the rcqurenont that

a co1n1ittee chairman be consulted on certain adthnistrativo matters ray

be largely individual decisions The participants on the four co

niittees most involved with saline water policy will receive slightly

different demands and supports and can be ceoted to arrive at

slightly different decisions about the program. For exsmp1e when the

program was just getting under way in the early fiftios the House

Subcormnittoe on Appropriations directed in a report that the agency

should apply all, of its funds to one or two research projects. The

Senate counterpart subcoImitteeD after hearing the testimony of some

scientists9 decided that the agency's funds should be spread as

broadly as possible. While the Senate subcommittee prevailed in con

ference that year9 the House subcommittee (which received no scientific

advice) continued to press the agency to concentrate its funds on

one or two projects0 The different inputs to the two subcommittees

help account for different directives to the agency.

Some inputs affect all the oversight committees. The increased

support for cientifio programs as a consequence of the Soviet Sputnik

achievement was an input which can be counted as a factor in increased

appropriations and a change in direction for the saline water program.

Within the boundaries of the system, there are interactions

An interaction is behavior on the part of one participant that modifies

the behavior of another. The modified behavior is perceived by the

first person and his subsequent behavior is affected by this perceptIon.

Interaction means reciprocal actcn involving a modification in
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behavior. An example of what is meant by an interaction is as follows:

In l96L a wefl-.qualified man was selected to head OSW, Nembers of

the four principal oversight committees were obviously impressed with

his competence; they tended to address him as Doctortt even though ho

asked them not to, since his degrees were honorary. His ability to

take command of agency operations and quickly grasp the necessary

technical information won him praise from committee members, but his

tendency to use agency jargon annoyed them. The initial approval of

such a competent man gradually turned into great irritation at the

manner in which he conveyed information. Repeatedly he was required

to define his terms, reword his testimony, or submit a statement in plain

language. He responded by attempting to communicate more clearly, and

by educating the committees in the language he preferred. The inter

action modified the behavior of both director and committee members.

it is assumed that interactions in systems are more or less

patterned; the patterns are governed by the norms of the system and

by the roles assumed by the participants. Norms are the general

"oughtt1 behaviors that groups tend to expect, while role refers to

the cluster ol' expectations surrounding an individual's position in

the group, including his own expectations of that position.1 In any

social system, certain kinds of behavior are forbidden, certain kinds

are required, and there are many situations which allow participants

1. For fuller explanations of 'norms" and "roles" see
Jewell and Patterson, op. cit., pp. 17-18; and Fenno, The Power of
the Purse, p. xxi.
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to exercise a measure of flexibility. Familiarity with the norms of

behavior in one committeeagency reiationshp provides a means of

comparing similarities and differences with others9 a comparison which

should indicate sonic of the areas of restricted and flex:lble behavior.

For example, it may be safely predicted that no agency director would

ever bring a battery of questions to a hearing for the purpose of

informing himself about how the committee operates0 But the agency

may, as 03W did, prepare a "presentation" with charts and graphs and

slides, to inform the committees of 1ongrange program plans0 The

House substantive committee witnessed the presentation as part of a

scheduled review hearing and the House appropriattons subcommittee

viewed it in an executive session. The Senate appropriations committee

merely had. the written material put into the record while the Senate

substantive committee failed to take note of it in any ay. Committee

behavior was generally in accordance with norms demanding different

degrees of attention to oversight of 03W, but the agency's action was

unusual in the attempt to convert preparation for a regular review

hearing into an opportunity to influence the four principal oversight

committees.

Use of the terms "boundaries," "norms," and roles,H implies

that the oversight system is ordered and rather st&blo. While patterns

of behavior are assumed, it should be recognized that the very nature

of inputs and interactions suggests change. Behaviors are constantly

being modified by inputs across system boundaries and by interactions

within the system. The modifications are usually not radical but they



are cumulative and the oversight system at one point in time behaves

somewhat differently than at another point in time0

Summary

The Office of Saline Water oversight system has been identified

as a system of action centering on a public problem whi.ch a govern-

ment agency has been established to care for. Several committees have

jurisdiction over the agency program and they are responsible for

the development of' authoritative public policy for saline water matters.

The problem has resisted easy solution so a number of policies have

been tried, altered and tried in altered form again.

The committees are affected in the performance of their over-

sight responsibilities by factors external to the system and by factors

internal to the system. Sometimes the committees have clearly detor.

mined program po1icy occasionally they have ratified the policy advice

of the agency, but usually they have modified the advice of the

executive branch0 The comroittees do not behave as a unit in respect

to saline water problems but authoritative policy in the form of

statutes and appropriations acts results from compromises among the

committees. Some aspects of the behavior of the oversight system may

be accounted for by the different publics bringing demands and supports

to different parts of the system. Some may be accounted for by the

need to try new approaches when eãsting policy fails to produce the

desired consequences Other factors influencing oversight behavior

may be accounted for by such internal conditions as agency personnel,

a committee rnembers interest in the progrenp or a committees

20
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genera]. work norms which encourage or discourage frequent consideration

of the problem0

The central question is: Under what conditions may we expect

congressional committee oversight to result in consequences for public

policy? The identification of conditions is guided by the conception

of a substantive public problem, which is the object of continuing

policy decisions, formulated and appraised in the context of an

oversight system.

Data

The data for this study were collected from the public record

of saline water oversight activity from 1952 to 1967; the Conressona1

Record, committee hearings, committee reports, House and Senate documents

and agency reports to Congress and to the President. Other sources

include the record of addresses by agency personnel and committee

members at pilot plant dedications, saline water conferences and

syiposiunis, articles by individuals associated wi.th the program, and

letters to the writer from the agency and the offices of senators and

congressmen.

izttion

The work is organized into five chapters. Chapter 2 intro

ducos the ganeral topic of oversiglit and places it in perspective

by considering the values that support it, its functions for the

legislative process, the principal variables which appear to affect

oversight systems, and by reviewing the congressional procedures
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which order the oversight proceeso Chapter 3 is a study of the

participants in the systoi in their institutional units. Internal

conditions which have affected saline water policy are dicused.

Each coimitteo which has, at one time or another, concerned itself

with saline water affairs is examined in approximate proportion

to it apparent influence on saline water policy0 Chapter &' describes

tho oversight system in action during the periods of its £ornation

development, and maturation. Conditions external to the system which

have had significant consequences for saline water policy are

emphasized

In the concluding chapter, the conditions which have affected

oversight are reviewed in their relationship to consequences for saline

water policy. There are inherent difficulties in the exercise of

policy initiatives by oversight conittees yet, under some conditions

oversight results in neither ratification nor modification of policies

recommended by the executive branch, hut in initiation of policy by

the legislative branch.



CEAP'IER 2

THE SETTING FOR OVERSIGHT

In order to place an oversight system in the perspective of the

larger political system, it is necessary to consider the normative

values that justify oversight in our system the functions oversight

performs, some general conditions which are likely to affect the cor

duct of' oversight, and the formal processes which have been developed

to implement oversight

The Framework of Values

Legislative control of the bureaucracy is genery cited as

one of the most important, if not the most important, function of

Congress William J Keefo and Morris S Ogul cite "checking the

administration" as the first of three central functions of Congress.1

Theodore J. Lowi considers oversight the most important legislative

activity.2 Malcolm E. Jew-U and Samuel C. Patterson contend that

"the two most important functions of' legislative committees with

respect to the larger political system are the making of dociion

with regard to legislation and the authorIzation arid oversight of

Keefe and Ogul, t., p. 8.

Theodore J. Lowi (ed,), Leis1ativo Politics, USA (Boston:
Little, Brown, and Company, 1962), p. xix.

23
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adthnistrative actions"' Samuel P. Huntington a erts that th chief

2
function of Congress has shifted from legislaeive to oversight.

It is apparent that legislative oversight is expected to be conducted

in our system.

The Legislative Reorganization Act of 19146 directs that "Each

standing committee of the Senate and the House of Representatives shall

exercise continuous watchfulness of the execution by the administrative

agencies concerned of any laws, the subject matter of which is within

the jurisdiction of such committee. ." The wording of this act

reflects the American procedures based on the democratic norm which

gives special status and authority to elected officials, including

the requirement that they oversee the bureaucracy. The act recognizes

that certain committees are responsible for distinct areas of law-

making, and di'eets these committees to oversee the implementation

of laws within their jurisdiction.

Any political system which is considered democratic has proce-

dural rules intended to enable the legislative body to exercise control

over the executive. The norm of supervision of administration by

elected officials is common to democratic governments. But the

procedures vary. In systems organized after the British model, the

Jewel and Patterson, cit., p. 203,

Samuel P. Huntington, "Congressional Responses to the
Twentieth Century," and America' Future, ed. David 13,

Truman (Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: PrenticeHaU, Inc., 1965), p. 22.

U. S., Congress, Joint Conmiittee on the Organization of
Congress, Orgnizaton of Comçess, 79th Cong 2d hess., 19k6,
S. Rapt. 1011, p. 6.
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cabinet (composed of elected officials) heads executive departments.

Supplementary controls include Parliament' s ultimate authority over the

cabinet and public discussion on the floor of the House of Commons.

Parliamentarians impose accountability on other parli arnentari ans who

must answer for administrative behavior.

The American system is distinct from parliamentary types in its

formal and informal procedures for effecting the desired political

control over the conduct of administration. As in Britain, we give

special status and authority to elected officials. But because of the

constitutional theory which provides for the separation of powers, and

the proposition that Congress and the executive ought to be checks on

one another, it is expected that Congress, or congressional committees,

ought to confront administrative personnel, directly and in public, to

impose accountability. Supervision of administration is not intended

to be a dull and tedious job foisted upon elected officials because no

one else wants to do it. It is intended to promote accountability to

the electorate. Since it is expected, in democratic systems, that

elected officials will participate in the formulation of public policy

(weigh alternative courses to meet public problems) and will legiti

mate public policy (choose an authoritative course by majority vote),

1. For some views by British and Canadian parliamentarians
comparing their oversight procedures unfavorably with the American

system, see: R. H. S. Crossman, "Government and the Governed," Order
and Good Government, ed., Gordon Hawkins (Toronto: University of

Toronto Press, 1965), p. 4; E. Davie Fulton, "Parliament and the
Public," ibid., p. 43; Gerald Baldwin, "Role of the Private Member,"

,
p. 65.
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it follows that they ought to exercise authority over policy impiemen

tation by the bureaucracy.1

The rationale for congressional oversight may be summed up in

the following value preferences:

The public policy decisions of elected officials ought
to take precedence over those of nonelected officials.

Congress ought to exercise control over the executive,
and, by extension, over all ol' the executive agencies.

Part of the public policy-making process includes con-
gressional committee oversight of program administra
tion because elected officials ought to be accountable
for the implementation of authoritative policy and
should make judients as to the effects of that policy.

Each of these values has profound effects on the comrriittee.

agency relationship. The basic assumption that the public policy deci-

sions of elected officials ought to take precedence over those of non

elected officials leads to the exercise of authority by legislators

over administrators. (The President, being elected, also exercises

authority over administrators.) The authority of legislators is mani-

fested in a host of unwritten rules. Hearings are scheduled at the con-

venience of the committees. Committees are accorded the discretion of

1. This tripartite conception of public po1icymaking is
elaborated in Charles 0. Jones, "The Po1icyiaking Approach: An Essay
on Teaching American Politics," delivered at the 1967 Annual Iieeting
of the American Political Science Association, PickCongress Hotel,
Chicago, September 5.9. Jones suggests that the tasks of policy
formulation, policy legitimation, and policy administration may be
usefully thought of as centers of distinct, but related systems of
action in the larger political system. This paper recognizes the
distinction between the three systems and proposes that congressional
committee oversight is an institution which functions to provide
links between them,
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structuring the hearing. They may request, or refuse to permit, the

appearance of specific agency personnel. Committee members are expected

to solicit information and agency people are expected to provide it,

During public hearings, executive branch personnel behavior is in accord-.

ance with the norm that requires explanation and justification of agency

activities and expenditures. Executive branch personnel express defer-

ence to elected officials by responding courteously to all questions

although custom demands that they raise none of their own. However,

the phrase, "the executive proposes, the Congress disposes," describes

one aspect of the executivo-legislative relationship. Departments and

agencies are expected to propose needed programs and to suggest changes

in existing programs. Eut it is assumed that elected officials will

have the "last say" on whether such proposals become authoritative pub-

lic policy.

The norm of congressional control over aU of the executive

agencies is observed by means of the division of labor among standing

comniittees so that subdivisions of the executive side each fall under

the jurisdiction of specific groups of legislators.

The third norm, that elected officials should make judgments

as to the effects of policy implementation, is reflected in group and

individu1 behavior. Committee members receive information from those

affected by the agency program in order to aid in these judgments. In

addition, individual members may use the oversight process to forward

policy which is deemed beneficial to particular districts and states.

If it is recogn!zed that a particular proposal under consideration
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might bring economic benefit to a specific locality, a committee chair..

man may say, WeU, i am stronger for this bill than I thought I was.'1

If there is no apparent benefit, the norm permits members to express

doubts on that account: "What I am trying to do, of course, is to

see how Utah can got in on this act. I am asking myself whether Utah

will ever got in on this act directly.H2 For their part, experienced

agency people may point out how their program is of interest to certain

members because of the benefits rendered to the relevant constituencies.3

This behavior seems to be rooted in American concepts of the role of

the elected representative In contrast with parliamentarians, in

systems modelled after the British pattern, who are traditionally

assumed to play the "trustee" role with regard to their districts, the

American representative scorns to be expected to play the "delegate"

role insofar as he can legitimately bring the benefits of federal

programs into his district or state. There can be no doubt that the

Remark of Congrossinaii Clair Engie, (DCe1ifornia) on learn
ing of' the possibi1ty that a sea water conversion test plant might be
located in the Los Angeles area. U, S., Congress, House, Subcommittee
on Irrigation and Reclamation of the Committee on Interior and Insular
Affairs, Hearin<s, Saline Water Conversion, 81th Cong., 1st Seas,,
1955, p. 30.

Remark of Senator David S. King (DUtah). U. S., Congress,
Senate, Comiitteo on Interior and Insular Affairs, Hean a, Saline
Water Conversion, 87th Cong., let Seas., 1961, p. 33.

By contras t Australian parliamentarians believe it is bad
form to mention districtorient&tion although classifying oneself as a
representative of labor or rural interests accord-s with Australian
norms. W. A. Townsely, "Pressure Groups in Australia," Interest Groui
on Four Continents, de Henry W. Ehrmann (Pittsburgh: University of

Pittsburgh Press, 1958), p. 25,

. For an analysis of types of ropresentniion see, Heinz
Eulau, etal, HThe Role of' the Representative: Some Empirical
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oversight duty is taken quite seriously by many elected officials.

The recurrent theme, "We just do not ant to let this program get away

from us," reflects a belief by many legislators that Congress does

not want the executive branch to "get away" from its ultimate control)-

Of course this value framework is bolstered by procedural rules.

Congressional committees can (with the consent of Congress) create and

abolish agencies9 can decrease or increase their budgets9 can direct

changes in their programs; in short9 they can, if they wish, control

the agencies.

The American system of control of the bureaucracy has its

critics. One of the princIpal criticisms is often aimed, at the practice

of virtual committee control of many programs Committees it has been

charged, are not identical with Congress, yet they often act on behalf

of Congress in regard to programs under their supervision.2 Other cri

tics are not dissatisfied with American procedural arrangements for the

Observations on the Theory of Edmund Burke," American Political Science
Review, LIII (September, 1959), 74256, Eulau's "delegate" is a
transmitter of the wishes of the district. The role which many
representatives seem to prefer is more closely described as "agent,"
one who secures federal funds and installations for the d±strict.

Remark by Wayne Aspinall (D.Coloado). U. S., Congress,
House, Subcommittee on Irrigation and Reclamation of the Committee on
Interior and Insular Afrairs, Hearinps, Saline Water Progm, 87th
Cong., 1st Bess., 1961, p. 167.

For examples of criticism of American oversight on the
grounds that committee decisions do not represent cong-rossional
decisions, see Arthur W. Macmahon, "Congressional Oversight of Admin
istration: The Pamer of the Purse," Political Science Quarterly,
LVIII (June and September, 19L'3), lôL9O and 38OLWF; Joseph P.
Harris, p. 12.



conduct of oversight but are somewhat critical of the way legisla

tors fulfill their responsibility.1 Others imply that oversight is

being conducted properly when it involves active legislative control

over an administrative agency. Nearly all scholars attach some impor.

tance to the concept of legislative oversight as a democratic means of

ensuring accountability of administrative personnel.2

This study is chiefly concerned with the conditions which

encourage or discourage oversight and the ultimate effects on policy..

making. American oversight has many democratic aspects and seems to

strengthen the role of the legislative body visavis a very powerful

chief executive. The complaint of committee controls' of government

programs has some foundation, but the smaller ccimittee units are all

ultimately responsible to the entire legislative body9 which in turn,

is accountable to the electorate. While the diffusion of power among

committees seems to franent responsibility, it allows many publics

to have access to policy..makers. Certainly the American oversight

system has advantages in that much of its conduct is on public

Scher, for example, implies that oversight of a bureau with
quasijudicial functions ought to be conducted differently than it is9
in "Congressional Committee Ilembers," 2Lcit. Kerr, op. cit., is

disturbed at the inadequacy of oversight of the space program. Ralph
K. Huitt, in an article that touched on oversight, suggested that
senators hear from agency personnel only what they want to hear in
"The Congressional Committee," cit.

Green and Rosenthal, op. cit., praise the aggressive
oversight activities of the Joint Corthttoe on Atomic Energy. Students
of public administration also stress the necessity and desirability
of legislative oversight. For example, see Herbert A. Simon9
pp. 57.-58.

0
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record. Iany crticsms of our system are not based on its procedures

and practices but are rooted in the policy preferences of the critic

For example, the charge that oversight is inadequate in the national

security program may be based on dissatisfaction with the priority

accorded to that program. Satisfaction with oversight that results in

a leveling off of authorizations for the space program may be based

on animosity toward our national space goals. While the participants

in and students of oversight are likely to have different policy

preferences, it is important to recognize that preferences placing a

value on legislative control of administration are assumed in the ovor.

sight process, and are held by the scholars ho study ovorsighte

The Functions of Oversght

The functions of congressional committee oversight cannot begin

and end with the postulation of certain normative values. Presumably,

the functions should reinforce values and keep them viable. The proee

dural arrangements for the conduct of oversight do satisfy the require-

mont that elected officials ought to be able to exercise authority over

non-elected officials But the particular American procedures of

oversight are sustained because they facilitate the performance of

functions deemed desirable for the conduct of our government.

The oversight process performs functions for the polity, for the

administrative agency, and for the congressional committees. The

principal function of the oversight process is that it provides ordered

channels of access for many publics to points in the system where



composite decisions about problems are formed.1 If, for example,

an inventor cannot obtain a contract from OSW to pursue development of

his process for desalination of water, he may contact members of any

one of four oversight committees to plead his casee If the Presidents

science advisors wish to place more emphasis on basic research

instead of applied research, they can appioach the agency and make

their views known without going through the conmiittees. If a group

believes the program is geared too much toward seawater desalination

instead of giving equal emphasis to do.miner&lization of inland

brackish waters, access to a single member of the Senate appropriations

subcommittee can be a significant factor in effecting a change in

emphasis

Oversight has functions for the agency in that it facilitates

congressional liaison. The agency program is brought before the same

legislative groups year after year. A congressional clientele is

created, composed of legislators conversant with the history and

problems of the program, and supported by the constituentbenefieiaries

of the program. The opportunity, provided by hearings, of presenting

a public defense of the program allors the agency to answer critics

in Congress and the press, and to explain past policies and future

pians. Charges of lack of information and misinformation can be

1. Among the many scholars who have made the point that
American government is characterized by multiple points ci' access,
Norton Grodzins has done so most explicitly in American Political
Parties and the American Systemt Westarn Political Quarterlyv XIII
(December, 1960), 97998 J. Leiper Freema&s study offers
empirical evidence that oversight situations do offer such access,

pp U7, 129

32
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dispelled by reference to the public record. New publics can be

attracted by proposals for program expansion0 Oversight can be

dysfunctional for the agency if the committees are hostllo but the

public hearings which are part of the process provide a formal

procedure for agencies to demonstrate that such hostility may be

unjustified. Oversight committees also can function for agencies as

appellate bodies9 capable of reversing the judgments of the Bureau of

the Budget.

The oversight process has functions for the committees. It

orders and routinizes a great part of the members' legislative work9

while offering them considerable fledhiity. No more than one or two

persons on each committee need qualify as the '1eert't on a program so

smell as 03W operates yet any ubeommittee member can acquire expertise

if he chooses. Since specialization combines with seniority to pro

duce authority in Congress9 the committee member who is thoroughly

grounded in the knowledge of a program can aspire to becoming one of

the principal decisionmakers in respect to it. The oversgbt process

gives committee members an opportunity to protect their constituencies

and to gain benefits for them in many instances.

For some committees9 like the House Committee on Interior and

Insular Affairs9 the committee's own task and role is largely defined

by the activities of the department identified with it0 If the Depart

inent of Interior grows and adjusts to the changes brought about by

an increasingly urbanized polity9 the ccmiittee can keep its status

in the House as an important decisonmaker. In this case9 the
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consatteos reco iendations to the House will usually win acceptance.

Converse1y, if the Dopartnent do95 not adapt, committee influance will

be reduced in the House. The DepartmenVs emphasis on western irri-

gation and reclamation projects temporarily put the committee in the

role of competing for funds which Congress preferred to place else-

where. The now emphasis on parks and recreation which benefit the

urban population has helped to create the image that the committee is

nationallyoriented instead of merely a representative of western

interests. Prestige and authority in the House, for most members, is

usually linked with committee membership and status on the committee.

For the committees with oversight responsibilities, the importance of

the programs they oversee is reflected in their own importance in the

House.

For the Senate, however, with smefler membership and capability

for informal communications, oversight functions as only one of many

vehicles for the acquisition of prestige or influence. However, ovor.

sight can serve to satisfy individual and constituency demands on a

broader basis than in the House, as each senator has multiple corumittoo

assignments. Furthermore, a senators interest in a progran outside

the jurisdiction of his own committees may qualify him as one of the

overseers. Senator Francis Case (R.South Dakota), was one of the

principal OSJ overseers during the l95O s although he served on

neither the substantive nor appropriations committees, and hs state

was selected a-s a site for one of the first brackish water demineral

ization plants.



For Congress oversight functions to interfero with hierar.

chical control of the executive departhent by the Chief Executive01

Oversight may interfere with departmental control of an agency. When

the Department of Interior opposed the building of desalination

demonstration plants, oSw ws directed to do so anyay by Congress and

a timetable for site selection and construction was ritton into the

law so that the Department could not refuse to act. While congressional

oversight committees may support the President's programs and cooperate

fully with a department, the process nevertheless provides a mechanism

of interference with hierarchical authority.

For the executive ido9 such interference may be dysfunctional,

but oversight serves to help the Chief Executive predict the kind of

programs he is likely to get through Congress, whether a new organ

ization outside the traditional departments is in order, and where

roadblocks are likely to occur. Oversight sometimes causes in! orma

tion to be brought to the President that he might not get from the

executive branch. President Kennedy met with the chairman of the House

Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs for an explanation of the

latter's criticism of the saline water program, even though there was

no authorization pending at the time. According to the chairman the

President was badly misinformed about prospects for economical

35

1. The classic exsmpio is the President's inability to control
the Army Corps of Engineers, as described in Arthur A. Naa5 "Congress
and Water Resources," American Political Science Review, XLIV
(September, 1950), 576.92.



desalination and the meoting served to prevent further misleading

public statements While oversight occasionally limits the author

ity of the President, it probably functions more often to limit the

autonomy of the bureaucracy vis-a-vis our elected officials, including

the President.

Conditions Affecting Oversigjt

There are two types of conditions that affect oversight; those

internal to the system and those external to it. Under internal condi

tions, the £dUo:ing might serve as a tentative categorization:

1. The nature of the program.

2, Characteristics of progran personnel.

3. Committee characteristics9 e.g. committee chairmen,

subcommittee structure, recruitment , member.

ship interest and committee cohesiveness.

Different agency programs are likely to produce different

cowiitteoagency relationships. Some prograns regulate, others extend

services. Some award grants and contracts, others collect taxes. Some

propagandize and distribute information, others do research and collect

information. Some have a direct effect on many people, others affect

only a few.

A regulatory agency, as would be expected, is likely to act on

people in ways that produce negative feedback to committee members.

Constituency cues in the form of complaints put members in the role of

36

1. U. S., Congress, House, Subcommittee on Irrigation and
Reclamation of the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, Hearings,
14etpo1itan Water District Desaltin Plant, 90th Cong.9 1st ess.,
1967, p. 132.



defenders of "their" people against the bureaucracy. Ralph K. Huitt's

analysis of Office of Price Administration hearings and SeymourJ.
study of the National Labor RelatIons Board are il1uscraive,

To some extent, Ira Sharkanskys comparative study of agency raiation

ships with House Appropriations subcommittees shows the disadvantage

of a regulatory agency as compared with grant.'inaid agencies He

found that "there is a consistent relation between the nature ci' an

agencys programs, its public support, its Administration support,

and the assertiveness of its behavior toward the Appropriations sub-

committee0"2 Richard F. Fenno, Jr., again in reference to the appro

priations process, has found that appropriations oversight behavior

varies with the type of program.3

Scientific research and development programs like the saline

water program are distinctive in that they will usually generate little

constituency feedback which would provide committee members with cues

as to how an agency is fulfilling its function0 Lack of constituency

feedback puts the committee members in the position of having to

obtain most of their information from the agency people and from the

researchers, all of whom have a vested interest in the continuation

and expansion of the program. General demands for the program come

from water-short areas which can realize no immediate benefits from it.

Huitt, "The Congressional Committee," p.cit., p. 3148;

Scher, "Congressional Committee Members,tt qp. cit., p. 918.

Sbarkansky, p. 279.

Fenno, Power of the Purse, op cit., pp. 370, 399.
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Support for the program must be shared with support for other water

resource activities which do offer immediate benefits, and with other

long..range research programs. The ttprogres& of a scientific program

is difficult for comnittee members to estimato0 Sciontificafly

oriented agency personnel generally consider progress in terms of a

reduction of our ignorance in a field9 while members desire more

material evidence9 which they refer to as concrete results.

A second variable which affocts oversight is agency personnel.

The program director of a scientific program may be a technician9 an

administrator, or a politician by training. If the department

secretary or the program director has been a member of Congress, the

committees' confidence may be increased temporarily9 as long as the

new administrator seems to identify with the problems of committee

members. A former chairman of the House Committee on Interior and

Insular Affairs served for a few years as program director of 03W

The comiittee.'agency relationship was unusually harmonious for a while,

until the program director began to fulfill his administrative role

by lobbying for a quick hearing on a new authorization. Refusal by

the committee was the signal that the new director no longer was

identified as part of the committee9 but was now associated completely

with tdotom,1

1. The term "concrete results" has been a Lavorito in connection
with 03W. Typically, it is used this way: "The program cannot be
allowed to drift along without producing concrete rosults " U 3.

Congress9 House, Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs9 a1ino

Water Prora Expansion, 81'th Cong., 1st Sess., 195.5, H. Ropt.

(Conference) 861, p. .
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Occasionally, agency personnel w-IU be recruited from over..

sight committee staffs. One of Senator Clinton P. Andersons

(D..New Medco) most able staff members was selected to head 05W when

the adninistration was gearing the program for expansion. The Senate

Committeots confidence in this director was reflected i.n its wiU

ingness to follow his recommendations0 Sometimes program directors of

scientific programs do not communicate easily with members; their

language is too technical or they do not focus their statements on

information the members want. If members feel that they cannot got

the information they wish, the relationship tends to be affected

adversely and the policy that arises from the relationship is not as

likely to represent a committee.agency compromise as it is to be

a committee policy. Appropriations committees respond negatively to

technical jargon more so than do legislative committees, for they are

less familiar with the details of the program. An inexperienced program

director once nearly suffered a drastic cut in the saline water program

due to his inability to make himself understood. The House committee

cut was restored in the Senate comnittoe, after the error was

explained. But the program director ultimately lost control of saline

water policy partly because of his difficulty in communicating with

legislators.

The third variable concerns the structure and personnel of the

oversight committees. If the chairman of the full committee takes an

interest in the program, the position of the agency will usually be

enhanced. The very least that a chairman s interest Will do is to
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favor the program in the competition for the cc iittee's time The

chairman may do much more. In committees whore subcommittees are

accorded a prominent and autonomous role the subcommittee chairman may

be as crucial to the agency as the fuU ehairian would be if

subcoimittees played a restricted role. Because of safe seats and the

seniority systems high-ranking committee members are likely to have

participated in the initiation of a program, and to have witnessed a

suceession of program dii'ectors assistant secretaries, and depart

ment secretaries over the years0. If they have sustained an interest

in agency activities they are likely to be quite familiar with its

operations, and well-versed in techniques which are designed. to how

a new administrator that their committee is not to be discounted in

policy decisions about the programo If the committee has a rapid

turnover, only the most senior members will be knowledgeable about

a program to the exteift that they can seriously challenge a bureau

chief's advice on technical matters. If the membership on a sub-

committee is completely renewed within the tenure of one program

director, that subcomtiitteo will usually follow the advice of the

program director until the chairman is knowledgeable enough to

assert himself.

As agencies recruit persomneJ. from the ranks of former congress-

men, Congress recruits staff members from the executive branch0 It

is commonplace for congressional committees to recruit staff personnel

from the departments which they oversee. Both the House and Senate

Interior committees have recruited technical consultants from the
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Bureau of Reclamation, One such consultant, recruited from the i3ureau

in 1954 to serve the Senate Interior Committee as a staff member, had

been the engineer responsible for organizing the saline water program

in its first two years of operation. Staff members can influence the

oversight situation in many ways because they are normally the

channels through hich information flows to and from important com

mittee members. Senators especially rely on their staffs for over-

sight assistance because of the demands on a senators time. It

should be recognized that the role played by the staff is not apparent

in the public record except on a few occasions In this study, the

staff will necessarily be regarded as an arm of the committee, exerting

no influence independent of committee members.

Conditions which affect oversight that are external to the

system might be categorized as follows:

The strength of the agency in its department

The strength of the committee in Congress

Political party alignment

Presidential influence

Unexpected events of national importance

Some programs, like the U, S. Patent Office in the Department

of Commerce or the Agricultural Eonsion Service, are likely to have

an unimpeachable place in the American governmental structure. These

are timehonored institutions, firmly established fixtures in their

departments. When new departments are created, like Housing and Urban

Development, older agencies are brought together under one department
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will emerge0 The older agencies may have established a rapport with

their congressional committees which exceeds that of the new depa:i.'t

iuent0 When new programs are placed in departments of long standing,

as 03W was placed in the ))epartriant of Interior, it can happen that

the department head will consider the program a relatively unimpor-

tant part of his larger responsibilities0 Because the program is ne

and small in terms of money, an assistant secretary or even an aide

to the assistant secretary may appear at hearings concerning now

authorizations for the program. If the department head, for reasons

of his own or because of presidential interest, becomes concerned with

the program, the secretary will certainly plead its case himself.

Of' course, presidential interest in a program will enhance its

place in the administrative structure0 Interest in the program at

higher levels is important in respect to what the Bureau of the Budget

is likely to allow an agency in meeting its financial requiroments

especially a new agency that has not established its place (or become

attached to its publics) in the system. Agencies with weak support by

their own departments may be understaffed and still be unable to offer

to congressional committees a recommendation for an increased authori-

zation0 On the other hand, agencies with strong executive support may

bring to congressional committees draft legislation (approved by BOB)

intended for a sweeping expansion. In either case, and with all the

variations which lie in between, the committees must niako judgments

as to the 'real need for the program.
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On the other side of the coin9 oversight will be affected. by

the strength of the committees in Congress Some cohesive9 well-

integrated committees are able to present the image to their respec-

tive houses of reasonable9 responsible decision.riakers and thus the

House or Senate will generliy legitimate their decisons, The sub-

ject matter alone is not necessarily the conditioning variable. Fenno

and Munger have shown that a controversial measure can be resolved in

a compromise by a Senate committee while its House counterpart is so

lacking in cohesion that it is incapable of lending authority to its

decisions.in other words9 it is not a decision-maker for the House,2

Committees which consistently achieve consensus within their

own units, which report recommendations to Congress with few minority

viewpoints attached, which will rally the support of minority members

on the floci', are likely to get their recommendations accepted by

their parent chambers. The strength of the committee in Congress is

seen to be closely related to the internal condition of committee

characteristics. Experienced committee chairmen will build a record

of achievement which has a dual effect. The chamber will be likely to

gain in confidence in the committee as its recommendations prove

acceptable many times over, and chairmen are likely to proceed with

The consequences of integration for acceptance by Congress
of committee decisions are discussed by John F. Manley, .cit;
Richard F. Fenno, Jr. and Frank J. Nunger, National Polics and Feder
al Aid to Education (Syracuse: Syracuse University Press, 1962)9

pp. 107-.124; Charles 0. Jones, "The Role of the Congressional Subecm

mittos," op cit.

Fenno and Munger, 2.cit.



increasing caution, in order to avoid being rebuked by theIr chambers

The links which senior members of committees have with other

committees and with the chamber leadership have important consequences

for an agency program. An influential, respected committee chairman

with important positions on other committees may be the single deter.

minant as to whether an authorization is brought to the floor for

action Committee members may bring to one oversight situation exper

ience gained from another. Committee and subcommittee chairmen of

both House and Senate Irrigation and Reclamation subcommittees have

served on the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy (JcE). They riot only

applied seine similar techniques of oversight to the younger Office of

Saline Water, such as requiring development activities to be directed

toward demonstration plant programs, but they were able to utilize

their knowledge 01' the two programs to help effect the cooperation

required for studies of nuclearpowored desalination plants.

A circumstance which will affect conditions of oversight is the

phnomenon of one party in power in the White House and another in the

majority in Congress AU committeeagency relationships had the exper

ience of this situation from 1955 to 19b1. Committee confidence in the

agency may be decreased somewhat under these circumstances if personnel

appointments have all been made by the opposing party The history of

committee influence over the development of the atomic energy program

exhibits an interesting parallel with the record of committee initia

tivo in the saline water program. In both cases the initiative for

demonstration facilities, which tend to divert a research program to
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ttpractjcaJjt application, came from the committees and not from the

program directors In the early years (l9L719k9) JCk surveillance

is characterized as "passive. After l9LS9 committee activity became

tvigorous." By 1955 the committee was described as being 'aggressive

.in the formulation of atomic energy policy.tti Similarly, Irriga-

tion and Reclamation subcommittee surveillance of the saline water

program, which commenced in 1952, could be described as passive for

the first three years, active until 1958, and aggressive thereafter.

It may be that the vigor demonstrated by these committees during tho

period after 1955 was partly a product of a conservative administra

tion in confrontation with a more liberal Congress of the opposite

party.

The fourth external factor affecting oversight is presidential

influence. While we may assume that a Presidents interest in a

program is usually a consequence of information which has reached him

through the bureaucracy, we cannot estimate how or when the President

will manifest his interest in statements and requests for legislation.

But when he does manifest interest, the agency is galvanized and the

committees become psychologically ready to confront the details of

a new legislative program. President Truman called for legislation to

authorize desalination research but was out of office before the pro

gram was organized for action. President Eisenhower, in line with his

attempt to cut back federal expenditures, gave the program no notice

until late in his second term, when he suggested (mistakenly) that

1. Green and Rosenthal p. cit., p. 37.



research had progressed to the point where desalination could help

solve the problems of the Niddle East.1 The remark embarrassed the

agency but increased the size of its public. When Senator Lyndon B.

Johnson (DTexas) became Vice President, his long-time interest in

the saline water program was probably conveyed to President Kennedy,

who was able to dedicate the first American demonstration plant soon

after his inauguration. While President Kennedy immediately asked

for a larger program, President Johnson, upon his succession, attemp-

ted to turn the research endeavor into a crash program. Both Presi-

dents hoped that a scientific breakthrough would add to the prestige

of American science and allow the United States to take the lead in

"making the deserts blooni," a favorite phrase with each of them.2

needless to say, the agency responded with a galaxy of short, middle,

1. In an address to the United Nations General Assembly on
Middle East Problems in New York on August 13, 1958, President
Eisenhower said: "I would hope that high on the agenda of this
institution would be an action to meet one of the major challenges
of the Near East, the great common shortage--water. .New horizons

are opening in the desalting of water. The ancient problem of water

is on the threshold of solution." U. S., Congressional Record, 85th

Cong., 2d Sess., 1958, CIV, 18915.

2, For example, when President Kennedy pushed the bulton

that began the operation of the first government desalination plant,

he said: "1 am sure that before this decade is out. . .we will

literally see the deserts bloom." SalineW2rCoY5i0fl Report,

1960, (Washington, D. C.: USGPO, 1961), p. 79. President Johnson,

in a speech prior to the convening of the United Nations General

Assembly on June 19, 1967, mentioned the potentiality of nuclear

desalting in connection with the Middle East crisis, and used the

phrase, "making the deserts bloom." New York Times, June 20, 1957,

p. 18. Remarks such as these tend to create the impression that the

United States is closer to achievement of 10-cost converted water
than the facts warrant.
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and long-range programs and the oversight committees scheduled the

necessary extra hear±ngs.

The last external factor which affects oversight is an unex-

pected event of national importance wheh catapults the program into

public view. The tragic Lire that killed three astronauts in Febru-

ary9 1967, is such an event. Extensive hearings were hold as a conse-

quence of the accident and the confidence that had been built up among

the committees with regard to the safety of the space program was

badly shaken0

The saline water program had a moment of prominence as a conse-

quence of Fidel Castro s interference with the water supply at Guan-

tanamo Air Base in Cuba. President Johnson, by removing a sea water

conversion plant from Los Angeles to Cuba, made many people aware for

the first time that the government had a saline conversion program.

Shortly afterwards, the hosidont directed the Department of Interior

and the Atomic Energy Commission to develop a plan for an aggressive

program to advance progress in desalting. Within a few months, the

program was before congressional committees which found that OSW had

a greatly enlarged public.

To summarize, the conditions internal to the system which scam

most likely to affect oversight are the nature of the program and its

consequences for the non-official public, personnel of the agency, and

the personnel and structure of the committee. Conditions external to

the system which affect oversight are the strength of the agency in its

department, the strength of the committees Congress9 political
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party alignment9 presidential influence and important9 unexpected events

relating to the program.

Tho Formal Process of Ovorsight

The pattern of the conduct of oversight is structured by the

procedural rules of the legislative system. Needless to say, 50510

oversight activities have been conducted since the foundation of the

Republic and some agencies9 like the Public Health Service, have a

history of tradition which goes back beyond the memory of anyone now

living. Congressional oversight is a continuous relationship between

certain institutions; the comnittees and the many units which make

up the adninistrative structure. The personnel of the institutions

changes and there are organization changes over time. But there is a

continuity to the relationship which stretches from one decade to

the next, even from one generation to the next. The continuity is

based on the values which support oversight and the functions of over

sight for the political system. In order to show how the web of rela.

tionships begins, a brief description of the fornation of an oversight

situation is in order.

Oversight begins with a public problem0 A problem is a discre-

pancy between what people have and. what they want. When direct or

indirect consequences of this discrepancy are perceived to be rela

tively widespread in affect, to the extent that it is deemed necessary

to regulate them, and there is impetus to action, the problem becomes

a public problem. The process of getting a ptthlic problem to the pont

where government regulation becomes a fact is exceedingly complex, and
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conditioned by numerous factors such as the perceived i ediacy of

threatened consequences, the political setting, the organization and

access of those who desire regulation, the precedents for action, the

existence of functioning regulatory processes, and the values and

prevailing myths of the polity. If these are ambiguous terms, it is

because our understanding of the process of getting a problem on the

agenda of government is somewhat vaguco

A public problem may come to the attention of legislators or

the Office of the President. If this problem gains a certain measure of

priority over all the other thousands of problems which exist, it will

arrive at the stage where the nature of the problem is being defined

and. alternative solutions are being discussed in substantive commit.

tees in the House and Senate. Usually, a policy recommendation has

been sent down by the executive and alternative versions of this recom

inendation have been suggested by members of Congress. Draft legisla

tion is accompanied by departmental approval and an opinion on its

appropriateness to the Presidentts program by the Bureau of the

Budget.

Each committee, after bearings, will hammer out a policy alter

native which is framed with a view as to what is likely to he accept

able to Congress and the President and what is feasible to administer.

Details authorizing the creation of a new administrative structure or

the eansion of an old one will, normally include a policy statement

and directives which set limits to administrative action. Then the

bill's managers, usually the ranking majority members on the committee,
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will have to maneuver a place in the order of business and present their

program on the floor of each house. If this can be doo, and the alter

natives accepted by each house are not identical, a conference comrnit

tee will be convened to thrash out a compromise. If enough support

can be rallied and all goes well at each stage, the bill will be passed

in both houos and sent to the President for his signature.

If the program is not deemed of pressing importance, appropri

ations will not be secured until the beginning of the nert. fiscal year.

A program authorized in July of one year normally receives no funds until

July of the following year. The first encounter of bureau people with

appropriations subcommittee members marks the beginning of a relation

ship which is most significant to agency personnel. Appropriations

oversight occurs at least once each year. A program director or

bureau chief will be expected to justify what ho has expended, what

he expects to spend, and he will return in a year when his expeeta..

tions will be critically compared with his accomplishments.

After the agency has its program underway, the substantive

committees may cl) the agency personnel in for a review at any time.

A review is likely to be built in to most new programs because the

authorization wiLl, in all probability, be for a limited time, Its

pending renewal will force the committees to find time for hearings.

The House and Senate hearings will determine whether the program will

be continued, altered, expanded, or even dropped. Deficiencies in

tho original legislation are expected to be worked out at this time

and the program is likely to be given another shorttorrn authorization.
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By this time the agency people have most likely established some sort

of informal relationship with committee members, perhaps by having

arranged a trip for them to inspect the wo± of' the program. A yearly

report to Congress by the agency will form part of the committees'

files, Staff members of' the committees will have been in direct con-

tact with the agency and they will be lare1y responsible for providing

congressmen and senators with the information they receive and for

scheduling the witnesses for the hearings.

If the program is perco±ved by the committee members to be

functioning in a manner that allows its contiriwnee or expansion,

testimony will be developed in the hearings which will help the commit-

tees again sell it to their respective chambers. On the floor, members

will be expected to be knowledgeable enough to defend the program.

Again, if' all goes well, the agency will emerge equipped with a fresh

authorization, subject to the yearly review of' appropriations. If

appropriations committees cut the authorized amounts, as they are

likely to do, their members are expected to be able to explain the

reasons for the cuts on the floor of their chambers, where legisla-

tive committee members may challenge such action.

Prior to consideration by appropriations comnittecs, an agency

budget has some other hurdles Having been authorized to engage in

a certain ctivity by Congress, the agency may find that its functions

are limited by the policy of its department. Perhaps the department

has been told to hold the line by the President arid thorefoe all

agency requests must he moderated All department budgets are
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screened and adjusted by the Bureau of the Budget. The agency must take

the figure set by the Bureau to appropriations hearings, As a part of
the oversight function appropriations subcommittees may require inform-

mation regarding the difference between the agency's original request

and the Bureau's allowance.

In appropriations hearings the performance of the past year

must be justified and the program for the coming year must be made to

appear attractive. The hearing ends and the agency awaits the appropri.

ations report. In the interim, some program chiefs and their superiors

pill lobby for a favorable outcome. Appropriations takes its proposal

to the chamber of its house and defends its decisions0 After passage

in the House (all appropriations measures originate in the House)

the procedure is repeated in the Senate, which often functions as an

appeals court for consideration of reductions made by the House.1 Agency

defenders in the legislative committees will have a chance to speak for

the program in both chambers but customarily, the appropriations comrn

mittees' decisions will prevail. A conference committee may then be

appointed (the last chance for restoration of cuts) and fina]]y the

agency knows what it may eqend in the next fiscal year. Occasionally,

a second chance arises when ciroestanees permit the granting of supple-

mentary appropriations. As important as appropriations oversight is,

it is the substantive committees that are officially charged mith the

responsibility of oversight and they are the only ones that can

1. Fonno Power of the Purs .2t:op 53i4537.
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authorize substantial program changes or expansion. r1I subcommittees

on Irrigation and Reclamation are likely to frame all authorizing

legislation so that regular legislative roviei is necessary.

In addition to the legislative committees and the appropria-

tions committees, each house has Committees on Government Operations,

officially charged with the investigation and oversight of executive

activities, Although these commi.ttees do not report legislation, an

investigation of an agency 'by a Government Operations subcommittee will

lead to a report which is likely to influence future congressional

support for the program.

It should be recognized that although it is perception of a

problem which causes a government program to be initiated, once an

agency is established, attention usually becomes focused on the program

as distinct from the problem. The agency is an organization of people,

with vested interests in the agency's survival; a subsystem which has

viability beyond its specific connection with the original problem.

The oversight system is centered on the program, not the original prob-

lem. The program can be changed, can be adapted to different aspects

of the problem or even to different problems. Once there is an organ.-

ized unit created to cope with a problems it automatically becomes

involved with the framework of procedures designed to regularize the

involvement of congressional units with the program. The procedural

framework tends to be unfavorable for capricious government action, or

rapid engagement in or disengagement from program activities. The

design favors gradual, incremental adjustments.
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OVERSIGHT PARTICIPANTS IN SALINE WATER POLICY

Oversight participants in saline water policy can be grouped

into three categories: executive branch participants, principal

oversight committee participants, and other legislative participants

Executive Branch Participants

The principal executive branch participant in the saline water

oversight system has always been the program director. When the

program director has had the support of the Department of Interior

the Secretary of Interior, under secretaries and assistant secretaries

have been participants. The Secretary of Interior meets with the

Appropriations Committees at the beginning of each year to discuss

the budget estimates and also appears at a House Interior Committee

hearing at the beginning of each Congress. At this time he may act

as a participant, giving special attention to the saline water program,

or he may not mention the program at p13. The program director attends

all the hearings and although ho may bring staff members to assist

him on technical questions, it is his testimony that is most signifi

cant for committee members.

The first important executive branch participant was Goodrich

Linewoaver of the Bureau of Reclamation in the Department of Interior.

WeU.knomn to the House and Senate Subcommittees on Irrigation and-

5L
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Reclamation, and to the Interior Subcommittees of the Appropriations

Committees, Lineweaver was one of the government witnesses when

saline water legislation was first being considered by Congress0

After legislation establishing a saline water program was passed in

1952, Linewoaver participated in the organization of the agency with

the assistance of David Jenkins, who was also from the Bureau of Reciam.-

ation. In 19514', Lineweaver became consulting engineer to the Senate

Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs and David Jenkins became

program director01

Jenkins had three problems First, the Department of Interior

took very little interest in the program. Under the Eisenhower admin

istration most Department programs wore cut the first few years and

there was no interest expressed in expanding the new saline water

program established at the end of the Truman administration. Jenkins,

who served as director from 19514W to 1958, was rarely supported by

his Department superiors at hearings. The Secretary of Interior made

only cursory mention of the program in his annual meeting with approp.-

nations comiittees. Jenkins once told a House cormiittee member that he

had met the Secretary but once.2

In 19514W, the House Interior Committee added to its staff an
engineer from the Bureau of Reclamation. The same year, James Carr,
left his post as staff engineer for the House Interior Commitee to
join the Department of Interior as Undersecretary. Such an exchange
of personnel between executive and legislative branches is not
unusual.

U. S. Congress, House, Subcommittee on Public Works and
Resources of the Committee on Gove: ienb Operations
Water Proram, 85th Cong., 2d 3oss, 1958, p. 60.



Second, Jenkins lacked experience as an administrator. On

the advice of a friend who had been in the Navy, he decided not to

investigate distillation methods at the outset, a decision he later

regretted.' He also erred in his presentation to a House appropria-

tions subcommittee, nearly costing the program about half of the

limited funds allocated to it. Third, and most important, Jenkins had

difficulty communicating with legislators. It was his practice to use

technical terms in his presentations to committees; he was always more

interested in explaining a conversion process than in trying to formu-

late the problem in terms legislators could readily understand. Legis-

lative oversight participants have always been primarily concerned with

the 'price of converted water. Jenkins was not permitted to build a

test plant in the early years, so he relied on cost estimates from

laboratory experiments which were calculated by the researchers. It

wasn't until 1956, four years after the program was established, that

OSW devised a standard cost-estimating procedure. The effect of the

standard cost-estimating procedure was to increase cost estimates,

making it appear that after three years of research, the cost of product

water was higher than before. Partially as a consequence of misunder-

standings about the program's progress and miscalculations of water

costs in 1958, the legislative participants directed OSW to build five

56

1. See Jenkins testimony, U. s., Congress, Senate, Subcom-

mittee on Irrigation and Reclamation of the Corrmiittee on Interior and

Insular Affairs, Hearings, Expansion of Saline Water 1roCram, 81-th

Cong., 1st Sess., 1955, pp. 18-19.



Address at 3'+tb National Meeting of the American Institute
of Chemical Engineers, Washington0 D. C., December, 1960. Quoted in

U. S., Congress, House Committee on Science and Astronautics,
Water Pro ram, 56th Cong., 2d Sess., 1961, H. Ropt, 71, pp. 2lLl.

U. S., Congress, House, Subcommittee of the Committee on
Appropriations, Heags, Detment of Interior and Related Agencies,
1962, 57th Cong., 1st Soss.., 1961, p. 8o
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large desalination plants. Jenkins and the Depart ient opposed such

a step on the grounds research had not progressed far enough. With the

legislation aixLhorizing the demonstration plants, as the five ciesa1in

ation facilities were called, Jonkins loft 05W.

The second program director, Dr. A. L. Miller (l959..l96l), was

a former congressman from Nebraska and had been ranking minority member

of the House Interior Committee when the Democrats controlled Congress

and its chairman from 1953 to 1955. Taking over the management of the

program with a mandate from Congress to expedi.te the demonstration

plant program, Miji or (a physician) brought to his task the political

abilities Jenkins lacked, but by his own admission0 was without teeh

nical skills.' He established a good relationship with oversight commit

tees although he often inadvertantly misinformed them. His short tenure

was marked by direct lobbying with his former colleagues in Congress

for a larger saline water program.

C. F. MacGowan, the third director (l961i965) was appointed by

the Kennedy administration. Educated in the liberal arts with some

work in engineering, he loft a position as technical advisor to

the AFL-CI0 to join 05W.2 Director kacGowan communicated with



legislative participants hotter than either of his predecossors. I-ic

was able to give clear explanations of technical matters and he had

a gift for maidrig his point in administrative matters. For exsple,

during an appropriations hearing he framed a plea for enlargement of

his staff in these terms:

Director MacGowan: The 03W has-and I do not mean in any
way to be disrespectful to another group at this time,
but 03W is exactly the same size in terms of people as
the heraldic branch of the U. S. Army.

Senator Bible: ihich branch of the U. S. Army?

Director MacGowan: The heraldic branch the art group.

Senator Bible: The art group, I see)-

Director MacGowan received the funding he desired. Under his director..

ship, a public information officer was appointed whose duties included

the conduct of congressional liaison.2 The Secretary of Interior,

under secretaries, or assistant secretaries usu&Uy made an appearance

at hearings on behalf of the program. Secretary of Interior Stewart

Udall also appointed a congressional liaison officer for the Depart.

ment of Interior (his predecessors apparently had none). Within a

short time, the officer was in daily contact with the House Interior

Committee, and probably in close touch with the other committees.3

U. S., Congress Senate, Subcommittee of the Committee on

Appropriations, Hearing jJ?artment of Interior

.2 88th Cong., 2d Sess., l96L-, p.

Letter to writer from J. 5. O!Meara, Information Officer,
03W, dated March 13, 1967.

See UdaU testimony, U. S., Congress House, Committee on

Interior and Insular Affairs, HearisPolicicyLB
Activities of the Department of Interior, 88th Cong. 1st Sess.

1963, p. 3
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The tone of the hearings from 196]. on indicated that information

was regularly exchanged between agency and committee staffs.

In 1965, President Lyndon Johnson decided to call for an

accelerated program of nuciear..dosalting development. He and Secre

tary of Interior Stewart Udall requested Senator Anderson (Senate

Irrigation Subcommittee chairman and chairman of the Senate Committee

on Aeronautical and Space Sciences), to allow the staff director of

the Senate Committee on Aeronautical and Space Sciences to head 0Sl.

Frank C. DiLuzio, a highly qualified. technical man with proven od.min-

istrative abilities, impressed the committees with his competence and

enthusiasm. He introduced the practice of discussing frankly the

limitations of the program in order that the committees might have a

clearer understanding of the feasible applications of desalting

techno1ogy-chiefly in urban areas and for pollution control. He and

his successor, the technically bestqua1ified men of all the directors,

were distinguished from their predecessors by their willingness to

admit to some program failures. rjhey were rewarded by expressions of

confidence on the part of many committee members. Director DiLuzio

was brought into a conference committee session to help work out

authorizing legislation in 1965?

When the Federal Water Pollution Control program was moved from

the Department of Health, Education and Welfare to the Department of

Interior in 1966. DiLuzio was appointed Assistant Secretary for Water

pollution Control and a DiLuzio appointee, Dr. Jack A. Hunter

1. U, S., Cc?n ressiora1 Record, 89th Cong., 1st Soss. 1965,

CXI, 19601.
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(doctorate in nuclear physics) was moved up to program director.

Although DiLuzio continued to appear at most hearingsg a legislative

participant was moved to remark: We may not be making rapid progress

in purifying our water but the change in personnel involved in this

work is proceeding at a very fast tempo."1. In truth, there was more

continuity in personnel than was apparent to the legislative partici

pants. An engineer and a chemist, appointed in the early l950s by

Director Jenkins, have remained with the program through 1967 and have

moved up with the grath of the agency. However, committee partiopants

give no indication that they know anyone but the director.

Each change in directorship except the last has accompanied a

change in 03W policy, as indicated in Table 1.

Table 1. Office of Saline Water Directors and Policy, 1953l967

l953-1958 David Jenkins Stimulate interest and support research

in desalination.

1959l961 Dr. A. L. Miller Build demonstration plants.

196l1965 C. L. MacGowan Support basic research, finish demon
stration plants, undertake test plant

development.

19651966 Frank D. DtT,uzio Expand technology in nuclear desalting,
develop po:Llution application.

1966. Dr. Jack A Hunter Same as above.

10 Remark of Julia Hansen (D.Washington), U. 5. Congress

House, Subcommittee of the Committee on Appropriations
D2parthent of Interior and Rela Aecios, 1968, 90th Cong.,
1st Sess., i97, p. 625.

Date Director Office of Saline Water Policy
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Each director has brought to his task different abilities and

has formulated his own interpretation of his role in the executive-

legislative relationship. The most striking difference in director-

ships is the contrast between those in the Eisenhower period, when tl'ie

Secretary of Interior and assistant secretaries rarely appeared before

the oversight coamiittees on behalf of the program (except to oppose the

demonstration plants), and those in the Kennedy-Johnson period, when

Secretary tJdall and Assistant Secretary of Interior Kenneth Holum,

and others, regularly discussed the program with conuriittee participants.

Manifestation of Department support helped OSW to expand its programe

In addition, the briefings given by Department secretaries have served

to facilitate communications within the system. The more general terrn

inology used by those who are not so close to the program as the di.rec-

tor is probably more useful for convoying information than the director's

statements.

All program directors have failed, to a greater or lesser degree,

to convey adequately the kind of information legislators need to make

decisions. The record is full of technical information, but devoid of

succinct statements of major problems with alternative solutions for

overcoming thom, The verbal statements mention, but never emphasize9

basic problems of desalination such as the energy requirement9 the

accumulation of residual salts in equipmnt9 or disposal of enormous

quantities of effluent. More serious, all program directors have

extrapolated cost figures to an alarming degrees This is to say they

speak of the cost of product water in tones of what their best



estimates indicate the cost of water will be if produced in large

quantities. These figures are picked up by legislative participants

as indications of' progress which has been achieved. Unfortunately,

experience has shown that extrapolations are generally incorrect.

cialgis1at±ve Particitants

A case study, by focusing on a particular series of events,

tends to give the impression that all the participants are concentra-

ting their attention on the subject of the study. In respect to legis-

lative participants, nothing could be more misleading. According to

one junior member of the House Interior Committee, a congressman spends

no more than one-third of his time on legislative matters, He has to

be, among other things:

. .an employment agent, passport finder, constituent
greeter, tourist agent, getter.outofthe armed services,
veterans affairs adjuster, public buildings dedicator,
industrial development specialist, postmaster appointer,
party leader, bill finder, newsletter writer, etc., etc.

The one-third of the legislator's time that may be allotted

to legislative matters must be divided among the demands made by his

party, his district, his own interests, and his committee work.

Committee work, though specialized, always covers a broad range of

matters within the specialty. Every member of' the 1-louse Committee on

Interior and Insular Affairs has another committee assignment, and

three subcommittee assignments within the Interior Committee. If

the demands seem onerous to House members, they may take comfort in

p. 3.
1. Morris tJdali, Congressman's fiport, February 21, l96'--,
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the thought that demands on Senators are oven heavier. Every member

of the Senate Interior Committee has at least two committee assign

ments and most have three or four. Senator Anderson, for example, in

1967 was Chairman of the Committee on Aeronautical and Space Sciences

while serving on Senate Committees on Finance, and Interior and

Insular Affairs, and the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy.

The two Interior committees process an enormous amount of

legislation; from fifteen to twentyfive percent of the public bills

passed in many sessions.' Over a thousand bills are likely to he

referred to these committees during the two sessions of a Congress

and approximately 125 will be reported out. About 95 percent of the

bills reported wifl become law; those that do not seldom are defeated

on the floor but are more likely to fail to receive action in the

other house, or die in conference.2

Both committees are divided into six subcommittees, a division

necessitated by subject matter areas that are quite distinct. Indeed,

so natural are the subcommittee divisions that exactly the same

pattern of organization is found in both the House and Senate commit

tees. These are the only committees that have maintained virtually

the same subcommittee organization since the 80th Congress. The
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U. S.,, Congress, House, Committee on Interior and Insular
Affairs, AccDlishments of the Committee on Interior and Insular
Affairs, 9th Cong., 2d Sees., Committee Print No. 30, 196b, pp. i,1;

Udali testimony, Rouse Interior Committee, 1963 Hearins, op. cit., p. 3

House Interior Committee, 1966 Accom,lishmentS, Op. cit.,

p. :i.
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Irrigation and Reclamation subcommittee in the Sonato changed its name

to Water and Power Resources in 1967, but the subject. matter area is

identical to the House counterpart subcommittee,- These subcommittees,

which have jurisdiction over 03W, report about ten or thelvo bills a

year, most of which concern irrigation projects of a highly technical

nature that have been from four to ten years in development from

original proposal to enactment.2 The total number of bills reported

does not indicate their importance; the figures are given only to

indicate that even in the restricted context of a legislatorts res

ponsibility to one of his subcommittees, the saline water program is

only a very small part of that responsibility.

The House Committee on :cnterior and Insular Affairs

The House Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs is a

weUintegrated committee which enjoys strong support from the House

on most issues, and excellent support on saline water matters, The

committee's function for the House is to recommend decisions on Depart-

ment of Interior matters, to oversee Interior activities, and to provide

a communications link between the Department and the House.

In order that committee recommendations may receive the

approval of the House, committee members perceive that they must 'sefl

George Goodwin, Jr., "3uheommitteos The Niniature
Legislatures of Congress, ' American Political Science Review, LVI
(September, 1962), p. 559,

House Interior Committee, 1966 Accomplishments o.cit.,
p. 1; U. S. Congress, House, Committee on Interior and Insular
Affairs, Heavi c os, Programs and Activities of the Depart.
mentof Interior, 89th Cong., 1st Ses. 1935, p. 15.



or "substantiate' proposals to the parent chamber.1 rjhey constantly

press agency personnel for information on which they can base

decisions:

Mr. Director, I want a statement. . .of the actual reduction
in costs of desalination, because the only way you measure
this program is by actual reductions in costs to date.
This program is almost 1L years o:Ld and I would like to have
that iniormation and have it placed in the record. I do not
want a long statement. I want enumerations, that is all I
am after.2

But because they are conscientious about securing justifica

tion from the agency, members are likely to expect the House to trust

their decisions:

If this committee and this House has any confidence in the
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairsand I believe

it has shom its confidence heretoforewe will see to it
that the provisions of this legislation are adhered to.3

In saline water policy, the committee has had the confidence

of the House in its decisions. All bills concerni.ng this subject

matter have passed without amendment; all but one have passed by voice

vote. In the only instance of a roll call vote, support for the com

inittee decision was overwhelming. For all practical purposes, in saline

water matters, this committee is the House. This idea is often
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House Irrigation Subcommittee, 1961 Heariflgs, Saline

Water Program, . cit., pp. 106, 108.

U. ., Congress, House, Subcommittee on Irrigation and

Reclamation of the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, }Icarins,
Review of 1967 Fiscal Year Program of the Office of Salno Water, 89th
Cong., 2d Sess., 1966, p.

U. S., Congressional Record, 90th Cong. 1st Sess.,

Daily Edition, April 20, 1967, HL14O7,



expressed by members and even extended to imply that the committee

can be identified as ttthe Congress." The committee expresses the

wishes of Congress, oversoes for Congress, and receives information

for Congress.

Those hearings showed the thinking back of the original
authorization and it showed also the fact that Congress
did not wish to set up some kind of an operation and.
then wash its hands of it.1

It seemed to us he coxmuittee memhers7 that this proce
duro would provide Congress the opportunity for continued
surveillance of this program.2

The amendments, .were adopted. . .in order to provide
assurance that the committee and the Congress will be
kept fully informed.3

The committee members, of course, are aware of the distinction

between the committee and "the Congress." The phrases only articulate

the accurate perception that this committee' s policy toward the saline

water program is very likely to end up as the policy of uthe Congress."

The House cai apply sanctions to the committee by refusing to accept

its decisions, and the Senate Interior Committee can apply the same

sanctions. But as long as the committee avoids those sanctions,

members have some justification in perceiving themselves to be acting

on behalf of Congress.

1. House Irrigation Subcommittee, 1961 Hearings Saline Water
Program, op. cit., p. 166.

2. U. S.,

CVII, 16560.

3, U. S
Edition, Apri 20,

Con ressional

ConEres sional

1967, E392.

Record, 87th Cong., 1st Sess., 1961,

Rerd, 90th Cong., let Sees., Daily
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As a commumications link, the committee is the spokesman for

the House to the Department of Interior and the spokesman for the

Department to the House. The Department of Interior has no direct

sanctions which it can apply to the committee, Yet it is difficult to

imagine the role of this committee if goverrimont did not undertake the

activities which the Department performs. The committee clearly

derives its authority from the House, but it derives its importance

from its identification with the activities of the Department of

Interior. As the Department activities are perceived to be important

so the committee is perceived to be important. Said one minority member

to the Department head: tiThis is a great committee and it is important

because you make it so. You give us the ammunition and the facts and

figures we must have,t

The committee identifies some of its stated goals with those

of the Department. The Department of Interior stylizes itself in aU

of its literature as tiAmericats Department of Natural Resources."

The committee styles itself as tithe committee that takes cars of the

natural resources of the United States."2

The identification with Department goals is subdued, however,

and less frequently articulated, than the sense of distrust which

members hold for the bureaucracy. Suspicion of bureaucratic empire

Rouse Interior Conmijttee 1963 Hoarin 2.
cit., p. 12.

House Irrigation Subcommittee, 1961 Heains ins

Water Prçgrm p. 52.
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building is voiced whether or not agency personnel are in attendance.

Typically, the attitude is expressed as follows:

.in all of these programs there is the traditional
history of government bureaus taking ahold of a program
such as this and then building up great bureaucracy oper
ations and perpetuating themselves in places of responsi
bility and activity at the Federal expense.1

This image of the bureaucracy is partly due to the general

House expectation that members (who must face the taxpayers at eiec

tions every two years) ought to act responsibly in regard to the

public treasury and one way to do this is to control the growth of

the bureaucracy. More important, the legislative branch perceives

that its position is threatened in modern government by the growing

power of the executive branch, and it attempts to "get at" the admin

istrative structure in the only way it can, by piecemeal checking of

its subdivisions.2 The House committee, then, helps preserve the

authority of the House when it exercises control over Department of

Interior activities but it contributes to its own importance if it

abets the Department's growth. And it is through Department programs

that committee members' constituency interests can be met.

U. S., Congress. House. Committee on Interior and Insular

Affairs, Hearings
of Interior, 87th Cong,, 1st Sess., 1961. po 25k.

See Richard F. Fenno, Jr., Review of ConressiOflal Control

of Administration, by Joseph C Harris, American Po1itiLg
Review, LVIII (September, l96Li), 6737, for an analysis of why

Congress must exercise control in a "piecemeal, incremental and

marginal" fashion, rather than by making broad policy docsions.



p. 10.

1. House Interior Committee, 1961 flearincs, Policies,
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One strategy available to the committee for preserving the

authority of the house while contributing to the committee's own

importance is to react to administration policy. If the executive

branch actively pursues an increased Federal role, the committee tends

to check this tendency by denying the administration some measures

requested and by requiring extensive legislative review of administra-

tion. A member once boasted that the committee never accepts adminis

tration recommendations without amendment)

If, as in the Eisenhower years, the administration is inter-

ested in a decreased Federal role, the committee may react by recom-

mending legislation to enlarge the responsibilities of the Department.

In either case, the appearance of strengthening Congress is maintained

while Department activities continue to expand. The committee can

best serve itself and serve the House if it permits incremental devel-

opment of Interior Department programs, and keeps watchful surveillance

over their operation to minimize opportunities for sanctions by the

House.

Characteristics of the house Committee

The House Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs is cohesive

(despite obstacles to cohesion), jealous of its prerogatives, and- has

very strong leadership. The full committee is composed of i or 2

members, the majority of whom are from the 17 reclamations states west

cit.,



of the Mississippi. It is reputed to be one of the most 'demoeratic

committees in the House.' Clair Engle (DCa1ifornia) chairman from

1955 to 1959, established a number of rules which provided for signi-

ficant member participation, and, apparently, considerable subcommit-

tee autonomy. Chairmanships of the six subcommittees are determined

by seniority and the committee may be the oray one in the House with

its counterpart minority organization at the subcommittee leveL Each

subcommittee has its ranking minority member with equivalent status

at the subcommittee level to that of the ranking minority member at the

committee level.

In view of the distinct subject matter areas of the suheommit.

tees, the automatic route to subcommittee chairmanship, and the demo-

cratic procedures that appear in the committeet s rules, it would appear

on the surface that committee authority is decentralized, but it is

not. Chairman Wayne Aspinsi J (DCo1orado), who ha headed the commit

toe since l959 has a great capacity for work and is the most 1Qow1edge-

able member in all six areas. He maintains control of the committee

by participating in nearly aU committee business, attending most

hearings and lending his experience to most decision-iiaId.ng. AU

subcommittee meetings must be scheduled so that he may appear. Together

with ranking minority member John S aylor (RPennsylvania), he maintains

coiiittee unity.2 Thus it is not surprising that Chairman AspinalJ.

1. See Goodwin, at., p. 599; Stewart UdaU, 'A Defense
of the Seniority System," New York Times Maaz&ne (January 1, 1957)
pp. 17, 64.

2 Interview with committee member.
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and John Saylor dominate saline water proceedings, no matter who

chairs the subcommittee, as Chairman Engle did before him.

The turnover of membership on the committee is higher than

most House committees.1 Up to one third of the membership may be

renewed at the beginning of each Congress. But the turnover does not

seem to be a disintegrative factor. Membrs move off the committee

for assignments of a broader scope; members who stay are satisfied

with the specialized constituency interests related to the cornmitteets

workirrigation projects9 parks, public lands9 mining, and Indian

affairs.2 There is ample opportunity for reciprocity. Committee

business rarely touches on party issues ar1 members help each other

to get projects for their districts. The chairman has expressed the

committee norm:

We have a program in mind and we like to glamorize it and
make it as big as possible, and sometimes serve our oim
distrIcts and our own State. We do not object to that if

we have the other answers too.3

Partisanship is subdued, The tradition of subdued partisanship extends

at least to 1952 when the Subcommittee on Indian Affairs had a
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Nicholas A. Masters, ItCommittee Assignments in the House

of Representatives American Political Science Review, LV (June9

1961), 3)45357.

For statements of those members who like the committee
because it enables them to serve their districts, see U. So, Congress9
House, Comrcittoe On Interior and Insular Affairs, flearins, Policies,

amsd ActIvities of the DeDartment of Interior, 90th Cong.

let Sees., 1967, pp. 21, 28, 32.

House Interior Committee, 1961, Hearings, Saline Water
Program, op. cit., p.
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Republican majority even though the Democrats controlled Congress

When the Republican handling of the Office of Siflne Water was

criticized in 1957, Republican members did not rise in defene of

the administration. And when the Democratic administration of the

program was accused of trying to engage in erapiro building in 1965,

it was the Democratic chairman t'iho led the criticism. While the

committee's suspicion of the bureaucracy is conspicuous, one party's

suspicion of the other is rarely articulated.

In addition to reciprocity and minimal partisanship, a factor

which contributes to cohesiveness of the committee i the norm of

hard work in developing and handling committee business. The norm

of hard work is manifested in the attitude of the chairman, who puts

in a 11hour day, and in the rules, which require subcommittee chair

men to be on the job, and in statements by administration personnel,

who praise the hardworking committee. The foUuing exchange indicates

how important the image of a conscientious committee is:

Assistant Secretary: If it is convenient, we will be very
happy to entertain members of this committee and other

Members of Congress at the Wrightsuiule Beach test station.

Chairman: You do not want to use the word "entertain,'t

do you? Put in "instruct" or something like that.'

The committee holds more meetings and hearings than any other in the

House except the Committee on Appropriations.2

House Interior Committee, 1965 He rjp.jOliCi0s cit.,

p. 193.

Donald G. Tacheron and Norris K. Uc3.aU, The Job of the
conrossman(Indianapolis: The J-3obbsNernifl Co. Inc., 1966),
p. 173.
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Specialized subcommittee work, guided by a competent chairman

(who probably delegates too little responsibility to sub-committee

chairmen), the opportunities for reciprocity, and the non-controversial

nature of most committee business aro integrative factors whIch over

come the disadvantages of high membership turnover and subcommittee

autonomy)- The committee is nearly rJways unified in support of its

leadership. Deviation is permissible when perceived constituency

interest is involved, hut by and large, members help one another and

support the chairman.

As has been mentioned, Chairman Asp1 nail and ranking minority

member John Saylor are the principal oversight participants and also

the members with the most stake in the committee. They feel the

need to protect what they perceive to be the committee's prerogatives

and responsibilities from encroachment by the Office of Saline Water,

the President, and the other committees of Congress. A frequent

admonition to Department personnel is: "This committee decidez the

policy. The Secretary may recommend, but we decide the policy."2

The theme of committee responsibility for decisions on policy &nd

1. Richard F. Fonno, Jr. has cited specialization, recipro
city, and subdued partisanship as contributing factors to committee
integration in 'tThe House Appropriations Committee as a Political
System9" 2t.; Charles 0. Jones has pointed out that where
conditions contributing to reciprocity are lacking, a committee is
likely to be poorly integratede. See "the Role of the Congressional

Subcommittee," 2&_t.

p. 16.

2. House Interior Committee, 1963 Hearins Policies,



for oversight of policy iiplemontation is not new, but appeared in

a 1953 report when Republicans controlled Congress:

The committee has a responsibility to keep informed of the
Government research program to see if the activities are
in accordance with the authorization which was originally
passed by this committee)

Twelve years later9 the committee position was expressed as follows:

The committee believes that the only way we in the
Congress can meet ou responihiiity is to review this
program year by year and give approval on that basis.2

Other typical statements which reiterate the theme of committee

responsibility include:

We do not need the administration especially telling
us what to do. We need the administration telling us
what it is that is worthwhile to do and how it is
going to be done,

Before it he biU7 gets through, Mr. Rogers, it will
either be or not be the program of Congress. I just
wanted you to understand that we are not about to give
up the leadership we have taken in this program
heretofore.4

The issue of protection of the committee occasionally touches

the President. If the program director errs and talks too much about

l. Report of Chairman A. L. IIil1er, April 14, 1953, quoted in
U. S., Congress, House, Subcommittee of the Committee on Appropria
tions, Hearing9 Dqpartment of Interior, 83rd Cong., 1st Sess.,
1953, p. 50

2. U0 S., ssional Record, 89th Cong., 1st Sess, 1965,
CXI, 16391.

3, U. S., Congress, house, Subcommittee on Irrigation and
Reclamation of the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, }iearings9
Saline ater Conversion Progi, 89th Conga, 1st Sess., 1965, p. 158.

4. Ibid., p. 208.
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House Irrigation Subcommitteo 1966 in p. cit..

p. 60.

House Irrigation Subcommittee, 1961 Hearings Saline

Prori, qp. cit., p. 167.

Ibid., p. 195,

U. 3., Con ressional Record 87th Cong. 1st Sess. 1961.
CVII. 16557.
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how the President intends policy to be implemented, he is likely

to be asked: ttAre the wishes of the President consistent with the

statutory policy?"-

In 196l the Secretary of Interior submitted draft legislation

with an oponended authorization. Committee members expressed a

perceived need to protect the comiiiitteets jurisdiction from encroach-

ment by the Committee on Appropriations.

Chairman: The only way the Congress can keep its hand upon
any such operation as is proposed, herotofore and now
proposed for the saline program, is to keep in charge and
keep track of the funds. This is the authorizing commit
tee and I do not believe we are about to leave everything
up to the appropriating committee.2

Ranking Minority Member: You will present it to the Appro
priations Committee but you will not present it to this
committee which has charge of your Office. The House
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs and its counter-
part on the other side, under the Reorganization Act of
l9J46, have complete jurisdiction over your department3

The committee carries the message to the Houses emphasizing

that committee control of the program is related to congressional

control. Typical statements are:

As far as my position is concerned, .1 intend to keep control
of the program in the Congress of the United States.4



This program started in the Congress and in my committee
13 years ago. We have reviewed the progress year by
year since that datc .It is importatt that Congress exer
cise its responsibility for close oversight of the program
and for determining how the funds made available are to be
used)-

The Committee and Saline Water Policy

How do these norms affect saline water policy? Committee

leaders who talk so much about committee responsibility implicitly

put themselves in the position of accepting responsib1ity for what

the agency does. Since 19602 Chairman Aspinall has been concerned

about the consequences of building the demonstration plants. They

were more costly to maintain than to build, and when they did perform

the water produced was o1d at about onesiDcbh of its cost of proW

duction. The chairman also requently referred to an unhappy exper.

ienco with shale oil development, sponsored by the committee. An

$80 million demonstration plant had been built and then closed down,

as the process did not produce a marketable product It is inter

esting to note that Chairman Aspinall applied this particular exper

ience to decisions about saline water policy, while Senator Anderson

drew from positive experience with atomic energy policy as will be

shown later.

It became the committee policy to support research and develop

ment work, but few projects that night produce negative feedback. The
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committee was agreeable to the construction of smaller pilot plants

(after consultation with the chairman), where processes could be

tested and equipment could be developed to meet the needs, but the

chairman and the members refused to allow the agency to build a plant

of the demonstration te, which would supply subsidized water to a

cormarnity, even if research purposes could be served. The committee

alled the agency to award a multimillion dollar contract to the

Atomic Energy Commission to conduct basic research on water, and

granted large stmis for feasibility studies but would not permit OSW

to build facilities exceeding $75,000 in cost without explicit commit

tee permission.' The contrast in the committees favorable attitude

toward research and feasibility studies and its unfavorable attitude

toward the building of additional desalination plants may be attribu

ted to the fact that negative feedback does not flow from expenditure

on studies, while criticism of the program and the ComflLittee may arise

from expenditures on desalination plants producing highcost water.

In 1965, President Johnson wanted some large desalination plants

constructed to test the feasibility of nuclear desalting technology.

Despite the scientific and technical support for his position, the
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1. The committee made no complaint about a costly research
project conducted by Oak Ridge National Laboratories aimed at utii
zing the heat from nuclear wastes for doseaination0 The project failed,

and although it cost more than a demonstration plant, the failure did
not worry the coimiitteo. For examples of coimiittee demands for informal
consultation on administrative decisions, see House Interior Committee,

1963 aringPolicies, 9.cit, p. 331; and House Interior Committee,

1967 Hearing, Policies, p.cit., p. 163.



committee tightened its control over 03W, demanding annual authoriza

tion and clearance for what are knon as tIhardyaroIt (cons truction)

items.

It should be added that the committee would be more satisfied

if the saline program could satisfy constituent interests. Members are

sensitive to water needs. Their experience includes the reclamation

projects which reimburse most of the government investment within 50

years while providing enormous quantities of water at low cost. The

saline water program benefits industries and research groups (and the

members are appreciative in the few cases where their districts are

beneficiaries) but it does not supply constituencies with water. The

demonstration plants, built in l960l963, were an attempt to satisfy

constituency interests. The plants generated a great deal of interest

on the part of the public and the committee members, but their techni..

cal value, in the final analysis, was limited to the research experience

gained from them. The committee would feel more comfortable with this

program if it could be truthfully said that 03W was responsible for

providing water to water users, especially water users in the districts

which members represent.

The committee's technique for controlling the agency has not

involved a parsimonious authorization since the 1952 legislation which

established the program)- 03W has received most of the financial
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1. Of course the restrictions on certain types of activities
have retarded the rate of growth of the agency. In early 1968, the
committee reported an authorization l below the amount the agency
requested and the Senate allowed. See U. S., Cong jod,
90th Cong., 2d Sess., Daily Edition, April /4., 1968, H26222'4..
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support it has asked for from this committee and thus has been per

mitted to expand its operation steadily, and command a larger appro

priation each year.

The committee guards against criticism by making increased

efforts to stay in close touch with the programs by requiring frequent

bearings, by insisting that committee permission be given for many

agency activities, and by writing into legislation roquirements for

many reports. In addition, the chairman has attempted to keep the

committee apprised of the opinions of industry representatives and the

scientific community. The chairman frequently asks witnesses from the

private sector where federal responsibility should end in this program.

The response has indicated that the federal program has ample support

and few critics in the private sector or among scientists.

In summary, the chief House Interior Committee partieipan.t is

Chairman Aspinall (and was Chairman Engle before him). The chairman's

importance is linked to his committee and closely identified with

activities of the Department of Interior, including those of the Office

of Saline Water. Despite high turnover on the committee and a decen

tralized subcommittee structure, the chairman is able to command the

support of a unified committee on decisions taken to the House floor,

and to win the support of the House on most committee decisions. The

chairman interprets his role as protector of the committee's function to

make decisions for the House on Departhent of Interior matters Protec-

tion includes recommending decisions to the House which may be defended

in terms of benefits to the country, prudent selection of issues so



that defeat is avoided, on the Rouse floor, and frequent review of on-

going programs to prevent activities which might evoke criticism from

the House. Conscious of the need. for committee unity on recommenda-

tions to the House, Chairman Aspinall encourages programs which serve

members' districts as long as they can be justified on other grounds

too. A greater role for the Department of Interior in national life

means a more important role for the committee in the House, so Depart-

ment activities are permitted to expand. But whether the executive

branch is passive, as during the Eisenharer administration, or aggres-

sive as during the Kennedy-Johnson administrations, the policy that is

formulated in the higher echelons of the executive department is

ultimately re-formulated in this eomaiitte e.

The Senate Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs

The Senate Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, like its

House counterpart, obtains approval from its chamber on most decisions

recommended by the committee. On saline water matters, the Senate

usuafly gives unanimous consent. Frank B. l4oss (D-Utah), nine-year

member of the committee, expressed his perception of committee unity

and Senate support as follows:

We have worked on many water projects all over the coun

try, . and I believe that we have been in agreement 99
percent of the time. In fact, one of the remarkable
aspects of the committee, it seems to rae, is that we
usually get together on a consensus after we have dis-
cussed a matter. I believe that more legislation is
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acted upon by unanimous vote in the Interior Committee than
n any other legislative committee of the Senate01

Scholars have cited this committee as one of the most united, or

cohesive, of the Senate.2 The cohesiveness is probably related to the

subject matter over which the committee has jurisdiction, similarity of

interests among members (normally the sixteeninember committee has at

least fourteen members from western reclamation states), and continuity

in membership.3 The Interior Committee assignment is more desirable in

the Senate than in the House because the proportion of westerners is

higher and because state interests are more easily satisfied by conwit-.

tee decisions than district interests.

Senators are not identified, and do not identify themselves,

exclusively with one committee, They have multiple committee &ssign

ments and can spend only a very limited amount of time on the work of

any one committee. They rely heavily on staff members to assist them

in their coraiaittee duties; occasionally al senators arc obliged to be

absent from a hearing and staff members carry on for them. Therefore,

a senator's status in the Senate is usually not exclusively associated

with one of his committee assignments but is based on a number of

13. 5., Congressional Record, 90th Cong 1st Seas., Daily

Edition, August 3, 1967, 510534.

Green and Rosenthal, op0 cit., p. 414; Donald R. Matthews,
U. S. Senators and Their World (Chapel Hill, N. C.: University of North
Carolina Press, 1960), p. 168.

From the standpoint of desirability of assignment, the Sen
ate Interior Committee ranks 8th of 16 committees while the House Inter.
icr Committee ranks 16th of 20 committees. See Jewell and Patterson,
op.cit0, p0 206.
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factors, including the seniority and expertise in one or more areas

important in the House, and in addition, an intangible quality roughly

described as role identification conforming to what senators value

Just being a member of the Senate carries considerable prestige.

The members of the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs do

not express a strong sense of identification with the committee; they do

not indicate that they feel a sense of identification with the work of

the Department of Interior, nor a special responsibility for it. They

have no regular, biennial review session with Department administrators

like that conducted by the House committee. Senate participants do not

articulate jealousy of their committees prerogatives, nor do they

express deep suspicion of the growing bureaucracy.

Nonconmiittee members who are interested in a program may sit

with committee members, and even conduct hearings if the others cannot

attend. The necessity of delegating responsibility to staff members

makes senators amenable to delegating responsibility to adsiinistrators

especially if there is confidence in the competence of the administrators.

Just as senators know that it is better to rely on a trusted staff than

to try to do everything themselves, they believe it is better to conduct

a program under the supervision of a capable administrator than to

attempt to exercise watchful surveillance. In regard to the saline
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1. See Ralph K. Huitt, "The Internal Distribution of Influence:

the Senate," in David B. Truman, ed., Congress and America's Future
(Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice Hall, Inc. 1965), 78lOi;
Ralph K. Huitt "Democrat-Ic Party Leadership in the Senate,u AmerIcan
Political Science Review, LV (June, 1961),



water program Senate participants have relied on the Rouse substan

tive committee for review activities and have approached the program

with the attitude that it should he moued forward so that lowcost

desalination can someday be realized.

Characteristics of the Senate Committee

Although the Senate Interior Committee is formally organized

like the House Interior Committoe its organization is not a salient

factor in saline water oversight. In the Senates when the issue is

noncontroversial reciprocity bipartisanship and respect for

specialization extend beyond the committee organization. Thiie the

traditional cohesiveness of the committee probably helped forward

saline water legislations other factors such as Senator Andersons

status on other committees, the interest of Majority Leader Johnson,

and the steady work of Republican Senator Case9 were no doubt more

important in affecting saline water policy then committee charactoris

tics.
The Senate Subcommittee on Water and Power Resources (formerly

Irrigation and Reclamation) usually consists of five to nine members

all from western states. A total of five senators at a hearing (not

necessarily all committee members) is considered a good timnout Since

senators may be drawn to saline water hoaings by their interest in

the program as much as by their committee affiliation9 they tend to be

less interested in exercising "control" over the agency than in

promoting support for the program.
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The difference between Senate hearings and House hearings is

pronounceth TPe House subcommittee members, and especially the chair-

man, emphasize their responsibility, their need to have full infoniia-

tion, and their desire to move the program prudently in the best possible

direction. The Senate participants, especially Senator Anderson,

emphasize the necessity to move ahead. They are less afraid of failure,

less cautious, more wifling to risk public funds because their prestige

is not exclusively dependent upon the record of this committee.

The principal oversight participant has been Senator Anderson,

who was on the subcommittee that considered the earliest proposals and

still presides at all of the saline water hearings. Senator Francis

Case, who was not a committee member, occupied a unique place in the

oversight process. It was his amendment to a Senate bill which became

the original authorizing legislation. He presided at hearings in the

absence of committee members and attended some of the appropriations

hearings. On the floor of the Senate it as Case, rather than a

committee member, who tried to defend 05W against a budget cut by

Appropriations. Ho noted at the time that the House Interior Committee

"has kept close surveillance on this fine work."1 He continued to

co-sponsor bills and attend hearings until his death in 1962.

Senator Lyndon B. Johnson lent his support to the program as

early as 1955, when he co-sponsored legislation to expand the program.

As Majority Leader, he was instrumental in facilitating passage of the

1. U. S., Coessional Recorct, 85th Cong., 1st Sess., 1957,
CIII, 10078.



demonstration plant program ol' 1958. He introduced a bill for an

enlarged program in 1960, wrote an article supporting the progr&rI and

frequently sent letters to the subcommittee on Appropriations to

facilitate £uncU.ng. Senator Thomas H. Kuchel (RCa1ifornia), has

taken an active interest in the program and has frequently attended

the hearings. Recently, Senator Henry N. Jackson (D.Washington), who

is full committee chairman, has taJen an interest in the Office of

Saline Water. His vievpoint toward the program is similar to that of

Senator Anderson0

Senator Anderson and Saline Water Policy

Senator Anderson has had the most influence on program policy.

His attitude toward. scientific programs is that we learn by doing. He

has elicited this statement from industry witnesses on nuiiierous occasions

nd oven Senator Jackson has come to repeat the phrase. A cornerstone

marking the initiation of construction of an 05W demonstration plant

was inscribed with a quotation by Senator Anderson, Ithxperirnentation

is the Mother of Progress.4 His conception of oversight is attendance

at hearings which are not so much examinations of 05W as they are the

necessary prelude to the introduction of legislation which Senator

Anderson and others desire. He is not as interested in past mistakes,

or immediate plans, as he is concerned with the 1ong.range goals of the

program.

1. Saline Water Conversion 1962, (Washington, D. C.:

USGPO, 1963), p. iii. -
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In 19559 the Department of Interior, Senator Case9 and the

House Interior Committee all agreed that a new 03W authorization for

$6 million was proper. Senator Anderson suggested that a 4i10 million

authorization was more compatible with the goals of the program than

$6 million, and he persuaded the House to go along. In 1958, Senator

Anderson was the driving force behind the demonstration plant progrem.

He structured hearings so that it was made to appear that OSW was not

conducting the program with the urgency demanded by Congress. Testi

mony was developed from the statements of irianufacturers that the

desired demonstration plants could and should be built at once. One

thousand extra copies of these hearings were printed for distribution

among rnember.s of Congress and interested persons0 His efforts resulted

in support for the demonstration plant bill from the majority 1eader

ship of both houses, support which was especially valuable in view

of Department of Interior opposition to the bill. (See Chapter .)

In 19609 he joined Senator Johnson in the promotion of greater expan.

sion. Thereafter, he was always willing to accede to the initiatives

put forward under the KennedyJohnson administrations.

In order to understand Senator Anderso& s role in saline water

policy formulation, it is necessary to take into account his role on

other committees with jurisdiction over scientific research and deve1op

mont programs in atomic energy and space. He was assigned to the

Joint Committee on Atomic Energy in 1950 and served as chairman from

1955 to 1957, and from 1961 to 1963. After he came to JCAE, the

committee began to play a vigorous oversight role. By 1955, both the



CI 7l014.

U. S., Conressiona1 Record, 85th Cong.9 2d Sess., 1958,
CIV, 175. At the time of introduction of the demonstration plant
bill, Senator Anderson was under the impression that a plant would
cost $10 million. 1hen the hearings disclosed that plant cost was
estimated at between one and two million dollars, it was decided that
several plants should be built. See U. S. Congress9 Senate, Subcom

mittee on Irrigation and Reclamation of the Committee on Interior and
Insular Affairs, Hearings, Saline Water Prrsm, 85th Cong.9 2d Sess.,

1958, p. 135. -

Green and Rosenthal, op0 cit., pp. 20, 50.

U. S., Congressional Record, 8'-i-th Cong., 1st Sess., 1955,
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committee and the c:hairman (Anderson) were characterized as "aggressiv&t

in the formulation of atomic energy policy.1 In his role as chairman

of the Subcommittee on Irrigation and Rec1amation Anderson linked

the saline water program with the atomic energy program in several ways,

and could be characterized as taggressiett in saline water policy

formulation. When he proposed the $10 million authorization in 1955,

he said: 1tThere is a similarity between certain research work going

on in connection with atomic energy and the work involved in this

program."2 He often mentioned the atomic reactor development program

and how JCAE had had to push for its implementation. In 1958, upon

introducing the demonstration plant legislation, he told. the Senate:

I believe that we must now do in the saline water research
program what we did in the atomic energy program, namely we
must select three or four of our most promising processes
as they stand today, and then build from them at least
one large scale demonstration plant. At the going cost rate

of $10 million, such a plant will be relatively cheap to
build, and may possibly be the best investment we ever made.

Senator Anderson suggested as early as 1955 that the heat

from atomic energy plants might be utilized in conversion of sea
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water.1 He asked Dr. Philip Hairmiond, of Oak Ridge National Labora-

tories, to make a study. The initial cost estimates were exceedingly

high. But by 1959, atomic energy technology had advanced to the

point where the Department of Interior and the Atomic Rnergy Commis-

sion were able to work out a plan for a nuclear-desalting plant to

be built for demonstration purposes in San Diego. Siting difficulties

prevented construction of the nuclear portion at that time.2 In 1967,

a nuclear-desalting plant, to be located on a man-made island near Los

Angeles, was authorized by Congress.

Senator AndersonD a staunch supporter of the space program,

became chairman of the Committee on Aeronautical and Space Sciences in

1963. His staff director, Frank DiLuzio, was a long time friend of

Dr. Hammondand familiar with Anderson's interest in nuclear desalting.

When DiLuzio was appointed Director of 05W, Senators Anderson and

Jackson virtually turned over all decision-making to him (and his

successor) and have since fulfilled the role of mediators for 03W

with the House Interior Committee.

Since 1961 there has been rio need for Senator Anderson to play

an aggressive role in saline water matters as the administration has

taken the initiative in promoting program expansion and forrarding

nuclear desalting. Most legislation proposed by the executive branch

Senate Irrigation Subcommittee, 1955 Fiearing, op. cit., p. 32.

U. S., Congress, Joint Committee on Atomic Bnergy, Hearns,
Use of Nuclear Power for the Production of Fresh Water from Salt
Water, 88th Cong., 2d Sess., 1964, p. 3.
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is approved by Senator Anderson's subcommittee mithout nendment.

The House Interior Committee has modified every administration proposal

by curtailing administrative discretion or spending authority. As

a result of conference committee sessions, the laws which have been

agreed to have been in a form somewhat closer to the versions offered

by the administration than the House preferred.

In summary, the saline water program has been one of Senator

Anderson's specialties. The decisions he has made in respect to the

progrn have been the decisions. His interests and his

influence have probably expedited serious consideration of nuclear

desalting and have contributed to the Senate's favorable image of the

program. A demonstration plant that was built i.n Senator s

state was an absolute failure, but this disappointment has not seriously

undeüned his faith in the future of desalination, nor in his consistent

support of 03W expansion.

The two Interior Committees have played complementary roles in

respect to saline water policy, espeeialJy since the Democrats have

controlled both the executive and legislative branches of government.

Under different conditions, and with different chairmen, the roles

might have been reversed, or both committees might have promoted a

policy of encouragement or restraint. However, the tendency of the

House participants to check agency expansion in recent years seems to

be linked to factors peculiar to the House Interior Committee and its

relationship with the Department of Interior and with the House.
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Senior members identify strongly with the committee and its respon

sibilities for the activities of the Department of Interior. Since

House Interior Committee members can have but two committeo assign

ments, their source of authority in the House is usually related

to one of these assignments? If committee participants want their

committee to be a docisionnaaker for the House, and feel a loss of

prestige is associated with losing on the floor, these factors will be

reflected in the conduct of oversight. House participants conscien

tiously attend to review activities. They approach initiatives on the

part of OSW from the point of view that moderate program expansion is

acceptable, but activities which might provoke criticism should be

avoided. The more lenient, and even innovative, tendency of Senate

participants seems to be associated with the multiple sources of prestige

and authority available to a senior senator, and to the limited time

available to devote to any one program. With several committee assign

ments, a senator need not feel that his prestige in the Senate is

linked to the work of one committee, or to the executive units that

committee oversees, Given the time limitation, a senator may wish

to devote it to forwarding a favorite program rather than reviewing

its past activities.2 The smaller Senate must procecs the same amount

For an explanation of committee assignments in the House of
Representatives, see Masters, op. cit., p. 35.

An indication of the time Senator Anderson was actually
able to devote to the saline water program in the context of the
demands upon hini was provided by his occasional reference to texLen
sive" saline water hearings. The hearings referred to lasted a total
of about three hours. In the Houae, what are referred to as "exhaus
tive" hearings total at least twelve to fifteen hours.



of' legislation that the House does. One way that the Senate manages

to accomplish its task is to leave much of uhat constitutes review

and appraisal to the I-louse, thereby concentrating its efforts on

new programs or program expansion.

The House Subcommittee of the Committee on Appropriations

The chief participants on the Interior Subcommittee of the

House Appropriations Committee were Nichael J. Kirwan (DOhio), and

Ben F. Jensen (R-Iowa), until 1963, when Jensen became ranking minority

member of the full committee. Thereafter, although Kirwan remained on

the subcommittee9 saline water oversight ias conducted by Winfield K.

Denton (DIndiana), and JuJ i a Hansen (D.Washington)

During the Kirwan.Jensen years, the participants held an image

of their subcommittee closely related to the Department of Interior's

self..image as America's Department of Natural Resources. Typical

- references to the committee include: "This is the 'AU

Committee. We appropriate only for the things that are good and

beneficial to America."1 "We aU have the common objective of preserv

ing and developing our great natural resources."2 "This is a most
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U. S., Congress, House, Subcommittee of the Committee on

Appropriations, Hearings, Department of Interior9 l99 83rd Cong.,

1st Sess., 1953, p. 3.

TJ. S., Congress, House, Subcommittee of the Committee on
Appropriations, Hearing, Deyartment of Interior and Related Agcies9

87th Cong., 2d Sess., 1962, p. 1.
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important comnittee. It deals with all of the natural resources of

this groat nation of ours,"-

Since 1955 the subcommittee's jurisdiction has excluded some

Department of Interior activities, such as the Bureau of Reclamation

and Bonneville Power Administration, and has included the Forest Service

of the Dopartnent of Agriculture. But the fact that most of the

budget estimates considered are those of the Department of Interior

helps to account for the subcomrrLitte&s identification with the Depart-

mont. At the beginning of each year, the Secretary of Interior high-

lights the program for the coming fiscal year before the subcommittee.

His emphasis on one program or another is a good indication of Depart-

ment support for the program and the questions from the subcommittee

members at this time indicate areas of dissatisfaction or of special

interest.

The saline water program was a favorite of Congressman Jensen,

who was deeply impressed by a few visits to eerimental laboratories.

Subcommittee Chairman Kirwan agreed with the ranking minority member

but seemed more frustrated than his colleague by the lack of progress.

He wanted to be told of a year.by.year reduction in desalination cost,

or to be apprised of research projects that failed. He disliked

optimistic statements which misled him.. His dissatisfaction was well-

founded, for the information provided by W at appropriations hearings

1. U, S., Congress, House, Subcommittee of the Committee on
Appropriations, Hearings, Department of Interior wd Related AencieS,
l r(j Qwtn Cong.., 1st bess. .L93, o 10



was ambiguous and misleading with regard to water costs from l95

through 1967.

In spite of the fact that neither Ohio nor Iowa was a likely

beneficiary of desalination success the subcommittee granted nearly

all appropriations requested in the Eisenhower period with minor

exceptions; one reduction (restored by the Senate) was due to an

error in Director Jenkins' presentation, and. several small reductions

were made in the .liocation for administration of the program. The

subcommittee has used its oversight authority chiefly to limit the

nwiiber of government employees, working from a ruleofthwub ratio

of expenditure for personnel to total expenditures. The subcommittee

philosophy was succinctly expressed by Congressman Jensen:

You know. ,if we had. appropriated $1 rnore without a
doubt, they LThe Department of Interior/ would ask for
more personnel. . .12 we appropriated a little more
money, my gosh, they would start putting on more helps
instead of rolling up their sleeves and doing a little
bit more.1

Yet the subcommittee complained because the Department regularly caine

back for supplemental appropriations.2 The Department practice of

returning for supplementals may account for the readiness of the

U. S., Congress, House, Subcommittee of the Committee on
Appropriations, Hearinsjpartmentof Interior and Related A gncies,

1962, 87th Cong., 1st Sess,, 1961, p. 16.

Richard F. Fenno's analysis of appropriations for agencie:
of the Department of Interior did not include supplementals. The

inclusion of supplementais would have been rather significant for
this department. See Power of the purse, op. cit., pp. 36869.
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Office of Saline water to request supplementals when legislation was

under consideration by the substantive committees Each tire new

authorizing legislation has been before the House and Senate Interior

committees, 03W has requested a supplemental appropriation.

During the KeimedyJohnson administrations, aiim1 1 cuts were

made by the House Subcommittee on Appropriations that were consistent

mith the House Interior Conmiitteets tendency to restrain 05W eansion.

Although there is no overlapping membership on the two House oversight

committees, it appears that appropriations participants are cognizant

of the attitude of the Interior Committee participants. Since annual

authorizations have been instituted, the subcommittee has granted

whatever Congress authorizes.

The Appropriations Subcommittee has exercised some limited

authority over the agency apart from fiscal eontrol At the outset

of the program, the subcommittee asked that the program be separated

from the Bureau of Reclamation; thus the Office of Saline Water was

established, reporting directly to the Secretary of Interior. During

the l95Os, there was always pressure from the subcommittee to concen

trate in one or two areas of process development, as opposed to spread

ing the funds in many contracts 05W personnel wanted to become

informed about the very real progress in desalination outside of the

United States, but the subcommittee frotmed on foreign travel. And a

proposed study of industrial needs for desalinated water was forbidden.

Most subcommittee restrictions were later rescinded, either by revision

of the law or by appeal to the Senate Subcoimittee on AppropriatiOTh'
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During the Kennedy.Johnson administrations, the larger agency acquired

somewhat more discretion, hut each year the program director complained

that he was understaffed.

Secretary of Interior Stewart Udall, who always gave special

attention to the saline water program, apparently established an

excellent relationship with the subcommittee The DepartmentS ubcomrnit-

tee meeting at the beginning of each year was unfailingly harmonious

and significant for funding. In 1967 an Undersecretary of Interior

remarked: 'In the last six years we have never had a major appeal able

item from this committee to the Senate of the United States and I hope

we do not break that fine precedent this year.thl

After Congressman Jensen left the subcommittee, Congresswoman

Hansen became an important oversight participant. She favored foreign

travel and approved when, in 1964, some 05w representatives were sent

to find out what the Soviet Union was doing in desalination. (The

Soviets had one large, single purpose plant and a nuclear desalting

facility under construction.) She also encouraged studies of indus

trial needs for highqua1ity water. She was the only member of Congress

in the hitory of saline water oversight to request a listing of

consunier water costs n representative cities This information made

it apparent that desalination would be used in the future for supple-

mental municipal water. Finally, Congresswoman Hansen, now chairwoman

1. House Subcommittee on Appropriations 1967
Denartrient of Interior, op. cit., p 127.
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of' the subcommittee, is from the state of Washington and interested in

desalination as potential protection for Co1ubia River water. It

would be ecpected that her support for the program is assured.

The House Subcommittee on Appropriations virtually functions

as an independent administrative arm of the House in respect to OSW.

It is guided by the authorizing legislation, by the previous yearts

appropriation, and the current yoars request. The authorized amount

is usually the goal for the agency and the ceiling for the subcommittee.

Within these limits, an appropriation is allowed. Program policy is

not permitted to deviate too much from provisions of the law, and if

the law is not explicit, the subcommittee tends to be restrictIve

rather than permissive. Personnel increases are permitted, but are

discouiaged. The subcommittee has responded to House interest in the

program by granting supplenientals, occasionafly before the increased

authorization has become law. But the usual function of the subcom

mittee is to monitor agency spending within the guidelines of the

authorizing law. The subcommittee has conducted oversight with very

little substantive knowledge of the programo Its influence on policy

has been in the area of further incremental adjustments to the policy

developed by the agency and substantive committees.

The Senate Subcommittee of' the Committee on Appropriations

Senator Car]. Hayden has presided at most 05W hearIngs through

out the agencys history. Since 1959, Senator Alan Bible (DNevada) has

either attended hearings with Senator Hayden, or alternated with him.

Both senators are also on the Senate Interior Committee.



The Senate Subcommittee on ppropriations does not seem to

be closely identified with the Department of InterIor nor do members

express their role in terms of responsibility for the natural resources

of the United. States. rihero has been almost no discussion in hear

ings pertaining to the memborst image of the subcommittee. Sessions

are extremely brief and witnesses are asked to highlight their state-

ments, or merely insert them for the record0 If the house has recom.-

mended a reduction, the discussion centers on its restoration.

Very early in the program. in 1953, Chaluman Guy Cordon

(R-Orogon), and Senators Hayden and Case met with several scientists

in an evening hearing for a briefing on the outlook for desalination.

It was explained at the time that the minimum energy requirement for

removing salts from water was the principal obstacle to rapid progress

in cost reduction0 Dr. Thomas K. Sherwood of the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology advocated the support of scientists whose

"nebulous ideas" about desalination should be nurtured. Ho told the

senators that the program ought to encourage "the man with an idea,

from when be has it, to the place where he has enough news to have

something to sell somebody0 I1

Dr. Sherwoodt s testimony made a lasting impression on Senator

Hayden. Ho intorpreted it to mean "that some scientific nut9 you

might say some one who just took a guess at it9 might find the
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answer.1i FTc repeated this idea at nearly every hearing and as

recently as 1963, when agency policy had long turned to refinement

of known processes and basic research into the fundamental, nature

of water, ho still reiterated: t hope the nut shows up."2 Although

he acquiesced in an increasing development program, he always thought

(correctly as it turned out) that it would take a radical discovery

to permit the use of desalinated water for irrigation.

Senator Hayden was always most interested in brackish water

purification and the agency presentation to him reflected this interest.

However, year after year he asked to have cost estimates stated in

dollars per acre foot, a terminology with which he was familiar, and

year after year, all statements were given in dollars per thousand

gallons This small but repetitious error was indicative of the usual

agency practice of being obscure in approprIations hearings. Senator

Hayden, however, looked with favor on the program and was inclined to

restore House cuts. (See Tables 4 and 7, Chapter 4'.) The only sizable

reduction in a Bouse allowance occurred in the 1957 appropriations for

fiscal 1958, when the Senate was reacting to the Eisenhowerinducod

economy drive by holding down increases.3 The apparent upward cost
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trends caused by use of the new cost estimating procedure also was

a factor in the Senate decision of that year0 Othorvise, the Senate

subcommittee has usually performed an appellate function and has

sometimes restored House cuts. But Tables 4 and 7, Chapter 4, show that

the subcommittee participants stay closer to their counterparts in

the House than they do to agency requests.

Senator Case occasionally attended hearings in the early years

of the program and Senators Anderson and Johnson frequently inserted

letters in the record in support of 0SWs budget estimate, especially

after the demonstration plants were authorized. When Senator Bible

began to attend hearings in 1959, he was apparently worldng with

Senators Johnson and Anderson to increase funding. A supplemental

request for $l* million (for demonstration plants) came to the sub

committee in 1959. Senator Bible elicited from Program Director

Miller, a former Congressman, the admission that OSW's budget request

had been cut $400,000 by the Bureau of the Budget0 The cut involved

construction funds; Senators Anderson and Johnson both inserted letters

in the record supporting an extra allowance for construction funds

(for plants in Texas and New Mexico) and more money for the programo

The subcommittee obligingly added $400,000 to the request and recom

mended another million dollars for good measure. The extra million

was denied in conference, but the $400, 000, the important sum was

al 1 owed. The incident provides an example of how the flexible commum

ications arrangements in the Senate permit the appropriations process

to be used as a yehide to atify the constituency interests of



some members Other members, with other problems, may not be as

successful0 A hearing in 1961 served as a vehicle for Senator

Spessard Holland (DF1orida) to voice his keen dissatisfaction with

05W for failing to select Key 1est as a demonstration plant site.1

His complaint bore no fruit, indicating that the subcommittee can

mor readily give help on fiscal matters than on matters which reach

into policy areas0

The Senate subcommittee participants can be thought of as the

last in the line of participants likely to modify saline water policy,

with the least opportunity to make incremental adjustments. The

appropriations process hinges on concern with the procedural rather

than the substantive aspects of the problem. The question s not one

policy or another, but how much. And the amount is usually between

the floor of the previous year's allowance, and the ceiling of the

maximum aUowed by the authorization.

Other Legsl.ative Participants

The involvement of other legislative participants in the over

sight process has invariably been linked with supportbuilding for new

legislation. A House Suhcomittee on Government Operations held

hearings in 1958 to further the demonstration plant program desired

by the House and Senate Interior Committees. A report by the House

1. U. S., Congress, Senate, Subcommittoe of the Committee on

Appropriations,
87th Cong., let Sees., 1961, pp. 69092. Apparently. Florida 1egis'

lators were led to believe that Key West would he a domoustration

plant site. See footnote, page 132.
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Committoo on Science and Astronautics was related to a drive for

program expansion in 1960 and 1961, The Joint Committee on Atomic

Energy became involved in the oversight process as a result of

President Johnsont s call for an accelerated program of nuclear

desalting.

The Subcommittee o± the House Committee on Govornrient Operations

The Subcommittee on Public Works and Resources of the Corn-

iuittee on Government Operations investigated the Office of Saline

Water in 1958. The SubcommittoeVs investigation was closely related

to efforts of the House and Senate Interior Committees to forward

demonstration plant legislation in the face of opposition from the

executive branch. The hearings were structured to prove that demon

stration plants were advisab1e although some testimony emphasized

the need to engage in additional basic research. Staff members had

prepared for the hearings by examining all the appropriations and legis-

lative committee hearings and by soliciting letters from most govern-

ment departments and al niost every major contractor of the agericyo

Staff members actually conducted the major part of the hearings and

asked niost of the questions0 The subcommittee chairman and the ranking

minority member occasionally had to rescue Director Jenkins from

inappropriate questions. Partisanship was not subdued. The ranking

Republican supported -the administration policy of continuing research

until a lowcost process was cIeveloped while the Democratic chaIrman

apparently supported his taff members in their desire to make a case

for the demonstration plant program.

lO:L
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This subcommittee is the only participating unit that has

exhibited partisanship in relation to the saline water program. Per-

haps since House and Senate Cor.mittees on Government Operations do

not report 1eLs1ation, there is no strong incentive to preserve

committee unity. It is interesting to note that there was no overlap-

ping membership on this committee and the House Interior Committee,

yet the hearings were arranged because "there have been complaints

that the program is not proceeding with the urgency that Congress

intended. . .t The term uurgencytl was originated by Senator Anderson

in connection uith congressional expectations of 08W. It is likely

that the investigation by this subcommittee resulted from the interest

that Speaker of the House Sam Rayburn (D-Texas) may have taken in the

program. (See Chapter )4,) The subcommittee report recommended "bold,

dynamic and imaginative" action on the part of 08W and advised passage

of the demonstration plant proposal.2 There is no evidence to suggest

that the hearings or the report influenced saline water policy The

subcommittee action merely supported what the Senate and House Interior

Committees had already agreed to do.

The House Committee on Science and Astronautics

A 1961 staff report by the House Committee on Science and

Astronautic'3 thoroughly reviewed the activities of the Office of

House Committee on Government Operations, 1958 Hearins,
op. cit., p 2.

U. S., Congress, House, Committee On Government Operations,

Saline Water Prorram, 85th Conga, 2d Sess0, 1958, H. Rept. 2551,
pp. 310.



1. Joint Comnittee on Atomic Energy l964 HgS

l0

Saline Water in the context of national water supply problems The

report analyzed the legislative and appropriations history of the

program and implicitly recommended that a new authorization, similar

to that proposed by Senator Johnson in 1960, should he enacted. by

Congress. The report was not instituted by the House Interior Committee,

which looked with some disfavor on the interest of other committees in

saline water policy. But the report was thereafter mentioned in hear.

ings, and on the House and Senate floor, by nonparticipant legislators

who wished to support the program. This report and the House overnment

Operations Committee report underscored the general dissatisfaction in

Congress with the Liserihower administrations attitude toward scientific

research and development programs. Since the Democrats have controlled

the White House and. have actively promoted programs in space and desal

ination, the congressional response has changed from initial enthusiasm

to caution. Neither report can be said to have affected saline water

policy, but both reflected the growth of the belief that the United

States ought to be more advanced in desalination than was the case.

The Joint Committee on Atomic Energy

The Joint Committee on Atomic Energy became involved in saline

water oversight as a consequence of Senator request that Oak

Ridge National Laboratories undertake studies of the feasibilIty of

nuclear desalting. A small divjsio of the Atomic Energy Commission,

the Civilian Power Program Desalination Branch, was formed in 1963,l

p. 9.
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This DivisiQn which updated Dr. hammonds earlier studi.os received

$1 million in funding from AhC the first year of its operation. The

contrast between the initial support for the AJC desalination division

and that given to OS in the early l95Os illustrates how an agency

as large as AhC can easily support research programs which escape the

scrutiny of congressional committees.'

Three hearings were held with AEC and OSW representatives. The

first in l963 was held for the purpose of establishing for the record

the willingness of the two agencies to collaborate on studies and

research in nuclear desalting. The second hearings9 in l96)1 briefed

committee members on an optimistic report on nuclear desalting

prepared by a Presidential Task Force. The third9 in l966 was related

to legislation cafling for a contribution by AEC to a nuclear desalt-

ing plant to be built in cooperation mith the MetropolItan Water District

of California. These hearings were attended by Senator Anderson9 Cong-

ressman Craig Hosmer (RCaiifornia) who had dual membership in the JOAE

and the Interior Committees, and Congressman Chet Holifield (DCali

fornia). Congressman Aspinall. who is also a member of JOAE attended

none of the meetings. The California legislators and Senator Anderson

all had a positive attitude toward the development of nuclear desalting

technology and the Metropolitan Water DistrIct project9 and responded

favorably to the testimony. The hearings and reports that emanated from

them provide good examples of legislators ratifying administratIve

proposals.

1. Ibid., p. 10.



Conclusion

It is ovident that the interaction of saline water oversight

participants has been affected by the social organization of the units

with which they are associated. A prograii diroctors behavior is

influenced by the place of the agency in the administrative hierarchy.

His affiliation with 03W seems to induce him to think and talk in terms

of the 1owcost product water which may be achieved.

The attitude of legislative participants toward the saline

water program has been affected by their other roles, as legislative,

appropriations9 or investigative committeemen, with important differ

ences between attitudes in the House and Senate House participants in

general have been ambivalent in their behavior toward 03W, viewing the

agency as a part of the bureaucracy. They have expressed suspicion and

criticism9 yet have worked conscientiously to keep in close touch with

03W activities. House oversight9 including all the committees whose

work has touched on the program, has tended toward review and appraisal

rather than consideration of what shouid be done next. Participants

on the House Interior Committee are affected by House attitudes toward

the bureaucracy, and the House penchant for reviews but have been

especially influenced by the close association between the Department

of Interior and the committee. The association is a source of strength

for the committee since it provides a wei:Ldefined area of speciali

zation and responsibility for oversight. But the elose link causes

the committee, and particarly its chairman, to feel responsible for

all that the Department does. Restrictions on 03W activities stein
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from the desire to protect the committee from criticism while permit.

ting prudent agency growth

It is apparent that the Senate allows more flexibility in

role behavior. The Senate committees do not exercise watchful sur

veiUance over 03W activities. They may suggest innovative policy

may respond passively to administration proposals, they may accept

House recommendations0 or they ry act as mediators between the agency

and the House.

With so many participants, no one person or one committee can

completely dominate saline water policy. The system participants must

cooperate with ona another in order to produce the composite decision

that is authoritative policy. The differences among the participants

favor the situation where one committee is mediator between agency and

another committee. It is rare for aU committees to agree on a policy

in opposition to agency recommendations, but it is possible. These

diverse legislative participants agreed on a program initiative which

was resisted by 03W in the 1958 demonstration plant legislation.

Because the committees were united, their directives were implemented.



CHMTEP. 4

THE SALINE WATER OVERSIGHT SISTEFI IN ACTION. 1952 TO 1967

The legislative history of the saline water program provides a

record of the consequences of committee oversight for saline water

policy0 The initial proposal for a government saline water program

came from legislators0 A very modest program was designed in congre.s

sional committees to implement a policy of federal responsibility

for the development of practicable, 1owcost means of desalinating

water for the ultimate purpose of relieving water shortages in various

regions throughout the nation0 The meager funds allocated to the

program at the outset reflected uncertainty on the part of logis1a

tors as to the proper government role in such an undertaking After

a trial period, it was learned that pr±vate enterprise, public opinion,

and the scientific community were favorable to federal support of

desalination research and development, and the program was expanded0

But when the search for lowcost conversion methods continued

to be unproductive, even with additional funds, the committees directed

the agency to restrict the search and put current research findings

to a development test in demonstration plants Although the demon

stratton plants only proved that saline water could be converted at

high cost, their construction and. operation gonrated new dlicnteie

for the agency and new publics for the programs As scientists,
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equipment manulacturers, and watershort co2nmuthties came to exhibit

increasing interest in dosalination progress, saline water policy

initiatives began to originate in the executive branch. I"iore research

funds were requested to hasten the discovery of lowcost conversion

, and more development funds were required to improve existing

conversion processes. The role of the committees changed from that of

policy initiators to policy modIfiers,

The legislative history indicates that although congressional

committees can and do initiate policy under certain conditions, the

usual structure of an oversight system tends to favor a committee role

of responding to policy initiatives from the executive branch.1

Formation of the System

A number of factors enter into the formation of an oversight

system. Each substantive committee has jurisdiction over certain policy

areas, but determination of which committees will be responsible f or a

new program often depends on who defines the problem and how it is defined.2

Nearly all oversight systems include four principal commit-
tees, one in each house for substantive matters and the appropria
tions committees. Green and Rosenthal have pointed out that congres-

sional authority was enhanced by the creation of the Joint Committee on
Atomic Energy, op. cit. However, when oversight committees for the
space program were formed, Speaker Sam Rayburn refused to follow the

precedent established in atomic energy and insisted on the customary
separate committees. Vernon Van Dyke, Pride and Power (Urbana9 Univerity

of Illinois Press, l96L), pp. 1920.

For a lively discussion of the flexibilIty of committee
jurisdiction, see Bertram Gross, The Legislabve Struggle (New York:
McGraw Hill, 1953), Chapter 11+, especially p. 270.



1. In 1958, a bill introduced by Senator Clinton D0 Anderson

on behalf of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy would have given
the Atomic Energy Commission responsibility for the nation's space
program The Eisenhower administration opposed the bill and recom
mended the creation of a new agency for which new committees were
organized Robert L Rosholt, An Aftinistr ive 2Z°-' A

l9896 (Washington D C: USOPO, 1966), p. 8
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If a problem is clearly within the province of an existing

administrative agency, then oversight responsibility will rest with

the existing committees that have jurisdiction over the administrative

unit. The problem may be defined to require the establishment of a

new agency, in which case the question of committee jurisdiction must

be settled, either by assigmnent or, as with the space and atomic

energy programs, by the formation of now committees.1

The formation of the saline water oversight system occurred over

a period of years in which a policy proposal was readjusted until it

gained support from both an executive department and the committees

with jurisdiction over the department.

The Problem

The problem of water shortages, which resulted in the formation

of the Office of Saline Water, took different forms in the three geo

graphical areas most seriously affected. In southern California the

postwar influx of population brought unprecedented water demands to

an area close to the ocean but without sufficient rainfa1i or under

ground supplies to satisfy growing needs. Regions in South Dakota,

Arizona, and New Mexico experienced a decline in the quality of
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available underground waters because extensive irrigation greatly

increased the nineral content of the source of supply. Finally9 many

areas of the arid west9 underlain by highly rriineraiizod or brackish

waters unsuitable for human consumption and ueiess for the irrigation

of' high value crops9 could prosper if the available underground waters

wore improved in quality. For Californians, water from the ocean

seemed to be a potential answer to their problems of urban growth,

while those from inland states looked to a refreshening of irrigation

waters or utilization of low.qua1ity underground waters as a solution

to agricultural problems. The goal at the outset was simply more water

for southern California and other states of the arid west; an ample,

1owcost water supply for municipal and irrigation purposes which was

believed to be desirable to sustain economic growth.

The remedies to the problem which were suggested did not

come in the form of a program which would require taxpayers to pay for

costly converted water to supply these areas (as expensive, converted

water was already supplying naval vessels and military instaUctions),

but rather in the form of a government research program which would

finance the search for 1owcost saline conversion methods and thus

be of widespread benefits

1iost irrigation water is delivered at one to five cents per

thousand gallons .- It is impractical to i'rigate with water costing

1. For an excellent swimiary of the significance of water

costs, see Abel Woman, The Metahc'lism of Cit1es,' 3cientfic

American, GXIII (September, 196.5), 17890.
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ten cents a thousand gallons or more. Low cost water for municipal

purposes is water that can be sold to the consumer at appronimately

thirty cents per thousand gallons. Although irrigation water does not

need to be as pure as drinking water, it must be very low in price.

While irrigation water and municipal water have different

requirements as to purity and cost, sea water and inland brackish waters

are made potable by different methods of treatment. Because it was be

lieved that a desalination process could be found. which would convert

several types of saline water into fresh water for municipal and irriga.

tion use, it was possi.ble to gain support of legislators from both

coastal urban centers and inland agricultural regions.

Legislative Interest in Desalination

The legislative history of the Saline Water Act of 1952 dates

from l98 when two California congressmen proposed similar bills which

would have authorized $30 million for the Navy to construct and operate

demonstration plants to produce potable water from sea water.1 In some

respects, the Navy was the logical branch of government to conduct

the research since its large vessels already carried sizable saline

converters The bills were referred to the Committee on Armed Services

but no action was taken0 0S did not become the oversight responsi

bility of Committees on Armed Services because the military responsibility

1. A detailed summary of early proposals can be

House Committee on Science and Astronautics Rapt. 71, op

listing of all saline water bills ntrodueed in Congress

be found in U. 3., Conressional Record 86th Cong., 2d S

CVI, 1827L=a8273.

found in
. cit. A
to 1960 can
ass., 1960,
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for provision of water is vieed in terms of capability; the military

provides water here it is needed regardless ol' the cost0 The civilian

need is iow.cost water0'

In i9Li9, five hills were introduced in the House by California

congressmen, one of whom was a member of the House Committee on Interior

and Insular Affairs The bills varied in certain respects suggesting

that their sponsors might have been attempting different strategies

in order to obtain action0 One was similar to those of the preceding

year and was sent to Armed Services0 Three others, which would have

authorized from $500,000 to $50 million for the Department of Interior

to conduct research, also went to Armed Services0 One directed the

Bureau of Reclamation (a Department of Interior agency) to conduct

the research and would have authorized $50 mi.1:Lion for a demonstration

plant0 It was referred to the Committee on Public Lands0 No action

was taken0

Interest was also demonstrated in the Senate in l9L9 where

the chairman of the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs intro

duced a bill which would have authorized $50 million for the Dopart

ment of Interior to conduct research and build demonstration plants0

While no action was taken during the 81st Congress a senator later

10 Testimony by Goodrich Lineweaer, House Appropriations
Subcommittee, l95 Hearing,, cit0, o 53



recalled that these bills served an educat±onaj. purpose to help to

develop sentiment along those lines.

Executive Branch Interest

The interest in this legislation at the other end of Pennsyl

vania Avenue was focused in the Dopartnent of Interior. The Department

was asked by congressional committees to report its opinion to Congress

on the various saline conversion bills which had been introduced.2

Thus apprised of congressional interest in desalination, the Depart-

ment attempted to obtain $500,000 to conduct coiwersion research in

a supplemental approprlations bill, without first getting authorizing

legislation0 The Senate Subcommittee on Appropriations approved a

somehwat smaller appropriation but the House Appropriations Committee

rejected the request, stating in Its report:

Although such a developmental progrem, if successful, might
well be of far.'reaching benefit to the Nation, this new
activity is not authorized by lam. Proposed legislation
has been introduced in both Houses of Congress, but not
enacted, to authorize activity0 The committee would be
willing to consider an appropriation for such a moritor
bus endevor after authorizing legislation has been
provided.
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le Statement by Senator Francis Case, U. S., ConressionaJ.
Record, 86th Cong., 2c1 Sess., 1960, CVI, 18271.

2, U. S., Congress, Senate, Committee on Interior and Insular
Affairs, Sa1.ino Water Conversion, 82d Cong., 2d Seas,, 1952, 5.

Rept. il0 p. 5,

3. U. S., Congress, House Committee on Appropriations,
tment of Interior and Related Acenctes Aproriations for 1950,

81st Cong., 2d Seas., j9LJ9, H. Rept. 1i30, p. 18o



The phrase, 'such a meritorious endeavor,' suggests the positive

approach most legislators have had toward desalinaU.on research.

Support from the Chief Lxecutivo eerie in January, 1950, when

President Trrrnants budget message recommended action:

Experience in recent years has shovm that it may not be
possible to meet the shortages of water, which are a
threat in some areas, through our extensive water rc
source programs. I recommend, therf ore, that the Cong
ress enact legislation authorizing the initiation ci'
research to find the means for transferring salt water
into fresh water at economical costs.

The President requested Secretary of Interior Oscar Chapman to

take the lead in presenting his recommendation to Congress. As

is often the case when the administration wishes to present new programs

to Congress, an intordepartmental committee as appointed, to study the

matter and make recommendations on federal research toward the produc

tion of water from saline sources and the atmosphere.2 A nrriber of

bills had been introduced in Congress proposing a government weather

modification program. - Although there was virtually no dissent among

the department representatives as to the desirability of a saline water

llJ

Presidential Message of January 3, 1950, on the Budget of

the United States, p. Id6, quoted in House Comimittee on Science and
Astronautics Rept. 71, a ,cit., p. 65.

U. S., Congress, Senate, Joint Hearing before Suhcommit
tees of the Committees on Interior and Insular Affs.irs, Interstate
and Foreign Commerce, and Agriculture and Forestry, Weather Control
and Aurentsd Potable Water Supp1y, 82d Cong., let Sees., 1951, p. 80.
The committee included representatives from the Departments ci' Inter
ior, State, Defense, Commerce, Agriculture the Federal Power Com

mission, General Services Admanastration, Federal Security Adminis
tration, National Security Resources Board, and the Atomic Energy
Conanis sion,



conversion program, weather modification proved to be controversial.

Nevertheless9 the Department of Interior prepared draft legislation

cafling for a $50 million research program in desalination and weather

modification.

Hearings

The final administration proposal was called, by a Senate

Report, tla compound of the bills introduced by legislators,tl] The

House Subcommittee on Irrigation and Reclamation of the Committee on

Interior and Insular Affairs held brief hearings in 1950, and again in

1951. In the Senate9 bills similar to the administration recommenda

tion were introduced, including the weather modification proposal.

Corriniittee jurisdiction had not been settled and joint hearings were

held before subcommittees of Committees on Interior and Insular Affairs,

Interstate and Foreign Commerce, and Agriculture and Forestry0 Cbair

man of the joint hearings was Senator Clinton P. Anderson (D.New

Med.co), who was on both the Interior and Agriculture committees.

Among the handful of Senators who attended the hearings was freshman

Senator Francis Case (RSouth Dakota) who was on none of the partici

pating committees. Case, who had served in the House 14 years, had

been interested in the development of the legislat.ion at an early

date. He hrts been given credit by many legislators for his early

efforts on behalf of saline water legislation.2

1, Senate Interior Committee, 1952 Rept. 1106, p. 6.

2. Congressmen 1iayne Aspinli arid Clair Englo9 and Senator

Anderson have all tnd cated that Senator Case's ef:Corts were productive
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At the close of the 195]. hearings Congressman Clair Engle

(D-California) chairman of the House Interior Committee, and Sena

tor Anderson decided that the weather modification proposal, which had

dominated the testimony, posed problems of such a serious nature that

it had to be dropped. Government departments were not in. agreement

as to which of them should have the responsibility and there were

serious questions of government liability for tampering with the

weather. The hearings did convoy an indication of the perceived

urgency of the water supply situation in many parts of the country and

provided ample testimony favorable to Department of Interior responsi

bility for desalination research.

When the weather control provision was eliminated, it was deter

mined that the Senate Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs had

jurisdiction for desalination legislation. Early in 1952, the Commit

tee submitted a report on a c1ean1 bill authorizing 2 million for

desalination research and providing for the construction of one demon

stration plant. Senators Case and Anderson both considered the amount

insufficient to do the job but later recalled that it 'was all we

thought we could get by with.'

in getting the bill passed. Senator Strom Thurmond once called Sena

tor Case 'the father of the saline water conversion program." U. S.,

Cogssiona1 Record, 87th Cong., 1st Sess,, 19619 CVII, 17724. It

is of interest that although most saline water bills were introduced
by Californians9 the Bureau of Eeclamation personnel thought the chief
impetus came from South Dakota. See U. 5., Congress, House, Subcoin

mittee of the Committee on Appropriations Rearim Departwent of

Interior, 1955, 83rd Cong., 2d Sess., 1954, p. h9.

1. U. S., Congress9 Senale Irrigation SuTocommittee 195.5

D2i' 2J1_9t., P. 10.
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Hearings were resumed in the House in 1952 consider Chair-

man Engle' s bill for a $20 million authorization which included a

demonstration plant After industry and university witnesses testi-

fled that promising research was already being conducted, and that a

demonstration plant would produce high cost water at $1.65 per thous-

and gallons, the committee reported a pared-dovm bill for $1 million

which would restrict the federal role to support of research. Like

their Senate counterparts, House Interior Committee members thought the

amount too small, but suited to the mood of Congress. In addition to

forbidding the construction of demonstration facilities the committee

required that most of the funds allocated be utilized in contracted

research and development work outside government laboratories0 The

legislation was written with the specific purpose of avoiding creation

of a large government research program.

The Saline Water Act of 1952

The final bill, as enacted, combined the House restrictions on

federal activity with the Senate figure of $2 million for five years.

The bill was signed by the President on July 3, 1952. On the previous

day, since Congress was about to adjourn, Goodrich Lineweaver of the

Bureau of Reclamation tried to persuade a Senate Subcommittee on Approp-

riations to include $/OO, 000 for the program in the final suppleental

1. U. S., Congress, House, Subcommittee on Irrigation and
Reclamation of the Committee on Interior and Insular j\ffairs, Hearings
Prodution of Fresh Water from Sea Water, 82c1 Cong., 2d Sess., l951-
1952, pp. 35, 129.
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for the session. Subcommittee members, angered by the last minute

appeal9 denied the request.1 Hovever, when the bill came to the floor

July , Senator Case9 without knowing whether the bill had yet been

signed by the President, offered an amendment which would start the

program with 125,000 The amendment passed, was accepted in confer

once, and the conference decision was agreed to by both houses on

ad3ournment day, July 7, 1952.

A recapitulation of events leading up to the Saline dater Act

follows:

19L18: Two bills introduced by California congressmen0

l9Li9: Five bills introduced by California congressmen, one bill
introduced in Senate.

Bureau of Reclamation makes unsuccessful attempt to begin
program through appropriations process.

1950: President Truman calls for saline water legislation.

Department of In±mrior prepares draft legislation.
Hearings in House. /

1951: Bills introduced in House and Senate with weather modifi

cation provision.
Hearings in House and Senate. Weather modification

provision dropped.

l952 President again calls for legislation.
Hearings in House.
Bills reported in House and Senate.
Senate and House agree to $2 million, five year authori

zation 0

Appropriation for $125, 000 secured by amendment introduced

by Senator Case.

U. S., Congress9 Senate9 Subcommittee of the Committee on

Appropriations,
82d

Cong., 2c1 Sess., 1952, pp. 501-503.

U. S., Conressioru]. Becord, 82d Cong.9 2d Sess., 192,

XCVIII, 9162-9164.



1. Public Law L 882d Chapter 568, quoted in Sflnai
Conversion Reort, l96 (hashington 1). C: UUP0 1966), p. 27.
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From the series of recommendations of $20 million to $50

million, Congress authorized only p2 million to be spent over five

years and limited administrative costs to onefourth of that authori

zation0 The appropriations process yielded only $125, 000 for the first

year. Yet the door was left open for a much larger program by the

policy statement in the Saline hater Act:

In view of the acute shortage of uater in the arid areas of
the Nation and elseuhere and the excessive use of under
ground waters throughout the Nation, it is the policy of
t)i.e Congress to provide for the development of practicable
lowcost means of producing from sea water or from other
saline waters water of a quality saltable for agriculture,
industrial, municipal and other beneficial consumptive
uses on a scale sufficient to determine the feasibility of
the development of such produces and distribution on a
largescale basis 1

The Oversight System

By l95, the oversight system had taken form0 The problem ci'

the need to relieve water shortages resulted in the initiation of the

saline water program. Jurisdiction was established in the Department

of Interior, the House and Senate Subcommittees on Irrigation and

Reclamation of the Committees on Interior and Insular Affairs, and the

Subcommittees on Interior of the House and Senate Appropriations

Committees.

The principal participants in policy formulation became parti

cipants in the oversight system. In the House interior Committee, Chair

man Clair Bngle and Wayne Aspinali (D.Colorado) uere the dominant actors.



On the Senate side9 Senators Anderson and Case continued to take a

special interest in the saline water program. Although Bugle ceased

to he an oversight system participant when he left the house for the

Senate in 1959, and Case's participation ended with his death in

1962, Congressuan Aspinali and Senator Anderson are still with their

Interior Committees and are the acknowledged experts on saline water

policy.

Goodrich Lineeaver of the Bureau of Reclamation was the princi-

pal participant in the executive branch in policy formulation. Be had

represented the Bureau when it attempted to get saline water responsi

bility through the appropriations process. As coordinator of the inter-

departmental committee which prepared the draft recommendation9 he was

one of the principal government witnesses at the hearings As a

Bureau representative, he was well-known to both substantive commit

tees and to members of the Interior subcommittees of the appropriations

committees)-

Lineweaver felt the impact of the appropriations process when

his request for $400,000 in funding f or the first year was rejected.

However, Senator Carl Hayden (D-Arizona), second-ranking Democrat on

the Senate Appropriations Committee, supported the request and was

instrumental in obtaining the reduced appropriation after the Case

amendment was passed on the Senate floor. Like .Aspinali and Anderson,
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1. In 1954, Lineweavor became consulting engineer to the
Senate Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs
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Senator Rayden has been the most important overseer in his committee.

The initiative for the saline water program was perceived by

most members of oversight coiiniittees as having originated in Congress,

not in the executive branch. It has been stated on several occasions

that the saline program did not grow out of any drive from "dom

torn.lh1 The fact that a legislator, rather than an executive agency,

put forth the first proposal is not so important as the impact of the

legislative participants on the program that finally took shape. It

is important to note that the House and Senate accepted the recommend

ations of the respective Interior Committees by voice vote and with

almost no discussion, In other words, those who would oversee this

legislation made all the dec1sons which were legitimated as public

policy.

It is probable that at the initiation of a ne program, condi

tions are usually most favorable for legislative participants in an

oversight system to affect policy. After an agency is established and

a program underway, the opportunities to say "yes or Ufl0!T to a policy

become restricted by the very existence of an agency with its clientele

and public. It is for this reason, for the opportunity to affect

materially a policy outcome, that substantIve committee members tend

L Soc9 for example, remarks by Congressman Aspina1l U. S

Congress, HOUSeD Subcommittee on IrrIgation an Reclamation of' the
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, arthatr0Rra,
87th Cong., 1st Hess., 1961, p. 197; remarks by Senator Anderson9 U. S..,
Congress, Senate9 Subcommittee on Irrigation and Reclamation of the

Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs,
Saline Water Proram, 81th Cong., 1st Hess. 1955, i 10.
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to give far more time to the consideration of now legislation than to

appraisal of the implementation of legislation alrcad.y enacted.

The development of the Systeiii l9 to 1.960

The problem of converting saline water at low cost turned out

to be much more difficult to solve than anyone had believed at the

beginning. The small agency expended the limited funds available on

promising research proposals. At first, investigation of distillation

processes was avoided because it was believed that the Navy had exploited

the possibilities of disti1lation But at the end of two years varia

tions on distillation arid a number of other processes using electri

city and membrane filters were under study and eventually refinement

of the old Navy distillation processes became a major endeavor, The

processes that were developed did succeed in taking salts out of water

but the cost of the purified water 1ways turned out to he many times

the thirty cents per thousand gallons city residents were accustomed to

paying, and completely out of the question for agricultural use.

After a few years, the impatient legislative overseers boosted

the program with more funds, accompanied by warnings that concrete

results were expected. Then, convinced that the agency was bogging

down in research, and suspecting that the administration had no

interest ii the program, the overseers directed the agency to build

some conversion plants util±zing known conversion processes. As would

be expected, the plants produced water at prices higher than any

municipality was willing to pay



The period covered in this section includes the legislative

doision to increase the authorization for the program and to build

the plants, hut stops short of the time vihen the plants became opera

tional. During the period, the significant policy initiatives came

from the legislative overseers.

Oversight During the Eisenhower Administration

The first few years of its operation, the agency attempted to

find a role for itself in harmony with its small authorization and its

goal to develop a practical lowcost method of desalination. David

Jenkins, an engineer from the Bureau of Reclamation, worked with

Goodrich Lineweaver to organize a program tt0f cooperation with private

groups. After letting research contracts to the limits allowed by

their small authorization, Lineweavor and Jenkins arranged, in l95--,

for several junior members of the House Interior Committee, Senator

Case, and Congressman Jensen of the House Appropriations Committee, to

visit a contractor in Boston. The trip was rewarding for the agency.

Jensen frequently mentioned it when expressing his favorable attitude

toward the program. But after Lineweaver left the bureau to join the

staff of the Senate Interior Committee, Director Jenkins arranged for

no more visits. While it is probable that Jenkins believed his funds

were better spent in support of research and developments his failure

to cultivate the interest of legislative participants was undoubtedly
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1. Saline Water Conversion: Annual Report of the Soeretarj2 (Washington, iD, C.: USGPO, l96), p. 2 of un.numberd

introductory section.



U. 5., Con ressional Record, 84th Cong. let Sees., 1955,
CI, 7105.

IMd., 635253.

U. S., Congress, Senate, Committee on Interior and Insular
Affairs, Exoansion of Saline ator Proaram, 84th Cong, let Sees.,
1955, 5. Rept. 3(0, p. 2.
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associated with his failure to communicate effectively with them.

In 1955, a proposal to expand the saline iater program accom

panied the return of a Democratic majority in Congress. Optimism ae

the keynote of the saline water program during the hearings of the

Interior Committees, as it had been in appropriations hearings up to

that time. Consequently, the Senate was told, "significant results

have been The House as told that "they are now within

the range of $120 an acre foot for sea ater and $40 an acre foot for

brackish water."2 Chairman Engle was reporting figures given hs

committee by the program director, but these figures, which are equiv

alent to 39 and 120 per thousand gallons (close to "reasonable" costs

of 3OØ and 100 per thousand gallons) were not, in fact, within range

in 1955, nor were they reached ten years later. Director Jenkins

extrapolated from very inaccurate costestimates.

In view of the "progress" reported, the substantive committees

directed OSV to go into pilot plant development and to start producing

some much needed water. tIE1up1asis is placed on the urgency of bringing

to the point of effective tests in the field or pilot plants of cconom

ically feasible processes."3 The committees took the position that the

administration was probably responsible for holding the program back.



Senator Anderson chided Jenkins for not asking for more funds.1 The

House reported:

The program cannot be allowed to drift along without prod.0
cing concrete rosults and it is expected that with the
expanded implementation of the saline water program author.
ized by this legislation, results will be obtained.2

Senator Anderson made his point of view clear when he inserted

the following admonition to the agency in the Congressional Record after

the Senate approved the conference recommendation to authorize Sl0

million:

It was the view of the conferees that the Secretary of the
Interior would be expected to energize the program with the
increased authorization of funds to he appropriated so as
to bring about early solution of the problem of converting
saline water to potable uses at economical costs0 . .AU
concerned with this program should he on notice that the
expanded implementation provided by this legislation is
expected to bring results, .Approval of the Conference
Report will be tantamount to concurrence of the Senate in
these views for the information of the Department of the
Interior and the Bureau of the Budget in recommending
appropriations. )

The above statement, which was made after the Senate voted, illustrates

how a legislative oversight participant may try to interpret Senate

action as broad and authoritative in scope. It underscores the fact

that oversight participants make important decisions for their chambers.

After the 1955 legislation, the agency freely obligated its

funds in the beginning of the fiscal year and came hack to appropriations
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Senate Irrigation Subcommittee, 1955 Hearings, op.cit.,

p. -20.

Rouse Interior Committee9 1955, H. Rapt, 861, o_cit0, p. 3.

U. S., con essiowJ Record.. 81-th Cong., 1st Sees., 1955,
CI, 8L636L.
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for a $200,0O0 supplcmonta]. which was granted. The next year

6000oo was requested, but 500Q0 was cut because the House

Subcommittee on Appropriations insisted that the agency was trying

to exceed its authority to expend funds for administrative costs

Jenkins was told that if ho wanted more for administration, he should

ask for a larger total appropriation.3- The subcommittee iould not

permit administrative costs to exceed 20 percent of the yearly

allocation.

Several bills concerning the program were introduced in 1956

but all died in committee. Two California congressman introduced

resolutions which would have authorized the construction of desalina

tion facilities in San Diego County. Arizona legislators introduced

resolutions which would have required a feasibility study of the

acquisition of riparian rights from iiexico for Gulf of California water

to be pumped to Arizona for irrigation purposes. In addition, Senator

Arthur V Watkins (R4Jtah) told the Senate: ,nI believe the importance

of this program deserves more forceful action. In this respect I

favor a crash program development designed to hasten this urgently

needed research'2 Proposals like these were significant inputs

because they were manifestations of support for the program which later

influenced its modification.

U. S. House, Subcommittee of the Committee on Appropriations.
Hrigs.IrAterior Department and Related Agencies. l57, 82h Cong.,
2d'Sss, 1956, p. 47.

U. S., C ressional Record, 84th Cong., 2d Seas., 1956,
CII, il551.
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Having been told by several legislative participants to request

more money, in 1957 Director Jenkins asked for an appropriation that

was nearly double that of the previous year. The house Subcommittee

on Appropriations would have granted the full amount but the Senate

Subcommittee (Senator Hayden, for all lractical purposes), cut the

allowance back to an amount just over that allowed the preceding year.

The resistance of Senator Hayden can he attributed partially to an

economy mood in Congress, but it was also related to the nem cost

estimating procedure developed by 03W in 1956.1 The use of the

standardized procedure made it appear that desalination costs were

higher than at the beginning of the program.

The new cost figures brought on a review hearing by the House

Interior Committee determine just where we stand.2 The hearing

revealed that legislative participants were and.ous for 06W to build

some water-producing pilot plants. Jenkins advised them that the

research was showing promising results but that You just do not go

For an explanation of the economy mood in Congress and its

impact on appropriations under consideration in March, 1957, see

Richard F. Fenno, J., The Power of the Purse, pp. L7879.

For the JenkinsHayden exchange regarding desalination costs, see

U. S., Congress, Senate, Subcommittee of the Committee on Appropria

tions,
85th Cong., 1st Sees., 1957, pp. 889i.

U. 5., Congress, House, Subcommittee on Irrigation and

Reclamation of the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, Hearings,

Saline Water Research Program, 85th Cong. 1st Sees., 1957, p. 1.



out and build a plant until you know what you are going to put into

it,,"

In the House9 Chairman Engle criticized the Department of Inte

rior both for its handling of the program and. for "misrepresentation

to the American people of the progress made under the rogramo" The

Department was accused of failing to attach to the program the degree

of urgency directed by Congress and of alioning the program tto drift

along without concrete results."2

An unsigned report in the form of a committee print was issued.

It read in part: "The committee feels that it is unfortunate also that

the conversion cost trends have been upward9 and in the direction away

from objectively finding economic conversion processes.I3 Of course it

must have been realized that conversion costs had not gone up. A stan

dardized costestinating procedure simply aflows various research

results to be compaed. error was in failing to devise such

a procedure early in the program

¶Llestirng before the House Subcommittee on Appropriations9

Jenkins said he had thought the hearing was both useful and harmonious

and he was surprised at the House Interior Committee's response to it.
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Ibid. p. 3O

U. S.. Conoressional Record9 85th Cong.9 let Soss. 1957
C1119 8267..68.

3, Quoted in U. S.
Committee on Appropriations

85th

of the committee print could

Congress9 House9 Subconmttee of the

Cong 2d Sess.9
19589

p 13, No copy

he located by the writer.
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The House appropriations participants, Chairman Kiran and ranking

minority member Jensen, were sympathetic, but warned Jenkins the

program would have to show more progress0 The suggestion was made that

the best process be singled out and 'then let us go to work on

This comment was a precursor of the type of action that iias to come

from the oversight committees the next year0

Up to this point, in 1957, system interactions had resulted in

frustration for legislators0 The progrn director had used his funds

in support of the most promising desalination processes but he failed

to convey the magnitude of the problem to the legislative participants

Always optimistic, Jenkins extrapolated cost figures from a small

experimental model producing 25 gallons of water a day, to an estimate

for a plant that would produce 17 million gallons a day0 This habit

led the legislators to believe progress had been made, and to think in

terms of pilot plant, or demonstration piant development when no

process under study had reached the stage of largescale operation0

In the fall of 1957, the Soviet Union launched Sputnik, an

event which stimulated interest in all research and development programs,

including 03W. Early in 1958, Senators Case and Anderson introduced

a joint resolution which would authorize $10 million for the construc

tion of saline water demonstration plants. At this time, the agency

had spent eec than $3 million on the entire programo Senator Ander

son explained to the Senate that it was time to put the processes under

study to the test of demonstration0 The Soviet Union also is showing

l b10 Lk3, 57.



interest in the problem, and, in view of their competency, it must

be assumed they wiU develop worthwhile processes which will compete

with o1' On the House side, several hills similar in purpose to

the Senate proposal were introduced. One of them, introduced by

Interior Committee Chairman Hngle, would have perrriittd the federal

government to pay half the cost of a demonstration plant for California.

A House subcommittee of the Committee on Government Operations

gathered extensive testimony for hearings on the saline water program

and reported that thc Department of Interior has been contented with

gradual progress and has not regarded the program with the sense of

gency which Congress intended it should have.2 The Senate Interior

Committee held public hearings and the House Interior Committee

(having held review hearings the previous year), met in executive

session.

The result of vigorous congressional activity in 1958 was a

measure directing the Secretary of Interior to build five demonstration

plants utilizing five different processes. The biLL passed despite

the objections of the agency, the Department, and the bureau of the

Budget. The chief objection was rooted in a hesitancy to go into

large, miilion.gallon.aday demonstration plants, with the attendant

U. S., Congress, Senate, Committee on Interior and Insular

Affairs, Saline Hater Demonstration P1ant, 85th Cong., 2d Sess., 1958,

S. Rept. 1593, p. 13,

Rouse Comniittee o'n Goverrm'eflt OperatiQnS 1958, H. Rept.

2551, op. cit., pp.
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L Department objections may be found in tJ0 S0 Congress9

Senato SubcolnsLttoe on Irrigation and Roclawation of the Committee

on Interior and Insular Affairs9
85th Cong0 2d Soss, 1958, p. 1310 For a description of operating

pilot plants see ibid0, o 25 It has been estimated that a 25,000

gallonperday plant could supply the municipal water needs of about

125 people0 A one million gallon per day plant would supply about

5,000 people0
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publicity when a newly operative 259000 gJlonperday plant ropre

sented the current extent of pilot plant deve1pment?

It should be recognized that no one had any hard facts as to

the cost of converted water0 The various figu'es that appeared. through

out the hearings were all estimates0 The logic of the legislative

action lay in the need to find out what the costs would be in a plant

that produced a moderate quantity of water0 The paradox in the decision

of the oversight corrmiittees was in their criticisms of the agency £ or

lack of progress on the one band, and their directive to put processes

to the test of costly demonstration on the other0

An address by Senator Anderson gives some clues as to hou

congressional support may have been rallied for this innovation in

saline water policy:

Senator Case from South Dakota and. I did a lot of work on a bill
to provide for cloud seedin and weather modification with the
idoa that man might change the weather0 It novcr worked out0
We could never quite get the final support of the Congress on
it, so Senator Case and I turned oun minds in a little dif

ferent direction0 0 .But we had a little difficulty with that
Resolution0 They don't just automatically pass0 The origi
nal Resolution which I introduced provided for the construc
tion of five plants; one on the East coast9 one on the West
coast9 and three in the interior of the United States I

went to see the then4lajority Leader and complained that I



was not able to get rily Resolution up for action on the Senate
floor. . .flo said, tefl me more about those coasts01 I said,
"One on the East coast, one on the West coast, and three in
the intjo,1 and he said, 'flou know, they have one that is
known as the Gulf coast tOO," and I modified. the Resolution.
Within the short time that was needed for the I'Jajority Lead
or to schedule that bill for Senate passage, it did pass the
Senate and there was no more effective worker than Mr. John-
son! After it got through the Senate, I wont to him and said,
"You understand, you only half.way have the plant. on the Gulf
coast now. You have to go over and see the Speaker of the
House, and both of us must try to get some work done there."
You know, Rr. Rayburn was a very wise individual. He recog
nized that there was only one state that had any rights in
the territory on the Gulf coasts and he figured out where
that plant might go. .The first plant that was selected
was located on the Gulf coast,l

Senator Anderson night have added that while Texas was the

site of one demonstration plant, another was built in Senator Case's

state of South Dakota, and another in Anderson's own state of New

Hexico, The West coast plant site was in California, the home state

of Chairman Clair Lngle of the House interior Committee, The East coast

plant was never built, for lack of a fifth process suitable for demon-

stration purposes. Oddly enough, the Florida representative to the

conference sessions believed that the Gulf coast provision meant the

2
Florida coast.
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Procoedinys of the Conference on Saline Water Conversion,
Washington, D. C, 1iarch 28, 1962, (Washington, U. C.: U. S. Depart

mont of Commerce, Office of Technical Services, 1962), pp. 89.
Senator Anderson erred in this address. The original Resolution whIch

he introduced called for one demonstration plant0

Congressman James F. Haley (D.Florida) said that hewas
persuaded to introduce the "Gulf coast" amendnent because it would
give Florida a demonstration plant. U. S., Congress, House, Subcommit-

tee on Irrigation and Reclamation of the Committee on Interior and
Insular Affairs, Hearings, Saline Water Program, 87th Cong., 1st Sess.,

1961, p. 13O
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The demonstration plant :Leisiation was discussed on the floor

of both houses but no dissenting voico was raised, except that Congress

man H. H. Gross (RIowa) asked why five plants were in order at this

stage of deve].op'ient.- The support for the bill expressed by East

coast, West coast, Gulf coast, and inland state congressmen supplied

the best answer. The resolution became law in September.

The agency did not wait until September to act but went

straight to the appropriations subcommittees in July for a supplemental,

which was granted0 Included in the justification was a veiled reference

to the launching of Sputnik as a basis for increased support in saline

water research and development02

The elections of 1958 failed to return Dr. A. L. Miller (R

Nebraska), ranking minority member of the House Interior Committee.

He was appointed director of the saline water program and remained its

head until 1961, when the Democrats regained the White House. Dr.

Mifler's directorship was marked by a keen interest on the part of

committee members in the progress of the demonstration plants. While

it appeared that Dr. Miller was able to communicate easily with his

former colleagues, part of his success was due to the new subject

matter. It is probable that fe legislators were genuinely interested

1. U S., Congressional Record, 85th Cong 2d Sess., 1958,
CIV, 17114,

2, 13. S., Congress, House Subcommittee of the Committee on
Appropriations, Hearings, Supplemental Appropriations Bill, 1959,
85th Cong., 2d Sei7l9B, p. 266. *



in the mechanics of vapor compression and flash evaporation, or in

the principles of e:Lectrodyalisis reverse osmosis or secondary

refrigerant processes the favorite topics of Director Jenkins Sonic

of the participants did become familiar tith the terminolo but the

advent of the demonstration plant program ii loed them to focus the±r

questions on facts about the construction9 operation9 and performance

of actual waterproducing , which obviously seemed more in touch

with reality than the laboratory processes so long under discussion.

In 1960, it became clear that Senator Johnson was an oversight

participant. Of three bills introduced in the Senate and thirteen

in the House, which all dealt with modification and expansion of the

saline water program, the one to receive attention at the hearing

stage was the bill sponsored by Hajority Leader Johnson. Although

he did not attend the hearings, he emphasized his interest aud support

by presenting on the Senate floor specific recommendations for a1loea.

tion of the proposed authorization These recommendations appeared

in the New York Times Naazine in the fall.2 The bill featured

permission for the agency to make economic studies (discouraged by the

House Subcommittee on Appropriations) a loan program f or municipa1i

ties, and a new central laboratory. 0SW discouraged the loan program

and the laboratory, but looked with favor on the 20 million

U. S., Congresonal Record, 86th Cong., Zd Sess., 1960,

CVI, 9585.88.

Lyndon Johnson, If We Coulc3. Take the Salt Out of Nater,

New York Times Magazine, October 0, 1960, p. 8.
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authorization for five years. The Senate report noted that only

$5,78500O had been appropriated in the eightyear life of tho progrmn.

The bill0 cosponsored by 23 Senators from both parties, passed the

Senate almost without discussion. In spite of vigorous lobbying by

Director Miller0 the house Interior Committee failed to take action on

it until the next year.

There were three legislative enactments during the period

1952 to 1961. The first was a proposal initiated in Congress to which

the Department of Interior gave its fall support. The second was

initiated in Congress; the Department acceded to a suggested authori

zation of $6 milion, but the increase to l0 million originated in the

Senate Interior Committee. The third law, passed in 19589 was originated

entirely in the legislative branch.

1952 house report$l million. Senate report2 million.
Conference and Congress agreed to: ,2 million for i952l957.

1955 House report$6 mil:Lion. Senate report.$10 million.

Conference and Congress agreed to: J0 million for 19521962.

1958 House roport$iO million. Senate report$i0 million.
Conference and Congress agreed to: $10 million for construc

tion of five demons tratiqp_plants.

Tables 2 through 7 summarize oversight activity in the period

1952 through 1960. The tables show that even a sivall0 rather obscure

agency has frequent contacts with congressional committees0 that

legislative inierest in the program showed a positive development0

1. U. S., Congresso Senate0 Committee on Interior and Insular

Affairs, Saline Water Progrsm9 86th Cong.9 2d Sess, 1960 S. Rept.

1668, p.
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and that appropriations support was commensurate with legislative

interest0

Hearings Table 2 shows the frequency of agency presentations

to congressional committees from 1952 through l96O The table indicates

that when authorizing legislation was under consideration, as in 1952,

1955, 19589 and 1960, 08W went to appropriations committees during the

year, or early the following year, for supplemental appropriations0 In

other words, when interest in the progrsx was manifested by the Inte-

nor Committees, extra hearings in the Appropriations Committees soon

followed. The upsurge in oversight committee activity in 1958 can be

attributed in part to the sense of urgency created by the launching of

the Soviet satellite Sputnik, a feeling which was more clearly demon-

strated in legislative behavior than in executive branch behavior0 The

review hearing by the House Subcommittee on Government Operations was

in support of the demonstration plant program of 1958



Table 2 Saline Water Hearings, l952l960

*Data derived from congressional committee hearings relevant
to the saline water program and CoesalonJocda
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Bi11Proosed Table 3 indicates the extent of legislative

interest in the saline water program and underscores the fact that the

executvo branch was not offering program proposals to Congress during

the perioth Authorizing legislation was passed in 1952, l955 and l958

The 1952 bifl arose from legislative initiative but was supported by

the executive branch The 1955 bills were approved and desired by

the Department of Interior but the cmiont of the authoriati0n tias

suggested by logi.slators The 1956 arid 1959 proposals were related

1952 1 1 2

1953 2 2 4

1954 1 1 2

1955 1 1 1 1 4

1956 2 2 4

1957 1 1 1 3

1958 1 1 2 2 1 7

1959 1 2 3

1960 1 2 2 5

Total 4 3 12 14 1 34

CO4NITTEE IIEA1UNG
mt0 nd Ins Affairs o

Year House Senate House Senate House Total
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to -the eonti.tuency interest of the legislators sponsoring the bifls

and received no support from either the agency or Congress. The 1958

legis1ation which passed was opposed by the agency. The 1960

proposals originated in Congress. The table indicates the interest of

California legislators froiii both parties in the saline water program.



1952 Phillips (Calif) OMahoney (Wyo) All proposed $20 million or
McKinion (Calif) Engie (Calif) more for saline water

pro gran

Table 3 Proposed Saline Water bills, i952.l960

1958 Case (S U) Anderson (N N)
Wilson (Calif) Engle (Calif) AU proposed building of
Teague (Calif) Holifield (Calif) demonstration plants

Rhodes (Ariz) Roosevelt (Calif)
King (Calif)

1959 I'efly (Wash)

1960 Ailott (Cob)
Case (S D)
Rhodes (Ariz)
Saylor (Penn)
Wilson (Calif)
Wainwright (N Y)
Dixon (Utah)

Johnson (Tex)
Aspinall (Cole)
UdalJ. (Ariz)

Montoya (i I'L)

Norris (i N)
Fascel:L (Fla)
Roberts (Tex)
Holifield (Calif)

Jackson (Wash) Saline Laboratory in

Nagnuson (Jash) S cattle Washington

l 9

All proposed increased
authorization of about
$20 million for saline water

program

Data derived from U S , Con esionalRec9 86th Conga 2d

Sess p l960 CVI, 1827L73 and concressional conittee hearings

relevant to the saline water program

Authors
Year Republican Democrat Purpose

1955 Case ( S u) Englo (Calif) Increased authorization
Bow (Ohio)

1956 Wilson (Calif) Conversion plant for San
Utt (CaJi.f) Diego

Goldwater (Ariz) Access to Necan coastal
Rhodes (Ariz) waters
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Table 4 sunmarizes appropriations during the

period0 All budget estimates requested by the agency were granted in

full by the Bureau of the Budget through 1953 In 1960, Program

Director A L. Biller told the Senate Sifocoiumittee on Appropriations

that part of his request had been denied by I3OhO The $1Q4 million

increase recommended by the Senate subcommittee in the 1960 supp1e

mentary reflects efforts by then4ajority Leader Johnson, and Senator

Anderson, to obtain funding for demonstration plants in Texas and

New Mexico02

On the whole, the agency received very close to the amount asked

except for the first year, when the program was really being funded

"ahead of time," and for fiscal 1958, when the Senate subcommittee

found the increment of increase out of line

10 See Jenkins testimony, Committee on Government Operations,
1958 Harins, cit0, p 103

2 U0 S0, Congress, Senate, Subcommittee of the Committee on
Appropriations, Hearin.s S

86th Cong0 1st Sess0, 1959, pp 50607



rIab1e 4 Appropriations, Fiscal bars 1953.i961*
(in the sands)

*Data for this table derived from House and Senate Committees
on Appropriations hearings and reports relevant to the saline water

program, 1952 through 1960

Summary

The period of system development, from 1952 to 1961, witnessed

regular intervention by the oversight committees in the formuiation of

saline water policy. There was cooperation among the various committees

in finding agreement on policy at about the same time. The interest in

1.953 $400 $125 $125
Supp 275 $50 50 50 $175

1954 400 400 400 400 400

1955 400 225 400 400 400

1956 400 400 400 400

Supp 200 200 200 200 600

1957 600 sso o o

1958 1,159 1,159 725 725 725

1959 825 785 825 825
Supp 530 345 345 345 1,179

1960 1,655 1,655 1,655 1,655
Supp 1,550 2,950 1,950 3,605

1961 3,395 3,395 3,395 3,395
Supp 500 400 500 400 3,795

Fiscal Budget T otel

Year Estimate House Senate Conference For Year
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the program on the pert of the legislative branch contrasted with the

lack of interest on the part of the Department of Interior.

Program Director Jenkins was effective in setting up the con

tracting arrangements and in Ec1ucating researchers and deve]. opers about

government support of desalination study. In aU the hearings2 there

was no serious criticism of OSW, either by contractors or the scientific

comrriuriity. Director Jenkins9 however9 had little sensitivity to the

political demands of his position. He had difficulty communicating with

legislators. Further, he failed to present his program plans in a

way that would be politically meaningful to his overseers. Legisla.

tive oversight participants were genuinely interested in water supply

problems, and they were also interested in producing a policy output

that would result in positive feedback. The Jenkins policy of holding

back on large plant development prevented feedback9 positive or nega-

tive. The absence of negative feedback and the universal agreement on

the goals of the program encouraged the oversight participants to

initiate policy.

The return of the Democratic majority in 1955 and the sense of

urgency generated. by Sputnik in 1957 and 1958 were factors favorable

to harmony among the committees, and thus to legislative action. The

political attractiveness of the proposal to build five demonstration

plants is apparent. This innovation in policy succeeded chiefly

because of the politicians! desires for positive feedback in a situa

tion characterized by absence of negative feedback, by the election

year of 1960, in spite of absolute failure in reaching the policy goals
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set for it by Congress, the saline water program had a greatly enlarged

public, a vigorous clientele of researchers and contractors, excellent

support in the scientific commmiity and the general approval of

Congress

A committee member once exjcressed clearly his conception of the

relationship of increnentalism to proh1emsolving and his sensitivity

to the desirability of gearing system output to the need for support:

be never start with perfection in any of these large programs
We have to fee]. our way, we have to experirient0 There are
many aspects to a Government program, not merely the strictly
scientific programs that are viewed but there is a public
relations need, there is a need to get people to understand
what these programs are about and it is necessary to demon
strate to the Congress that these things will he useful to
a great majority of the peop1e1

The ilaturation of the System

During the period 196i1967, the demonstration plants were com

pleted. and virtuafly phased out of the program, as they served to demon

strate that water could be desalinated at rather high costa However,

an aggressive Democratic administration, with a Democratic majority in

Congress, provided the publie relations need" mentioned above for the

saline water program Congressional oversight committee influence on

saline water policy was altered dramatically and reduced to a series

of responses to initiatives from the executive branch In 1961,

President Kennedy asked for an openended" authorization, which,

in effect, would have turned the authorizing function over to the

L U S., Congress, Senate, Committee on Interior and. Insular
Affairs, Hea.rjng, Saline Peter Ccnversion 87th Conga, 1st Sesso l96l

0 81
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appropriations committees0 The substantive committees authorized 75

million for a sixyear period9 but did not relinquish their oversight

role0 In 19ô59 President Johnson requested $200 million for five years

for the saline uater program. The House Committee on Interior and

Insular Affairs thereupon reported legislation calling for axmual

authorization for the salino water program0 which meant that the

agency would be obliged to present its plans to four committees each

year. Although the Senate Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs

would have been satisfied to review the saline water program less

frequently9 the desires of the House committee prevailed.

Calls for increased authorizations wore stated in terms of

the growing water necds of the country9 and the possibilities of desal.

ination as an extraordinary aid to underdeveloped nations I-lowever9

no new process was developed nor was an old process improved to the

point whore muxicipalities could begin to utilize the progress in

technology9 for water from fresh water sources still remained cheaper

than desalinated water. More funds were allowed for basic research

and the agency was allowed to conduct studies of water which ere not

specifically related to lcnTcost desalination. Development work

continued9 with eñphasis on refinement of the two most promising

processes9 distillation and electrodyalisis. Agency representatives

came to present the goal of the program as that of providing the

knowledge and "knouho" so that cities could use desalination for

production of incremental water of very high quality. If cities of

the future were to reuse waste water0 desalinat±on would be
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absolutely necessary every third or fourth cycle because water picks

up salts in the hurian body which cannot be removed by ordinary seage

treatment processes. Desalination was proved to be effective in

removing radio.active astes Extensive studies have been undertaken

to determine which cities might benefit by using supplementary desai.

mated water to raise the quality of existing supplies.

Toward the end of the period9 the coupling of atomic enargy

power plants with desalination plants seemed to hold great promise

for future use in urban areas. The most difficult problem in desalin

ation has been that of the high energy requirement for the removal of

ssJts. No matter what process was used9 all required a minirrmu amount

of onergy-the cost of which usually made the cost of the product

water prohibitive, but with the improvement in atomic energy plants

in the sixties9 it became apparent that some of the enormous amounts

of energy produced by atomic plants could be diverted to desalination

at a cost less than any conventional energy source. However9 no dual

purpose plant could supply the total water and electrical energy needs

of a single comraunity9 for the electrical output would satisfy the

requirements of three times as many people as the water output. Thus

water from a nuclear desalting plant must be supplemental to a supply

from conventional p and f or the present9 such a plant is

feasible only in densely populated areas that can utilize huge supplies

of electrical energy. The only possibility in sight for utilization of

desalinated water for irrigation purposes is for urban areas to

subsidize agricultural regions by paying so much for desalinated water

that it may be virtually given. away to the farmers.
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Oifico of Saline Water personnel consider that their agency

has an important role to play in the potential solution of urban water

problems. Program goals include the capability of providing any

municipality, inland or coastal, with a realistic estimate of the

cost of a desalination plant as compared with the cost of imported

water from conventional sources. It is foreseen that in time, most of

our cities will use desalinated water in small proportions to improve

the quality of the water supply.

The House and Senate Subcommittees on Irrigation and Reclamation

are more interested in irrigation water than water for urban needs,

but they have adjusted to the new goals of the program. The House

subcommittee has acted to restrain an agency invigorated with support

from the President, hut not to arrest its development. The appropria

tions consuittees have followed the lead of the substantive committees,

permitting increased allowances when new authorizations are under

consideration, but firmly restraining untoward behaviors as when the

agency completed a year with unobligated funds and still requested an

increase. Legislative oversight participants have settled into a role

of checking an aggressive executive agency.

The most significant patterns which have developed are the

emergence of the House Co ittee on Interior and Insular Affairs as

the principal oversight committee and the relegation of its counter

part in the Senate to a secondary role. During the period 1952-l96O

the Senate committee took leadership in the development of policy,

especially with respect to the demonstration plants The House
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committee in the recent period has not initiated policy9 but it has

been the leader among the four committees in modifying policy proposals

offered by the executive branch. From l96 onward, the House committee

has insisted upon reviewing the program each. year, and beginning in

1967 the com.mittee has held annual authorization hearings. As in

the earlier perod9 the oversight participants on the four principal

committees virtually make authorization and appropriation decisions

for the House and Senate with respect to saline water matters.

Oversight During the Democratic Administration

Mhen the election ol' 1960 returned the Democrats to the Jhite

Rouse, two former congressional supporters of the saline water program

came to occupy positions of importance in the executive. Stewart

Udall, who had served six years on the House Subcommittee on Irriga.-

tion and Rec1amation was appointed Secretary of Inthrio:c and Lyndon

Johnson became Vice President. Johnson, it will be remembered,

shepherded a bill for the expansion of the saline water program through

the Senate in 1960. It may be that President Kennedy knew of John

sonts interest and accepted his advice on saline water policy, in

the same manner that he relied on Johnson for advice on space policy.1

Administration support for the program was assured when President

Kennedy9 in his NatuTal Resources Message of February, 19619 asked

Congress to extend and. expand the saline water program. In June,

it was the new Presidents responsibility to press a special

1, Rosholt9 op. cit. pp. l85191.
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magnesiuri button (syibolic of hopedfor hyproducts from desalination)

to signal the beginning of operation of the first sal inc water demon

stration plant at Jreeport, Texas. Ho said:

I am sure that before this decade is out, that we will see
more and more evidence of man's ability at an economic rate
to secure fresh water from salt water, and. when that day
comes, than we will literally see the deserts bloom. It is
a matter of great interest to no. It is a matter of the
greatest interest to the Vice President.who, living as he
does in the State of Texas, has seen throughout his life how
important it is that fresh water be secured .-

At the beginning of the year, CSW confidently requested the

greater part of its remaining authorization, since the Department was,

for the first time, actively preparing draft legislation for submis.-

sion to Congress0 Most of the request was granted.

Chairman Aspinal.l, of the House Committee on Interior and

Insular Affairs, instituted in 1961 the practice of holding review

hearings at the beginning of each Congress for the purpose of acquaint

ing new members with Department of Interior activities and. to further

corrmiunications between Department administrators and the subcommittees.

In January, 1961, Secretary Udall, former committee member, was

greeted warmly at the review session. 05W Director Miller, who was

also a former committee member, was asked for his advice on the future

of the program. Since Dr. Miller was about to resign for political

reasons, he told the committee that regardless of the legislative

program the Department was preparing, he thought 05W should have

$5 million a year for the next ten years without the loan program

1. 961 (Uashington D.C.
USGPO, 1962), p. 79.



outlined in the Senare bill o the previous year. in harch9 the

committee began intermittent hearings on OSi expansion, but final

consideration was delayed until the administration finally presented

its recommendations in July. The presentation came a few days after

the first demonstration plant was dedicated at Freeport, Texas9 and

coincided in time with a saline water conversion synposium at voods

Hole, Massachusetts.

The administration bill borroired from a number of hills which

had been introduced in Congress and featured provisions for an expanded

research program9 demonstration plants and loans and grants for com

munities to build desalination facilities. However, the administration

bill was l!openended,fl which means that it put no limit on the monetary

authorization. Committee participants were angered by the openend

provision. Bitter remarks on the part of members precluded orderly

progress with the hearing. Finally, subcommittee chairman baiter

Rogers (h-Texas) met with Department personnel to inform them that

the committee would not report an openended authorization.2 The

hearings continued with all participants apprised of this information.

A five year extension with a 5O million authorization was reported.

The loans and grants to municipalities were eliminated and no demon-

stration plants were to be bulit without specific authorization

pp. 252 28

Prog'am9 22

lL9

House Interior Cosimittee 1961 1-!earings9 Policies,

1.

house Irrigation Subcommittee 1961
cit., pp. 19l_2024.



by Congress Discussion on the Ilouso floor demonstrated hr oad based

support for the saline water program and full confidence in the coimnit'

tee's decision with respect to the proposed expansion.2

On the Senate side, saline water expansion hills were intro

duced in 1961 by Senator Case and. 16 cosponsors by the novaSenator

Eng1e and by Senator Anderson and 16 cosporisors. All of these were

similar to the Johnson bill passed by the Senate the previous Congress.

hhen the administration submitted its draft legis1ation Senator

Anderson and. 17 others cosponsored the broader recommendations of

the Department. Secretary Udili told the committee that the House

passed version was inadequate; that 05W needed 75 to l00 million for

a ten year period.3 The committee reported a 75 million authorization

for ten years, which included provisions for demonstration plants and

loans and grants. On the Senate floor, where Senator Alan Bible (D

Nevada) managed the bill due to Senator Anderson's illness, an amendment

increasing the amount to lO0 million was offered by Senator A. So (bike)

Monroney (DOklahoma). Senators Bible and onroney were both on the

Committee on Appropriations at the time and floor debate centered

around the practice of pro.rating of authorizations. They argued that

150

1. U. S., Congress, House, Committee on Interior and Insular
Affairs, Saline Water Progra1, 87th Cong., 1st Sass., 1961, H.

Rept. 908.

2, U. S.9 Congressional Record, 87th Cong.9 J.st Seas., 19619

CVII, 16555.62.

3. U. S., Congress, Senate, Committee on Interior and Insular
Affairs, Rerjns, Saline Water Conversion, 87th Cong., 1st Soss., 1961,
p.22.



U. S., Congressions1 Record, 87th Cong.9 1st Sess., 1961,
CVII, 17717.32.

U. S., Congress, Senate, Subeoraittee of the Committee on
era, Rearm gs9 Sn lame ntsl Appropriati. ens bill0 1961

87th Cong., 1st Sass., 196:1. pp. 686.7o5.

3 (Washington9 U C.:

Congressional Quarterly Service, 1955), p. 9ul.
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the House bill (at $50 million for five years) uas, in effect, more

generous than the Senate version of $75 million for ten years0 The

amendment oulc1 allow spending at the rate ol' $10 miliion a year.1

The compromise which come out of conference culled for 75 million for

six years which actually would give the program more each year than

either the house or Senate version0 The House prevailed on other

issues

As might be exectod, the new1yappointed Democratic program

director, C. F. MacGowan9 was before the Senate Committee on Appropria.

tions two days before the President signed the bill0 He requested a

supplemental of over $L. million, an amount larger than any annual

appropriation up to that time, Host of his request was granted.2

Two committee reports, prepared earlier but published in :1961,

fortified support for the saline water program. The Senate Select

Committee on National Hater Resources9 estimated in its January 30,

1961, final report that United States water use from 1954 to the year

2000 would increase nearly 300 percent. The report pointed out that

if a 1oweost conversion method could be developed, then the nation

would have an important reserve to meet its needs.3 The House Cosraittee
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on Science and Astronautics issued a 214 page staff report which

examined the problems of the s water needs9 the outlook for

desalination, and recorded the legislative history of the program.

Of particular interest was the conclusion reached as a result of

interviews with 22 of the leading' scientists and technicians in the

saline water field: "No expert contacted felt any doubt that the

ultimate goal of truly economic conversion would he reached and could

be reached relatively soon with optimum effort and supportou1

The symposium at Woods Hole, which was convened to recommend

a course of action for the agency9 issued a report which drew heavily

on the material from the House and Senate reports. "Clearly9 desa1ina

tion will be a part of the solution of the total water problem."2

However9 the thrust of the report emphasized the need for basic

research. It advocated protected research funds which would be

"isolated from the demands of development and plant construc

tion projects."3 The scientific community clearly believed the demon

stration plant program was an unnecessary diversion from orderly research.

In 1963, Director RacCowan prepared extensive program plans to

the House Interior Committee during the regular review session required

at the beginning of each Congress. The presentation was distinguished

House Cosu.nittee on Science and Astronautics9 1961 H. Rept.

719 p. 9.

Desalination Research and the Water hrohlor:t (tashington9

D. C.: National Academy of SciencesNationa1 Research Council9 1962),
p. 2.

3 Ib-id. p, 4.
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by the use of visual aidscharts, graphs and s1ides.to facii.itate

understanding. OSh used these aids in a special briefing before the

House Subcommittee on Aopropriations, and inserted most of the material

in the record of the Senate appropriations hearing.1 This series of

presentations marked the first time in agency history that an obvious

effort had been made to acquaint oversight committees with we1J.forrm

uLated short and long range program plans. Although an audience with

the Senate Interior Committee was not secured, its favorable attitude

toward the program may not have needed further encouragement. The effort

was illustrative of the fact that program initiatives were originating

in the executive branch.

By 196', the demonstration plant program was completed. There

were some problems with the operation of all the plants. The San

Diego (million gallon per day) flash distillation p:Lant and the

Webster, South Dakota (250,000 gallons per day) eleetrodialysis plant

proved to be the most satisfactory. Plants for Roeweli, Now Mexico,

and Freeport Texas were disappointing. None produced water at reason

able cost. The water produced by the plants was sold to the comrnuni

ties at about 20 to 30 cents per thousand gallons although the cost

of production ranged from $1.25 to $2.00 per thousand gallons. It

cost about a quarter of a million dollars a year to operate and main

tam each of the finished plants.2 The San Diego plant was dismantled

U. S., Congress, Senate, Subcomalttee of the Committee on
Appropriations H

l961.h 88th Cong.. 1st Sees,, l93, pp. b6999.

Recall that committees were told in 1952 that deaonstrat,ion

plants would produce water at $1.65 per thousand gallons. See p. 117.



and reconstructed at Guantanama, Cuba, so that the base there need

not he harassed by dependence on Cuban water,

The experience of 196]. to 196k cooled congressional comrd. ttees

to the idea of building more demonstration plants and OSi did not

propose any, although pilot plant work was accelerated. The Guanta

narno incident illustrated the utility of such plants in situations where

the water need is so great as to justify high cost. The two small

towns of Coalinga, California, and Buckeye, Arizona, solved desperate

water situations with small conversion plants based on CW development

work. A sizable plant was constructed to provide supplemental water to

the Virgin Islands. None of these were OS plants, but all were known

to the committees and their performance was a topic of discussion.

Comiuittee members became reconciled to the fact that irrigation water

was beyond realization with any of the known conversion methods and they

so advised Congress. A larger basic research program, begun with the

1961 legislation, continued exploration of new conversion methods,

but it now appeared that somehwat lower costs could best be achieved by

refinement of existing methods. Yet it is no exaggeration to say that

oversight participants were stfli inspired by the potential for human

good that truly lowcost desalting could bring.

Beginning about 1955, Senator Anderson had expressed interest in

the possibility of utilizing nuclear energy in desalting. As Chairman

of the Joint Committee on Atomic Luergy, Anderson wrote Dr. Philip

Hammond at Oak Ridge National Laboratory to report on the matter. At

that time, it was determined that an experimental plant wou:Ld cost
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about $300 million0 In the early i960s houover9 Dr0 Hammond

recalculated, and advised that nuclear technology had advanced to the

point where OSU could plan the San Diego plant for nuclear desalting0

Siting djfficult±os prevented construction of the reactor portion at

San Diego but preliminary discussions aroused the interest of Chairman

Aspinall and drew the JCAE into the oversight picture0 Liaison was

established between AEC and ODWO Soon AJC was the recipient ci' the

largest saline water research contract for the conduct of studies on

the nature of water

The optimistic report from Oak Ridge led to the appointment by

Dr. Jerome Wiesner, Director of the Office of Science and Technology,

of an interagency task group to study the application of nuclear power

to saline water conversion0' The report of the group9 published in

March9 196Li (about a month after the removal of the San Diego plant

to Cuba)9 concluded that combination plants providing electrical energy

and water could provide desalinated water in the price range of 20 to

25 cents per thousand gallons, which municipalities could afford02

Subsequently9 President Lyndon Johnson directed the Department of

Interior and the Atomic Energy Commission to develop a plan for an

James T0 Rmuey9 tThp Atomic Energy Role in

the Saline Water Program9" Water Production t1sin HUCJear Enary9
ed. Roy G. Post and Robert L. Searle (Tucson: The University of Arizona

Press9 l966) pp. l2.

Sij ±0nPt 1961k (Washington9 D. C0:
USGPO, 1965)9 p. 131.
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dggrossive and imaginative program to advance progress in 1arge.scale

desalting of sea water

In 1965, the President asked for an authorization of 200 mdflion

and. an imuediate increase in funding to implement a nucleardosa1ting

program. He appointed a new 03W dIrector9 Frank JJiLuzio, to present

the program to Congress and to carry oat its provisions. DiLuzio's

background included 16 years with IEC and a close association with Sen

ator Anderson as staff director of the Senate Committee on Aeronautical

and Space Sciences.2

At the House Interior Committee review session with Department

of Interior representatives at the beginning of 1965, 08W 'was warned

that it would have to bring a detaIled justification to the committee if

it exeeted cooperation on the administration bill0 Appropriations

11 owed a supplemental but refused an increase for fiscal year 1966:

'Pending congrcssion1 approval of this proposal, the committee has

confined its action to the eristing authorization.t13 Appropriations

policy seemed to reflect the restrictive mood of the House substantive

committee.

Coness and the NatIon, op. cit, p. 9L!1

U. S., Congress9 Senate, Committee on Interior and Insular
Affairs, Hearings artmeritofInierirNosi:L.n'tIon9 89th Cong., 2d
Soss., 1966 pp. 67e

U. S., Congress, House, Committ:o on Appropriations9
Interior Departsient and Related AmiesAppopriationsO 89th Cong0,
1st Sess,, 1965, H. Rept. 744 p. 12o
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On the Senate 1d9 the Interior Committee reported the admin

istrationt s bill without amendi]ent hut informed the Senate that it was

not like s-i guing a blank cheek because "at least annual hearIngs"

would be required of the agency thereafter The House Interior Commit

cc, however, amended the bill so that although the $200 million could

be used as a figure for agency planning, the actual authorization was

only sufficient for one year0 It was agreed in conference to allow

OSW sufficient funds for two years, hut annual authorizations would be

required thereafter0 According to the House spokesman: "The principal

issue was congressional oversight0 0tho conference report permits

the Congress to meet its responsibilities0"2 The Senate was told:

"The PresIdent is assured of his program and the Congress is assured of

an opportunity to participate more fully in it0"3

The resistance on the part of the House Interior Committee to

vigorous action on the part of the executive branch was manifested

again the next year0 In spite of the fact that no authorization was

needed, the House committee held a review hearing which considered the

proposed expenditures for the coming fiscal year0 The committee members

complained about the sudden priority attached to the programo In 1965,

the desalting effort represented about 15 percent of the total federal

1 U0 S, Congressional Record9 89th Conga, 1st Sess,, 1965,

CXI, 13892

2 Ibid0

3- Ibid, l9600



uater resources research program. In 1966 it rose to 28 percent of

the total and was the largest single progrexa

In October9 1965 the first International Sumposium on bater

Desalination was hold in Washington, D. C. Attended by over 29500

delegates and observers9 this meeting represented a significant advance

over earlier symposia (1957 and 1960) which attracted about 00

people.2 At this meeting a muchpublicized agreement was signed with

the government of Mexico to study the feasibility of a very large dual

plant (producing electrical energy and desalinated water) to supply

portions of Arizona and California, and the Mexican states of baja

California and Sonora. The signing of this agreement, and another with

Israe1 underscored the administrationt s interest in the program as a

potential instrument of foreign policy.

A domestic feasibility study was undertaken with the AEC and

the Metropolitan Water District (tW) of California for the purpose

of determining whether nuclear desalting held promise for California.

Dy fall, 1966, plans were refined to the point where a proposal could

be laid before Congress. In a unique demonstration of governmental

cooperation at the local, state and federal levels, and cooperation

between public and private agencies the Southern California Edison

Company, the San Diego Gas and Electric Company, the Los Angeles

158

House Irrigation Subcommittee, 1966 iJri
p. 67.

Saline Water Conver 1965 (Washington, 1) C.:

tJSGPO, 1966), p. iv.
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Department of Water and. Powers the AEC MdLJ and 0V executed plane for

a $LL4 million nuclear desalting complex which would ultimately provide

the power needs of about tmo million people and the water needs for

750000. by combining very large nuclear energy plants with the

aesalting fadllittes it was believed that water could eventually be

sold on site at 22 cents per thousand gallons. The reduction in price

was not attributed to a refinement in process development but rather

to the low cost energy provided by the reactors. The exient o

federal involvement was about onesixth of the total cost. AEC was

to provide $15 million to support the development of adaptation of

nuclear plants to desalting (the 'interfac& technology) and. 03W was

to provide $57.2 million to pay for the first part of a three part

desalting complex which would be sited on a man.made island. This

ambitious program was not intended to fulfill existing water needs in

California (which were being met) but would. provide a basis for planning

f or future needs. Californians wished to be fully knowledgeable

about the alternatives to Columbia River water.1

The program was presented to congressional committees as the

purchase of technology by the government and. a bargain. The plan9 it

was argued, would enable 05W to gain the experience of building a 150

million gallons per day nuclear desalting plant without the expense of

building the nuclear plant, or the problem of disposing of the

10 U. S.,
Reclamation of the
I4etropolitan Water
1967, p. 6.

, Rouse, Subcommittee on Irrigation and

Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, hearings,

District iDe ln, 90th Cong., let Sees.,
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electricity and water0 In essence, os would plan and build, one 50

million gallons per day unit (the nuclear energy p:Lants would be built

regardless of the desalination feature). If it failed, MWD could opt

out. And if it was successful, N1JD could go ahead and build two addi

tionaJ. plants. The three plant unit was necessary to achieve the

estimated cost of 22 cents per thousand gallons.

0Sc) won the approval of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy and

the Senate Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs in 1966. The

House Interior Committee did not take up the measure until :L967.

At the beginning of 1967, 05W faced seven hearings; the two

regular appropriations hearings, two authorizing hearings with the

Interior Committees, two hearings for the MVTD bill, and the biennial

review hearing with the House Interior Committee. House participants,

rather unfriendly in the review hearing, raised the question as to

when the saline water program would be terminated,1 More severe in the

MWD hearing, Chairman Aspinall warned: Maybe you have us obligated so

that we almost have to go along with you on the $50 million, but we are

going to be very careful hereafter. . .1 just want you to know that

you are going to have a harder time the next time to make a case for

government participation.2 The bill was reported and passed, with

Ii. S., Congress, House, Committee on Interior and Insular

Affairs, 90th Cong., let Sees., 1967, earinsUs,J''s
Activities of the Department of Interior, p. 157.

House Irrigation Subcommittee, 1967 iieadpgs, Metropolitan

Water District, cit., p. 88.
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an amendment which required regular reports to the committee on each

stage 0±' the IJD project. But9 for the first tiiie in the history of

the saline water program, the. committee w ont to the floor with a

minority report and saline water legislation was debated. Ranking

minority member Join-i Saylor opposed the bill on the grounds that it was

a grantinaid to California and. that CS') was leaping too fast frorii

one million gallons per day plants to 150 million gallons rihe measure

passed. on roll call 15 to 8.1

With that hurdle out of the way, 03W, under the hind of the

annual authorization, requested a three year extension, softened with

the understanding that 05W would continue to report annually to present

plans for the next three years.2 The Senate substantive committee was

sympathetic, hut its House counterpart insisted upon annual authoriza

tions. The agency s full request for fiscal 1968 was granted by all

four of the principal oversight committees

In June, 19679 President Johnson reaffirmed his interest in the

saline water program at the ''VJater for Peac& conference held in

Washington and attended by 59000 officials, delegates9 and observers0

It was reported that no subject at the parley attracted so much

U. S., Congressiona1 Record9 90th Cong.9 let Sees., Daily
Edition9 April 20, 1967, H407.

U, S., Con<ress, Serate Subcommittee on Water and Power
Resources of the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, hearings
Saline Water Authorization, 90t.h Conga, let Sees., 1967, p. 9L



attention as desalting, which dominated the exhibits and was high

lighted. in the 700 technical papers presented..1

As in the period 1952 through 1960, there were three 1egisia

tive enactments 01' importance during the Kem'iedyJohnson period. The

first was a proposal to give the sJ,ine water program greatly expanded

authority. Initiated in Congress in 1960 the bill became an administra

tion measure which called for provisions far beyond those suggested

by legislators. The second, re:Lated to President Johnsons call £ or

an accelerated program of nuclear desalting, was originated in the

executive branch0 0.he third, law, passed in 1967, authorizing the HdD

project, also originated in the executive branch0 Each is summarized

below.

1961 House report$50 million. Senate report$100 million.

Conference and Congress agreed to: 5 million for 196L1967.

1965 House reportannua1 authorization as needed0 Senate

report$200 million for five years. Conference and

Congress agreed to: Annual authorization as needed on

basis ofl85 million for five years0

1967 House report 57 mi:L1±o for !IJD plant in addition to

regular 05W authorization. Senate reportsa:r!e as House.

Conference and Congress agreed to: 57 mi:Llion additional

for idD.

Tab1e 5 and 6 summarize oversight activity and executive branch

activity from 1961 through 1967. The tables show that legislators
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1. U. S., Congress, Rouse, Subcommittee of the Committee on

Appropriations, Hear:tns, Department of interior and Related Agencies,

2P 90th Cong., 1st Sess. 1967, pp. 555 6k8; Cb.'ig
Monitor, Nay 2.9, 1967, p. 3.
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increased oversight activity as a result of initiatives on the part of

the executive branch.

Table 5 sueuarizes the formal appearances of agency

personnel before congressional committees, A comparison of Table 5 with

Table 2 indicates that the legislative participants behaved differently

in the two periods. In the first period the frequency of hearings

averaged four each year. Threequarters of these concerned approria

tions. AU of the policy initiatives for new legislation came from the

legislative branch. In the second period, when the initiatives were

coming from the executive branch, the frequency of hearings increased

to an average of five each year, of which only half concerned appropria

tions, The I-louse Interior Committee held four hearings, to the Senate

Comrnittees three in the first period, and nine, to the Senate Committee's

five in the second period. In this case, "positiv&t oversight activities,

including the initiation of bills to enlarge the program, the prodding

from the committees for the agency to ask for more money, and the

design of a departure in policy for the agency, took less time on the

part of the substantive committees than oversight activities involving

measures to restrain the growth of 03W. The additional hearings indicate

clearly the extent to which the House Interior Committee has assumed

the restraining role.



Table 5. Saline Water Hearings 196Ll967*

*j)ata derived from congressional committee hearings relevant
to the saline Seater program0

he Senate Committee on Appropriations took action on
supplemental appropriations on the basis of written reports; agency
personnel did not appear.
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Executive Branch Activity. Table 3 listed the saline water

bills introduced in Congress from 1952 through 1960 reflecting the

growing congressional interest in conversion. Table 6 is not the

counterpart of Table 3, but contrasts with it in summarizing executive

branch activity which affected the program. Since an. the authorization

bills originated in the executive branch the. only significant legis'

lative activity was the response to executive recommendations.

1961 2 1 1 2 6

1962 1 1 2

1963 2 1 1 5

1964 1 1 1 3

1965 2 1 7

1966 1 1 1 1 5

1967 3 2 2 1 7

Total 9 5 10 8 3 35

COHHL'JTEE JJ1AFLEiG

Year house Senate House Senate JOA.E Total



Year Nonth

1961 February

June

June-July

July

October

1962 March

l96 July
October

196/-i- February

March

July

S opt ember

October
November

1965 January

October

1966 August

1967 June

Table 6. Executive Branch Actiuity Relative
to the Saline Water Program, l96Ll967°

*]Jata derived from con ressionsl coamittee hearings relerant
to the saline water program and 03W reports to Congress, i96l-J967.

Event

President Kennedy asks for accelerated saline
water program

Dedication of first demonstration plant a-b Free-
port, Texas, attended by Vice President
Johnson and many senators and congressmen.

Desalination Research Conference at Woods Hole,
Massachusetts, sponsored by 0hW and ESF,

Administration recommends accelerated saline
water program

Demonstration plan-h at Webster, S D. opened.

Demonstration plant at San 3iego, Calif. opened.

Demonstration plant at Roswell, 1W N. opened.
Office of Science and Technology appoints task

group to study feasibility of nuclear
desalting.

San Diego demonstration plant ordered removed to
Guantanario, Cuba,

Office of Science and Technology -bask group re
ports favorably on nuclear desalting.

President Johnson requests AEC and dW -ho present
aggressive plan for nuclear desalting0

International Atom±e Energy Agency panel studies
nuclear desal-bing.

Agreement -ho aid Israel in des1ination studies.
Agreement with Soviet Union to exchange information.

President Johnson requests expansion of saline
water program to 200 million for five years.

International Symposium on S ali.ne Water in
Washington, U. C.

Adninistration recommends authorization for MWD
nuclear desalting plant.

Water for Peace Conference, Washington, U. C0
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Table 6, ihen contrasted. with lable , illustrates different

strategies available to the legislative and executive branches for

building support. Legislators attempted to build support in Congress

by repeatedly introducing bifls relevant to desalination. After the

program was initiated, Congress gradually expanded the research program

and then oriented it in the direction of activity hich ould be mean

ingful for public relations and beneficial to some constituencies. The

demonstration plant program revealed that there were at least 200

communities interested enough in desalination plants to make applica

tion in the site salection process and that there were many firms ready

to bid on plant construction. After the Democrats returned to the

White House, the executive branch was able to add to the support already

generated by congressional action. Demonstration plant dedications

conferences symposiums, scientific task groups and public announce

ments by the President were utilized to attract the public support

necessary for a much costlier program. Following th.e removal of one

of the demonstration plants to Guantanamo, Cuba, in 1964, the executive

branch attempted to exploit the public relations value of our desalna.

tion program by executing international agreements, and sponsoring

international meetings on desalination.

A consequence for saline water policy of the scientific task

groups and the symposiums was general agreement that a significant sum

(around $5 million annue]ly) be spent for basic research, a sum pro.

tected from encroachment by development needs. Since 1963, the allowance

for basic research has supported a fascinating array of' studies on the
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nature of water In :L952 the proponents of saline i'ator legislation

had assured Congress that they had o intention of beginning an expen

sive government research program. The change in attitude can be attri

butod to experience nith the nature of the problem. For Congress and

the adminjstration basic research funds have two functions; their

expenditure continues to prove that a scientific 'breakthrough" is

improbable and provides assurance to legislators and administrators

that everything possible is being done to achieve a breakthrough.

The participation of the Chief Executive in the policy formula

tion process during the period since 1961 has resulted in emphasis on

nuc1eardesa1ting (an expensive program) and greatly increased inter.

national activity on the part of the agency. As an opinion 1eader the

President has significantly altered the public relations environment of

the agency. Under the circi-astances, congressional oversight comiuit.

tees have little opportunity to exercise creativity or initiative.

Their alternatives to action lie in the realm of either permitting the

expansion desired. by the administration, or checking and modifying.

popriations. Table 7 suumarizes appropriations during, the

period, fiscal years i962l967. Appropriations committee behavior during

the period was in accordance with authorizing committee behavior.

Large supplementals were granted for fiscal years 1962 and 1965 as a

consequence of saline water program expansion bills before Congress

which wore treated favorably by the substantive committees. The decision
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of the House Interior Committee to keep a tighter rein on 0S affairs

is reflected in a more stringent control of allowances for fiscal years

1966 and 1967

*Data for this table derived from House and Senate Connittees
on \ppropriations hearings and reports relevant to the saline water
program, 1961 through 1966

Conclusion

This historical analysis has identified and discussed some of

the major conditions affecting the conduct of congressionaJ- coinriittee

oversight The nature of the problem itself has been one of the most

significant of these conditions. While there has been widespread agree-

ment on the need for additional water supplies and consensus on the

Table 7 Appropriations, Fiscal Years l9621967*
(in thousands)

Fiscal
Year

Hudget
Estimate House Senate Conference

Total
For Year

1962 $6,555 $6,505 $6,5o $6,505
Supp L, 175 3,500 3,500 $9,805

1963 9,785 9,600 9,700 9,600 9,600

1964 12,350 11,850 11,850 11,850 11,850

1965 12,950 12,250 12,300 12,250
Supp 3,900 3,900 3,900 3,900 16,150

1966 28,990 23,151 23,151 23,151
Supp 500 23,151

1967 30,9)16 29,851 29,851 29,851 29,851
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desirability of saline water research as a means to an attractive goa1

experience has shown that it is easier to spend money than to convert

water. Allocation of funds has benefited researchers5 industrial

contractors and employees of the agency far more than water users

The principal negative feedback flowed into the system as a consequence

of the first attempt to supply water users in the demonstration plant

program. The response of the system was to discontinue demonstration

plant operation and concentrate on ewperimental pilot plants to be used

as research tools. Federal participation in the kWD plant is a new

attempt to supply water users and the feedback which flows from this

policy will probably affect future policy more than any other factor.

If the MhD plant produces water at 22 cents per thousand gallons5 the

goals of the program will he partially achieved and new efforts will

be directed toward further reductions in cost. If the iD plant fails5

much support will he withdrawn from the program but a moderate amount of

funds will continue to be allocated to further research.

Agency personnel have affected the conduct of oversight. The

failure of the first program director to communicate with legislative

participants was a factor in his loss of control over policy formula

tion for the program. The three directors under the Democratic adnainis

trations have communicated well with the committees5 and have been

aggressive in proposing plans for future program developaiexi. They have

also established many links with the scientific and industrial communi-

ties to reinfo:ece their authority as expeds on saline water matters.
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The strength of the agency in the Departrient of Interior has

had consequences for the conduct of oversight. During the Lisenhouer

era, the program director -was left to his own resources in respect to

confronting the authority of the congressional committees. Under the

Kennedy-Johnson administrations the program director met with commit-

tees with the support and physical presence of his superiors in the

Department hierarchy. The new authorizations of 1961 and 1965 were

presented by the Secretary of Interior hims elf who unfallingJy

followed through by emphasizing the program in his annual presenta-

tion to appropriations committees.

Political party alignments in the hhite House and in Congress

have been important for the conduct of oversight. Th.e presence of the

opposition party in the hhite House helped to unify the diverse commit-

tees in respect to saline water policy in the bisenhomer period0 In

order for a policy initiative to emanate from Congress agreement has

to be reached in at least two substantive cornrnittees two appropria-

tions committees9 in some cases the House Committee on Rules9 and in

the ranks of majority leadership. The demonstration plant program of

1958 was an instance when the majority party in Congress was able to

initiate policy partly because the opposition controlled the white

House. Elements of congressional dissatisfaction with the achieve--

.ments of the saline water program were drawn together in support of

positive legislation opposed by the administrationo The unity of

comrnttee majorities was not strained by the question of party loyalty

to the administration, The issue could he :ast in terms of Congress
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versus the acthiinistration, and in tenas of a Ucuocratic Congress

versus a Republican administration. In the KonnedyJohnson period,

the Senate Interior Committee has played the role of administration

supporter, while the House Interior Committee has continued to be

conscious of the issue of Congress versus the administration

Presidential influence hem affected oversight When Presidents

Kennedy and Johnson used some of the resources at their disposal to

promote the saline water program, the pressures generated by the new

publics interested in the program resulted in a different type of

committee influence on policy0 The pressures were strong enough to

exact acquiescence by the committees to demands for additional funding,

but were resisted by the committees in their requirements for more

intensive oversight0 The House Interior Coramittces insistence upon

annua:L authorization, regular reports on the khiJ project, and e±ra

review hearings, has served to modify the plans of the agency0 The

$200 million 'crash' program requested by President Johnson in 1965

turned out to he a program of moderate expansion, conducted. under the

close surveillance of the House Interior Committee0

Two unexpected events have affected the saline water program0

The first was Sputnik in the fall of 1957, generating, a shock that

helped forard the demonstration plant program of the following year0

The second was Fidel Castros decision to turn off the water supply

at Guantanamo, which resulted in a dramatic utilization of d.esalina.

tion technology in an international rulations problem0
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The examination of the oversight system in action has permitted

identification of sorae of the lent conditions which have affected

saline water policy In retrospect, it can be seen that none of the

conditions resulted in a serious threat to the continuance of the

program, once it as begun.



CH;\PTER 5

CONCLUSIOII

This study has focused on saline water policy as a case study

for developing some generalizations about the various conditions under

which oversight functions in Congress It is now appropriate to review

public policy in relation to the Office of Saline Water and to summarize

the conditions under which congressional committee oversight functions

to affect public policy0

Review of Policy and Summaryof Authorizations. Table 8

reviews saline water policy development and summarizes authorizing

legislation from 1952 to 1967. The summary provides a good example of

fiscal and substantive incrementalism. Of course, if some scientist

(or Senator Hayden's tlnuti) had made a break-throught' discovery in

the early 1950's, the course of policy development might have been

quite different. But one of the reasons problems become public problems

is that they resist solution (or are ignored) by the private sector.

If the problem of 1owcost desalination had really been susceptible

to solution with the minimum effort at first expended, there would have

been serious question as to whether the problem should have been a

federal responsibility. Incremental changes in policy and in funding

have been effected because the problem has persistently resisted

solution0
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wo categories of policy are listed in Table 8, statute policy

and. agency policy0 Statute policy usually states goals, and cites

some of the means authorized for goal achievement0 Agency policy

assumes the goals and emphasizes means0 In the case of the saline

water program, there has never been any dispute with regard to the

goals of the program; all agree that it is desirable for the federal

government to undertake responsibility for development of lowcost

methods of desalination0 Policy initiatives after 1952 have concerned

means, not ends0



1952 Provide for the
development of 1ou
cost means of
des all nati on

1955 Same as above and
pilot plant deveL
opment

1958 Continue above, Continue above,

build 5 demonstra- build denonstra.
tion plants. tion plants.

1961 Expand support of
research and some
process deve1op
ment.

1965 Continue above
with close super.
vision.

Table 8. Saline iator Policy, l952-l967

Year Statute Policy A gency Policy Auth on z ati on

Stimulate interest
and support re
search.

Same as above

Support basic re
, undertake

test plant develop
ment.

2 million, 1952.19.57

$10 mi1lion 1953.J963

$10 iüllion, i9581965

$75 million, 196l.1967

175

Expand technology $90 million to

in nuclear desalt' 185 million, 196Ll972
ing, promote poJ
lution application.

1967 Participate in MkD Continue above and $57 million, l967
plant and continue participate in MWD (additional)

above0 plant.

From 1955 to 1961 the legislative branch attempted to determine

means, by advising the agency to go into pilot plant development in

1955 and by demanding that demonstration plants be built in 1958.

From 1961 ormiarci, the agency was rather innovative in suggesting

means. The 1961 'package" included a variety o1 programs. Of these
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proposed, basic research and rr1oderate process development won accop

tance. In 196, OSW presented to three of the principal oversight

committees an aggressive program of long.range plans for building

successively larger plants. Statute policy was not affected hut the

action demonstrated that the agency was actively trying to develop

policy. In 1965, 05W responded to the Presidents call for an aggres

sive program in nuclear desalting and proposed a number of alternatives

to the committees. Statute latj only reflected a new monetary author

ization, but in the process of the development of that 1aw the

committees chose among alternatives offered by the agency. Partici

pation in the Metropolitan Water District plant was a means developed

entirely within the agency. It is clear that in the Eisenhower periods

the legislative branch attempted to determine means, but in the Kennedy

Johnson period, the committees chose some of the means proposed by the

executive branch.

Influnce on Policy. The review of policy development does not

clearly answer the question: To what extent has saline water policy been

affected by congressional committee action? Each authorization date

in Table 8 is significant for saline water policy in fiscal or suh

stantive matters, or both. A summary of the background of each author

ization indicates predominant legislative influence in the l950s

and predominant executive branch influencu in the 1960 Ig,

1952, Legislative and executive branch influence. The or±g

inal legislation grew out of a drive by California congressmen to gain

support for federal responsibilitY for desalination research. The Iavy
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and House Committee on Armed Services expressed no interest0 The drive

was picked up by senators and congressmen from inland states who were

interested in weather modification as well as in promoting research on

demineralization applicable to their water problems. General proposals

for research in weather control and desalination were offered. The

Department of Interior expressed interest, the President recommended

legislation and the concept of desalination was broadened to include

deminoralization of inland brackish waters Finally, a small authori

zation was passed by Congress which affirmed the acceptance of federal

responsibility for desalination research.

1955. Legthiativc branch influence The 1955 authorization

originated in Congress. The Department of Interior agreed to the

legislative proposal 1' or increased authority to expend $6 million but

the Senate substantive committee was instrumental in pressing for a

$10 million authorization. The agency was instructed to expedite the

program and further pilot plant development.

1958. Legislative branch influence. The 1958 proposal orig

mated in Congress. The Department opposed the demonstration proposal

on the grounds that the existing authorization was adequate and included

authority for pilot plant development. The legislative branch directed

the building of demonstration plants, inserting a timetable in the law

to avoid noncoinp1iance.

1961, Executive branch influence and legislative branch in

fluence. The 1961 proposal grew out of a drive in the Senate in 1960

to obtain an increased authorization CJo The new Democratac
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admiaistration took the initiative and dsked for a free hand in for-

warding the program. Congress allowed ti-ic monetary authorization

the administration wished for, bri the House substantive committee

placed restrictions on its use and instituted more frequent review.

1965. Executive branch inf1uence eqanding on a policy pro.

posol originating in the legislative branch a decade earlier. The 1965

bill was a consequence of President Johnson's interest in nuclear

desalting, a phase of the program which the Senate Interior Committee

had forwarded earlier. The advancement of nuclear desalting was not

taken up by the Office of Saline Water until the President ordered

development of an aggressive program. The agency proposal to Congress

was altered to require annual authorization, while a11oing increased

funding.

1967. Executive branch influence. The 1967 Netropolitan

Water District nuclear-desalting plant proposal grew out of an agency

policy to promote feasibility studies in cooperation ith other groups

to forward large plant development. Forbidden by Congress to build

large water-producing plants on its own, 08W turned to the possibility

of cooperative ventures.

Table 9 presents a box score which is tabulated by assigning

a "quantity of four X s to each policy initiative and distributing.

the X a between the executive branch and legislative branch.



Table 9 Initiative in Saline 1Jater Policy

The pattern shows that congressional committee oversight has

resulted in consequences for policy at some times and not others What

conditions have tended to encourage or discourage congressional influence

on saline water policy? It was pointed out in Chapter 2 that there are

at least eight conditions which affect the conduct of oversight These

are:

The nature of the program

Program personnel

. Committee characteristics e.g., committee chairmen, com

mittee structure, tenure of senior members, membership

interest

Lij. The strength of the agency in its department

The strength of the committees in Congress

Political party alignments

Presidential influence

Unexpected events of national importance.

Each of these conditions can be analyzed as to whether its

presence favors congressional intluenee on policy or executive branch

179

Year Legislative branch Executive Branch

1952 xx xx
1955 m x
1958 xxxx
1961 xx xx
1965 x \t rv

1967 mx
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influence on policy9 with respect to the experience of the seline

water program.

The nature of the program. A new program favors strong

legislative influence as there is no organized agency with its vested

interest, no existing agency clientele, and no positive or negative

feedback to offer guidelines Once the agency is entrenched in the

governmental structure, the tendency is to favor executive branch

influence on policy, with some legislative modification due to feedback0

Program personnel. For congressional influence to prevail,

program personnel should not command the confidence of the committees,

either because of failure to communicate adequately or because they are

perceived by committeemen to lack desirable qualifications.

:3. Committee characteristics. For congressional influence to

prevail, strong committee chairmanship committee cohesiveness,

experienced committee loaders, and interest on the part of committee

leaders are regarded as favorable factors.

. Strength of agency in its department. An agency weak in

its parent department is regarded as a positive condition for congres

sional influence.

.5. Strength of the committees in Congress. Committees whose

recommendations are usually accepted by Congress contribute to a

positive condition for maximizing congressional influence.

6. Political party alignments. A split party situation, where

one party controls the White house croci another controls Congress is

a favorable condition for congressional influence.



Presidential interest Presidentia]. indifference to a

program is a positive condition favoring congressional influence.

Unexpected events of national importance. Unexpected

events of importance may affect congressional influence positively

or negatively hut tend to be negative because of the attendant pub

licity which may bring the Chief Executive into the picture, a condi

tion similar to the proposition in point 7, above. However, if the

Chief Executive does not respond to the event, the legislative branch

may do so (ii' other favorable conditions are present).

It is not to be implied that a condition which is positiv&'

for congressional influence is necessarily desirable. The purpose

is simply to categorize types of conditions which encourage either

legislative or executive influence on policy. As noted in Table 8,

major authoritative policy was legitimated on six different occasions.

In Table 9, the extent of legislative or executive branch influence

on the policy wac suggested. The conditioning factors for each

branch, legislative and executive, that were present on the six

occasions when authoritative policy was made are listed in Table 10.
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Table 10. Presence of Conditioning Factors

Year Conditions Favoring Legislative Branch Control Conditions Favoring Executive Branch Control

1952 1.
2,

New Program
No program personnel

6.

7.
On party controls both branches
Presidential interest

3. Positive committee characteristics (strong,
interested chairmen, cohesion, etc.)

4. No established agency

5. Strong coirimittees in Congress 5. Active interest by Department of Interior

(No imexpected events except increased
awareness of water problems)

1955 1. New program developing
2. Some lack of confidence in program personnel

3. Positive committee characteristics
4. Agency weak in department

5. Strong committees in Congress
6. Split party control

7. presidential indifference

1958 2. Lack of confidence in program personnel 1. Program established

3. Positive conmiitteo characteristics
4. Agency weak in department

5. Strong committees in Congress
6. Split party control

7. Presidential indifference
8. Unexpected event - Sputnik

1961 3.
5.

Positive committee characteristics
Strong committees in Congress

1.

2.

4.

Program established
Confidence in program personnel
Active depai'tment interest

6. One party controls both branches

7. Presidential interest

1965 3.
5.

Positive committee characteristics
Strong committees in Congress

1.

2.
1,

Program established
Confidence in program personnel
Active department interest

6. On party controls both branches

7. Presidential interest
Unexpected events removal of test plant

to Cuba, development of nuclear
application

1967 Same as 1965
Same as 1965
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The summary in Table 10 shous a strong correlation to the "box

score" tabulated in Table 9 The smnuary is obviously ovorsimp1ified9

particularly in the categories (1) program9 and () committee charac

teristics0 In respect to or established program" it was significant

for congressona1 control in the period 1952 to 1961 that the saline

water prograra generated no complaints from constituents Contractors

were virtually unanimous in their praise of the agency and the only

complaint from the scientific community was that not enough was being

allocated to basic research0 This freedom from negative constituency

feedback was a factor which freed the committees to act positively if

they were so disposed0 Conversely9 the absence of positive constitu

ency feedback helped inspire congressional aetivi.ty0

Positive congressional action was favored by the stmuius of

Sputnik0 This event9 howeve could have shifted the initiative to the

executive branch0 If presidential interest had been aroused by this

event9 with the consequent active department interest and a now program

director to symbolize the change in attitude several factors would have

shifted to "favors executive control" column on the right0

The "committee characteristics" item implies uniformity among

the committees9 while Chapter 3 indicated considerable diversity0 The

Senate eoimnittee9 or9 more accurately9 the Senate participants9 have

been better suited to dsp1ay init,iativeto take the lead in activity

during the propitious time from 1952 to 196l The Rouse substantive

committee has been better suited to take the load in checking executive

control in the period since l96:i.
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Any single committee can be influential in modifying policy

temporarily, hut they all need to he in general accord to effect a

lasting modification, A case in point is the action of the Senate Suh-

committee on Appropriations in 1957, which resulted, in a decreased

growth rate for OS,v. While some increase over the previous yearts

bud.get was allowed, the increase was smaller than the agency requested.

This effort lost effect when it was d.emonstrated that the three other

principal committees, and a Government Operations subcommittee, all

favored a faster rate of growth. Subsequent Senate subcommittee action

shows conformity with the preferences of the other oversight committees.

The Douse Interior Committee has played a checking and modify

ing role since 1961. The check in 1961 was not firm enough to stein the

pressure for new legislation in 1965, and the check in 1965 was not

sufficient to prevent the Metropolitan Dater District nuclear desa1t-

ing plant proposal in 1967. There is evidence that the other commi.ttees

have not favored stringent checking. The Senate supports an expanded

program. The House Appropriations Subcommittee has a new chairman much

interested in protecting Columbia River water, and the Joint Committee

on Atomic Energy is in accord with further program expansion. The

combination of factors favoring executive branch influence on policy

also limits the ex±ent to which congressional committees can modify

policy.

This study has produced the generalization that eight conditions

are important in considering whether congresional commfLttee oversight is
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likely to result in consequences for public policy. then many of

the conditions are present which favor legislative branch influence

on policy, and few of the conditions are present which favor executive

branch influence on policy, some congressional initiatives may be

expected.

Consideration of these conditions appears to be relevant to

other studies. In James H. Kerr!s study of oversigit of the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration, he found that the House Committee

on Science and Astronautics authorized development of a solidfuel dev-

elopment program but NASA. refused to comply t1because NASA believes it is

better qualified to pass judgment on such matters.' The information

which Kerr presented was accurate but his analysis did not take into

account the influence of other oversight committees or the general con-

ditions of the period l96:L1963 A, superficial analysis would suggest

that other committees did not favor an expanded solid fuel program (Kerr

reports that both the Senate substantive committee and the appropria

tions committees reduced the amount suggested by the House Space Commit-

tee), and that the position of the agency was eniremely strong at the

time. President Kennedy had announced the tTrace to the moon1 program,

American manned flights were following closely those of the Soviet

Union, Democrats controlled both branches of government, and NASA had

established itself as an important agency in the government hierarchy.
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Harold P. Green and Alan Rosenthal noted that Joint Committee

on Atomic bnergy oversight of the Atomic bnergy Coiimrission was cIis

tinctive for its vigor and notable for its success in. policy making.1

Addressing themselves to the question of why this should be so they

suggested that the influence of. the committee was dependent on three

factors: .the issues at hand, the degree o± committee consensus,

and the attitude of the administration.' Later they added that the role

which the chairman chose was a key factor.2 Their analysis includes

nearly all of the eight conditions I have suggested, with the exception

of, perhaps, unexpected events of national importance. Their study

ended in 1962. A superficial analysis based on the conditions I have

suggested would affirm that the JOAb would be very strong in determin

ing policy during the Risenhower period, bul less strong thereafter.

The factor of 1confidence in the administrator probably has entered

into the oversight picture since their study was completed, shifting the

probability of influence to the executive branch.

John F. Bibby1s study of the Senate Committee on banking and

Currency concentrated on factors internal to the committee which encour

aged or discouraged the exercise of oversight (in the sense of review).

Green and Rosenthal, o. cit., p. vii.

Ibid., pp. 2L, 50

Senators Jackson and Anderson have both expressed their con
fidenco in Commissioner James T. Ramey of the Atomic Lnergy Commission in
saline water hearings. Ramey was formerly a member of the JCAE staff.
See, for example, U. S., Congress, Senate, Subcommittee on Irrtgation and
RCC5LJO1 Od te Co mittee Ofl fl!O1 io ard ndu1 Aff-is bcings

89th Cong., 1st Sess., 1965, p. 109.
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His useful conclusions may be summarized: rJhe attitude of the ehair

man is a key determinant, an autonomous subcommittee structure lends

itself to oversight activity, committee staff memher may be instru

mental in facilitating oversight activity, committees rith high member-

ship turnover will have few members experienced enough to conduct over-

sight, low member interest in committee work discourages oversight

performance, and some degree of oversight may be exercised by alterna-

tive sources of congression influence.1 iJothing in my study would

challenge any of Bibby a conclusions; there was some evidence to sub-

stantiate every point. However, without in any way detracting from

bibbyts contribution9 I would suggest that a study of almost any Senate

committee would reveal many conditions which discourage the exercise of

oversight in the sense of review.

S eyraour S cher' s analysis of oversight of a regulatory agency

emphasized that most congressmen tend to see greater rewards in other

activities than oversight. He concluded that ticommittee leaders can

be expected to involve committee resources in studies of agency per

formance if and when the likely gain in things valued by congressmen

is gauged as greater than any prospective loss in those things.2 In

the ease of the house Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, over

sight is viewed by committee leaders as a way to pevent loss of values

bibby, cit, This study appears to he one of the few in
the literature concentrating on the oversight role of a Senate commit
tee. The scope of the study spans an eight year period and the method
incLuded over 100 interiewsa valuable contribution.

Scher, "Congressional Committee MemJ:ers," Oj.ct. p. 9l9
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which they preferprestige and reputation as prudent decision-riakers

for the House. Scher also discussed briefly the uses of oversight to

cause embarrassment to an opposition President. Although 1 found no

evidence that the congressione]. tiviti of the l9Os were overt

attempts to embarrass the ac3riinistration the impl.ication is nonethe

less always present when the tro branches are controlled by different

parties. Schers generalization appears to he relevant to my suggestion

that legislative initiative is encouraged by the presence of an opposition

President in the White House.

J. Leiper Freemans study of the bureau of Indian Affairs is

of interest because it includes the same principal oversight committees

as this study. He affirmed the iaportance of the u strategic sensitivity

of the bureau chief, a factor which I have called committee confidence

in administrator. Although he did not explicitly indicate that it was

the House Interior Committee he was discussing, he pointed out that

committee leaders came to view bureaucrats as engsg5xg in empirebulld-

1mg when the policy viewpoints of committee members were opposed to those

of adninistrators.2 Freemants analysis suggests that domination over

policy fluctuated between the legislative and executive branches.

Scher, "Conditions for Leg-isiative Control-," O. C.,
pp. 5/--i5O. These studies exemined the House Committee on Lducation
and Labor and. the National Labor Relations hoard, and point up an
important difference bet.reen different committees. un1ke the Comnat

tee on Interior and Insular Affairs the Committee on bducation and
Labor is not identified with a single department nor does it so iden-
tify itself, Therefore, it does not feel the strong responsibility
f or some of the agencies under its jurisdiction as is the case where
a committee is identifIed with a department.

Freeman, ocit,, pp. 121, 129.
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Strong committees contended th an established agency during a long

fl Jiperiod oi Democratic control oi both branches of governnen

In conclusion, cohesive committees with strong leadership and

strength in their chambers undoubtedly are a requIsite to legislative

braflch initiative in policy formuiation but other conditions are

necessary If, as in 1955 and 1958 wIth the saline water program, a

combination of conditions favor legislative initiative, such as lack

of confidence by committeemen in agency personnel, weak Department

support of the agency, indifference of the President, an opposition

party in the Vihite House, and, perhaps, an unexpected event of national

importance like Sputnik, then it is likely that th.e several units

in the legislative branch may agree on an innovative policy which will

result in 1egis1ation More often, conditions are presen.t which are

favorable to executive branch initiative Most policy that is 1egiti

mated is a complex combination of recommendations offered by the adrain

istrative branch and modified by the legislative branch Although

some of the recommendations may have been originally suggested by indi

vidu1 legislators, the usu1 role of congressional oversight commit

tees is to consider the proposals put forth by the executive branch,

to choose among alternatives, to make modifications according to

committee norms, and to develop a compromise which will be acceptable

to other oversight committees and to Con.gress

1 Ibid0, pp. 79, l29
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